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1. Introduction

1.1 Why loyalty?
"The new theory also makes loyalty a truer litmus test of corporate
performance than profits ever were or could be. Profits alone are an
unreliable measure because it is possible to raise reported short-term
earnings by liquidating human capital. Pay cuts and price increases
can boost earnings, but they have a negative effect on employee and
customer loyalty and so shorten the duration and worth of those assets.
Since the only way a business can retain customer and employee loyalty
is by delivering superior value, high loyalty is a certain sign of solid
value creation. "

from The Loyalty Effect by F Reichheld (1996, p. 5)

This quote nicely captures the weight accredited to the topic of customer loyalty in
today's business environment. It is probably no exaggeration that the rationale for
increasing customer loyalty has become ingrained in marketing thought to the ex
tent that it has become axiomatic.

When the importance of customer loyalty is discussed, reference is often made to
Reichheld and Sasser's 1990 article in the Harvard Business Review (1990). In the
article, the authors provide impressive figures on increases in profitability accrued
through increasing customer retention, and discuss why customers become more
profitable to a company the longer they stay with it. First, in many industries, there
are setup costs for newly acquired customers, and, depending on the industry,
these costs take some time to recover. It is not, however, only the setup costs
which are important. The longer the customer stays with a company, the more he
or she is assumed to spend with the company, the lower the costs to serve this
customer, and the less price sensitive he or she is assumed to be. Moreover, profits
will accrue indirectly by decreasing marketing costs since loyal customers provide
free advertising. Taken together, these factors suggest that it is more profitable to
cater to the needs of existing customers than to acquire new customers.

The concern for increasing customer loyalty has spread to the grocery retailing in
dustry. A recent survey shows that customer loyalty is one of the top priorities for
retail managers in Europe (Food Business News 1999). In the grocery retailing
sector in Sweden, as in many other countries, major retailers are working with
various kinds of customer loyalty schemes (Sopanen 1996). The importance of
store loyalty for grocery retailing, was however, acknowledged by Tate already in
1961. In the article The Supermarket Battle for Store Loyalty, he argued for store
loyalty as an important success factor in the increasingly competitive field of



grocery retailing. Thus, although the issue of customer loyalty lately has received
significant attention, the recognition of its importance is far from new.

1.2 The research problem
The recognition of the importance of loyal customers has spurred a large research
effort aimed at understanding the determinants of customer loyalty. These efforts
have largely been devoted to studying the impact of customer satisfaction and per
ceived service quality. Empirical studies in several service contexts have also
shown a relationship between perceived service quality or customer satisfaction
and some measure of customer loyalty (cf. Anderson, Fomell and Lehman 1994;
Boulding, Kalra, Staeling and Zeithaml 1993; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Fornell
1992; Magi 1995). Thus there seems to be support for the rather straightforward
claim: "satisfy your customers, and you will gain their loyalty."

However, findings that challenge the notion of a simple relationship between per
ceived service quality, or satisfaction, and loyal behavior, have also been pre
sented. For example, Reichheld (1993) shows that many satisfied customers do
change service providers. A study on Swedish grocery shoppers showed that al
though loyal shoppers in general were more satisfied, there were also shoppers that
were highly satisfied with a specific store and yet did not use it for the majority of
their purchases (Magi 1995). Such findings suggest that although perceived
service quality and customer satisfaction are important determinants, they are not
the sole drivers ofloyalty.

When considering loyalty to grocery stores, it should be taken into account that
most consumers divide their grocery purchases over several stores, and that there
are large differences in how they spread purchases across stores (Cunningham
1961; East, Hams, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins 1997; Tate 1961). To what extent
do evaluations of specific stores determine these usage patterns? If consumers do
not perceives large differences between available stores, other factors might play a
more important role. For example, a consumer might have a set of stores, which he
or she finds equally satisfying, and determine the destination of particular shop
ping trips based on situational factors such as promotions or time schedule. A con
sumer's ideas on "how to shop" could also be assumed to affect how he or she
divides purchases across stores. For example, price oriented consumers have been
shown to use a large number of stores in their search for good prices (Williams,
Painter and Nicholas 1978, McGoldrick and Andre 1997). Which stores con
sumers use and how they are used could also be affected by restrictions imposed
on the household in terms of a limited food budget and limited time available for
carrying out the chore of grocery shopping (Carman 1970, McGoldrick and Andre
1997). Several differences among shoppers and in household characteristics, such
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as income, working hours, attitudes to shopping, etc., could help to explain the
large variation in store-loyal behavior across households.

The above suggests that store loyalty could be determined by both the shopper's
evaluations ofand satisfaction with a specific store, as well as by different shopper
and household characteristics. But what is it that we are trying to explain?
Additional complexity is added to the task of understanding the causes of cus
tomer loyalty by the ambiguity surrounding the concept of "loyalty" itself. In
contrast to the great research efforts devoted to understanding the determinants of
loyalty, there is comparatively little research on this concept: although loyal cus
tomers are today regarded as valuable assets for a firm, there is no clarity
concerning how "loyal" customers should be identified. If the concept in itself is
unclear, how can we study it empirically and how can we understand its
determinants?

In the research covering the concept of loyalty, a certain agreement seems to exist
that loyalty should be considered a multi-dimensional construct, that is, most defi
nitions include both behavioral and attitudinal components. It has been argued that
mere repeat purchasing not caused by an attitudinal preference - "spurious
loyalty" - should be delineated from "true" intentional loyalty (Dick and Basu
1994; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978). In contrast, empirical measurements have al
most exclusively tapped into either the behavioral or the attitudinal aspect of loy
alty, thus not fully capturing the concept as it has commonly been defined. If the
attitudinal and behavioral dimensions are not strongly related, using one of these
measures will provide observations that might deviate substantially from what has
been argued to be "true" loyalty. Thus, although there is an abundance of studies
on loyalty, the lack of correspondence between empirical investigations and theo
retical conceptualizations suggests that little is known about whether consumers
are truly "loyal" according to a multi-dimensional conceptualization ofloyalty.

Loyalty has, however, also been regarded as an exclusively behavioral phe
nomenon (cf. Cunningham 1961, Tucker 1964, East, Hams, Willson and Lomax
1995, Desmet and Volle 1996). One reason for doing so is that the attitudinal and
behavioral aspects in the multi-dimensional conceptualization of loyalty cannot be
assumed to be closely related (East 1997). However, there are also alternative ap
proaches for defining behavioral loyalty. Behavioral loyalty could be seen as a
customer's allegiance to a company over time, that is, retention, or the exclusive
ness with which the company is used in a specified time period. These two aspects
are not necessarily closely related. A customer might use a specific provider regu
larly for a long time period, thereby exhibiting high allegiance, but at the same
time use several competitors, and only devote a small share of spending on this
specific provider.
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Although there is some confusion concerning what should be included in the con
cept of loyalty and over what constitutes a loyal customer, most authors would
agree that the customer's behavior is an integral part of loyalty. Customers' be
havior should thus preferably be the starting point for investigations of loyalty.
Store patronage behavior is a rather complex study object, not because the store
choice decision in itself is complex, but because grocery shopping is linked to
many other aspects of a household's everyday life, and decisions on which stores
to patronize are thus affected by a large number of other factors. When taking such
issues into consideration, an interesting question is to what extent the store itself
and its attributes play a role in how households shape their patronage patterns.

To summarize, there are important research problems of both practical and theo
retical relevance in the area of store loyalty. From a retailer perspective, know
ledge about how and why households distribute their spending on groceries over
several stores is essential. One question which should be investigated concerns the
extent to which evaluations of specific stores explain consumers' relative spending
in these stores, and to what extent households' spending patterns across stores are
determined by shopper or household specific variables. Is strong patronage con
centration always due to positive evaluations of specific stores, or can behavioral
loyalty be caused by mere inertia? Do consumers who spread their purchases over
several stores lack preferences for any particular store? To what extent do factors
other than the stores and their comparative merits affect consumers' patronage be
havior? Looking at the larger pattern of patronage, rather than the consumer's us
age of and relationship to a single store, will provide new insights on store loyalty
behavior and its determinants.

Much current research on loyalty is limited to treating "loyalty" as the dependent
variable in studies on customer satisfaction and/or perceived service quality. In
these contexts, the concept ofloyalty is little elaborated upon, and furthermore, the
empirical investigations on loyalty as such are limited. The intended theoretical
contribution of this study is to extend the discussion of store loyalty through a
critical review of the loyalty literature, by drawing on relevant literature from the
field of store patronage behavior and by substantiating the theoretical review with
empirical findings.

1.3 Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to explore store loyalty from a store
patronage perspective and to investigate the effects ofstore evaluations
and shopper characteristics on store loyalty.
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Considering the ambiguity surrounding the concept of loyalty, achieving this pur
pose obliges an evaluation of the concept in itself. Such a scrutiny is also needed
before the objectives of the empirical study can be specified.

1.4 Content of the thesis
Chapter two of this thesis contains a literature review, which includes a discussion
on the perspective on "loyalty" taken by this author. The review is summarized
with a proposed theoretical framework for the empirical study. This chapter also
outlines the four research objectives that follow from the literature review and the
theoretical framework. They are, briefly stated:

to describe households' store-patronage behavior and, specifically, behavioral
loyalty

to analyze the determinants of the degree of behavioral loyalty, the choice of
primary store, and store avoidance

to compare characteristics of shoppers categorized as "intentional" and
"spurious" loyals

to explore households' overall approach to the task of grocery shopping, that
is, their "provisioning strategies"

In chapter three, the empirical study is described. In short, the study design con
sists of a four-week purchase diary combined with a questionnaire. Moreover, in a
second stage of the study, in-depth interviews were made with a small sub-sample
of the households that participated in the diary/survey part of the study.

The empirical results of the study are presented in chapter four. The findings from
the study are summarized in chapter five, which also contains a discussion on the
generalizability of the findings and the limitations of the research. Chapter five
also discusses the implications of these findings for research and management.
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2. Theoretical framework
Marketing scholars are far from unanimous about the appropriate way in which to
view loyalty. A study on store loyalty thus necessitates a closer look on how
"loyalty" has been treated in marketing theory. As already suggested by the title,
the behavioral aspects of loyalty will, for reasons outlined further on, be the focal
point of this thesis. From this perspective it is seen as fruitful to complement loy
alty research with theories and findings from general retail patronage research.
Patronage research has a long tradition of studying store choice behavior in gen
eral, including issues such as which attributes of a store are important, and why
consumers shop at certain stores (not necessarily taking into consideration re
peated store choices).

Conceptual issues aside, two main perspectives on the determinants of store loy
alty can be identified. Currently, the more common perspective focuses on how
perceptions of, evaluations of, and satisfaction with store characteristics are linked
to store loyalty. This perspective is in line with the extensive customer satis
faction/perceived service quality literature that has grown in importance over the
last decades. The other perspective is concerned with how consumer character
istics explain variations in behavioralloyalty.

The differences between these two perspectives are also distinguishable within re
search on store patronage behavior in general. A large part of this research has in
vestigated how store attributes affect store choice. There is also, however, research
that focuses on how consumer characteristics, mainly shopping orientations, affect
store choice behavior. This theoretical review will partially be structured ac
cording to the categorization both of store loyalty and of store patronage behavior
research into store attribute related research vs. shopper characteristics related re
search. An overview ofthe chapter is provided in Figure 1.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the loyalty concept as defined and opera
tionalized in marketing. Thereafter empirical studies on store loyalty and its de
terminants are reviewed, followed by a summary and a discussion on how loyalty
is viewed in this thesis.

The presentation of store patronage research is also divided into research related to
store characteristics (2.5), and shopper characteristics (2.6), respectively. In sec
tion 2.7, a synthesis of these perspectives is presented.

The chapter ends with a summary and discussion of the theoretical review. In ad
dition, the research objectives derived from the theoretical discussion and pursued
in the remainder of the thesis are presented.
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2.1 What is loyalty? A discussion ofdefinitions and
measurements of 10 alt within marketin literature.

2.2 Empirical studies
on (perceptions of)
store characteristics
and loyalty.

2.3 Empirical studies on
shopper/household
characteristics and
loyalty.

2.5 Store patronage
research with store
characteristics in focus.

12.6 Store patronage
research with
shopper/household
characteristics in focus.

2.7 A synthesis of the shopper/household and store
characteristics ers ectives.

Figure 1. An overview ofthis chapter

2.1 What is "loyalty"?

2.1.1 What's in a word?

Marketers, both practitioners and academics, have borrowed the word "loyalty"
from the domain of everyday language to denote a phenomenon within the field of
consumer behavior. The reason for the use of this word is understandable 
"loyalty" is an alluring expression, involving positive connotations such as fidelity
and devotion. The idea, therefore, of having loyal customers should sound very
appealing to marketing managers.

However, borrowing an everyday word for a specific research domain is not with
out problems. In everyday situations the need for clearly defined words is not
acute; the meaning is often clarified by the context. But for most consumer be
havior and marketing research purposes, we struggle to define distinct concepts.
Such concepts are needed for building and developing general theories and aggre
gating findings across studies in the process of refining and testing these theories.
Thus, a more specific use of the word in question is sought by most marketing re
searchers - and the question of how the concept should be specified then arises.
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Lately it has been argued that the development of the concept of "loyalty" within
marketing research has far removed the interpretation of the word from its original
semantic meaning (Foumier and Wao 1997; Foumier 1998). Although this may be
a legitimate comment on the use of "loyalty" within the field of marketing, this
thesis focuses on the tenn as it has been used in marketing research up until now
and the merits and usefulness of this practice. The aim is thus not to develop a new
and "better" definition or conceptualization of loyalty that might be truer to the
semantic meaning of the word. Although it is a valid question to probe whether or
not we as consumers are loyal to grocery stores in the same way we are in con
sidering ourselves or others loyal in other contexts, for example in marriage or
citizenship, it will not be pursued here.

Other tenninology has also been used in marketing research to denote related as
pects of consumer behavior, for example "brand insistence," "brand bias," "brand
commitment," etc. In some instances the word "retention" has been used to de
scribe the extent to which customers stay with a provider. Although some of these
tenns might better capture what marketers, or at least some of them are interested
in, the use of the word "loyalty" as a marketing concept has gained strong ground.

2.1.2 Objects of loyalty

Before going too deeply into the marketing literature on loyalty, it should be em
phasized that there are different objects of consumers' loyalties. From a wider per
spective, consumers may be considered to be loyal to such things as their favorite
time for shopping, a specific shopping street, or a specific choice of a meal at fast
food outlets. A somewhat more narrow perspective is usually taken in marketing
literature in which loyalty is considered in relation to a specific provider, be it a
branded consumer product, a service provider, or a store. The bulk of the research
on loyalty within the field of marketing has been devoted to brand loyalty. Many
measurements of loyalty have also been developed for fast-moving consumer
goods. It should, however, not be taken for granted that all research on brand loy
alty is readily applicable to store loyalty.

Gremler and Brown (1996) argue that the construct "service loyalty" has been
treated differently from brand loyalty in the literature. As grocery stores provide a
service, their argument would be of interest here. They list the following reasons
for the distinctiveness of service loyalty (1996, p. 172):

a) service providers have the ability to create stronger loyalty bonds with their clients than do
suppliers of more tangible goods,

b) loyalty is greater or more prevalent among service consumers than among goods con
sumers,
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c) services provide more opportunities for person-to-person interactions which, in turn, often
provide more opportunities for loyalty to develop

d) perceived risk is often greater when purchasing services than goods

e) with some services, switching between providers may involve certain barriers not present
with brand switching for goods

It is not clear, however, whether the authors suggest that these issues are relevant
for a larger definition of "service loyalty" or for understanding differences in the
prevalence and nature of the detenninants of loyalty to brands and service pro
viders, respectively.

As brand choices and store choices yield different consequences for the household,
it is plausible that loyalty to brands and stores have different detenninants. One
issue is whether the choice processes for stores and individual products are compa
rable. One factor, which has greater impact on store choice than on brand choice,
would be the spatial factor and related temporal aspects. For example, given that a
specific store carries several brands of the same item, the choice of a specific
brand does not have any consequences for the time needed to make a purchase
trip. If store patronage behavior to a greater extent were contingent upon external
factors other than brand choice behavior, it would imply that the store's attributes
are of lesser importance for patronage behavior, than product attributes are for
brand choice.

However, concerning the discussion on the interpretation of the concept of loyalty
in marketing theory and how it should be measured, the literature on brand loyalty
is considered relevant for this thesis since a large part of the conceptual discussion
has taken place in the empirical context of brand choice. Therefore, a number of
articles focusing on brand loyalty will be included in the literature review.

2.1.3 Loyalty in marketing theory

The interest in loyalty within the marketing research community is far from new.
In Jacoby and Chestnut's (1978) often cited review of the field, the authors date
the first appearance ofmarketing studies on brand loyalty back to Copeland (1923)
(although the latter used the tenn "consumer insistence"). Over the years, a large
number of articles and books have been devoted to the subject, but they have not
resulted in a coherent picture of the phenomenon. East (1997) lists three compo
nents that are frequently used in describing a brand-loyal person: a positive brand
attitude; behavioral preference in tenns of buying the brand more than others in
the category; and buying that brand over extended periods of time, which East
calls allegiance. As will be clear from the following literature review, some defi
nitions have encompassed all these factors whereas others have limited the
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interpretation of loyalty to one component. The definitions also differ concerning
how the dimensions are assumed to be related. To illustrate the development
within the area, the review will, for the most part, proceed chronologically.

Copeland (1923) saw consumer insistence as a third stage in which the demand for
products is manifested; the first two stages being consumer recognition, and con
sumer preference. By consumer recognition, Copeland means "an acquaintance
with the general standing of the brand." Consumer preference is described as a
stage in which the consumer has a preference for a certain brand but accepts alter
natives if, for example, the product is out of stock or the retailer suggests another
brand. Consumer insistence signifies that the consumer would not accept any sub
stitutes, except in case of emergency. All three stages are described as an attitude
with which the consumer ordinarily approaches the purchase of such a product.

In the 50s and early 60s Cunningham published two studies on brand loyalty and
store loyalty (1956, 1961). He noted that there was substantial confusion sur
rounding the concept of loyalty. He argued that "the first step in clarifYing con
cepts was to make a sharp distinction between the record of past consumer
purchasing ofproduct brands and the complex or forces which underlie and ex
plain these purchases" (1956, p. 117). Consequently, he studied how households
divided their purchases across brands and stores. A similar stance is taken by
Tucker (1964), who studied brand loyalty in an experimental setting where re
spondents had no prior knowledge of the brands available to them. In his paper, he
defines brand loyalty as the "biased choice behavior", and argues that degree of
brand loyalty can be stated as the relative frequency of which one brand is chosen
over others. He states that, "No consideration should be given to what the subject
thinks or what goes on in his central nervous system; his behavior is the full
statement ofwhat brand loyalty is" (1964, p. 32).

Day (1969) has quite a different approach to loyalty. He opens up his article with
the claim that "[t}here is more to brand loyalty than just consistent buying of the
same brand - attitudes, for instance" (p. 29). He argues that one cannot infer loy
alty from behavioral patterns, as the latter do not necessarily reflect relative brand
preference. A similar argument is put forward by Jacoby (1971). Referring to
Moulson (1965), Day (1969) points out that behavioral measures do not distin
guish between "intentional" and "spurious" loyalty. This distinction is seen as im
portant since spuriously loyal customers are argued to be much more sensitive to
competitor activities.

In passing, Day (1969) also notes that when attitudinal criteria are included, loy
alty becomes a brand-specific concept rather than a concept describing the overall
behavior in the product class. Therefore, a buyer will have a brand loyalty score
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for all products bought during a specific period, and could be said to have some
level of loyalty to all brands used within a product category.

The notion of multi-brand loyalty is further developed by Jacoby (1971). He con
ceptualizes brand loyalty as consisting of at least two primary facets: brand loyal
behavior and brand loyal attitudes. "Brand loyal behavior is defined as the overt
act ofselective repeat purchasing based on evaluative psychological decision pro
cesses, while brand loyal attitudes are the underlying predisposition to behave in
such a selective fashion" (p. 26). Drawing on the assimilation-contrast model de
velop by Sherif and colleagues (Sherif and Hovland 1961, Sherif, Sherif and
Nebergall 1965), he suggests that consumers tend to organize the brands they
know in a specific product category into regions of acceptance, neutrality and re
jection. As noted by the author, the notion of acceptance region is essentially
equivalent to the "evoked set" developed by Howard and Sheth (1969). Con
sumers with only one brand in the acceptance region are uni-brand loyal, whereas
consumers with more than one brand in the acceptance region are multi-brand
loyal. Thus brand loyalty "serves as an acceptance-rejection function - not only
does it select-in certain brands, but it also selects-out certain others" (p. 26).

Jacoby is one of the main contributors to the literature on loyalty and the review
written by he and Chestnut belong to the more cited work in the field (1978). They
begin their review by comparing two different approaches to understanding what
they call Repeat Purchase Buying (RPB): the stochastic approach and the determi
nistic approach. Advocates of the stochastic approach view RPB as a process
which, due to the multitude of its determinants, can be regarded as stochastic. Ac
cording to a deterministic approach, a limited number of determinants can explain
RPB. The authors contend that the deterministic approach has been less successful
than the stochastic approach. They consider this understandable, as RPB is multi
caused. Instead, they suggest that the deterministic approach could be applicable
for a certain type of RPB: " ...our position is that a deterministic orientation can
be meaningfully applied to a distinct subset of RPB, a subset we refer to as BL
[Brand Loyalty]." (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978, p.5). Jacoby and Chestnut thus
make a clear distinction between loyalty and repeat purchase in general.

As to loyalty, the authors suggest the following comprehensive definition (previ
ously reported in Jacoby and Kyner 1973) consisting of a set of six necessary and
collectively sufficient conditions. According to these conditions, brand loyalty is:
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1. the biased (i.e., nonrandom)
2. behavioral response (i.e., purchase)
3. expressed over time
4. by some decision-making unit
5. with respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands, and
6. is a function of psychological (decision-making, evaluative) processes.

The authors argue that this definition is necessary for delineating loyalty from
mere repeat-purchase behavior. However, their definition received severe criticism
by Tarpey (1974), one objection being that it does not properly distinguish loyalty
from other repeat-purchase behavior. Tarpey contends that if biased behavior is
that which is not likely to be the product of chance, and repeat purchasing is by
definition biased behavior, only the sixth condition could differentiate repeat
purchase behavior from loyalty. However, he argues that "[t]he sixth condition
merely eliminates the possibility of brand loyalty being nothing more than auto
matic (reflexive) behavior" (p. 214Y.

Reynolds et al. (1974-75) base their study of store-loyal customers on the fol
lowing definition: "Consumer loyalty is viewed as the tendency for a person to
continue overtime to exhibit similar behaviors in situations similar to those he has
previously encountered; e.g., to continue to purchase the same brand and product
in the same store each time he needs or wants an identical or similar item."
(p.75). They further clarify this definition by stating that this loyalty construct is
continuous, multi-dimensional, has a time dimension, a converse, and is applicable
at various levels of aggregation.

Two ofthese aspects are of specific interest in this study. The first is that loyalty is
seen as a continuous variable rather than a discrete classification, i.e., there is not a
distinction between loyal and non-loyal customers per se, rather individuals should
be considered in terms of their degree of loyalty on a continuum from low to high.
In theory this would also imply that all individuals to a larger or lesser degree ex
hibit some degree of loyalty to all the products and services they use. The other
aspect is that loyalty is seen as having a converse - consumer switching - which is
defined as the tendency overtime to successively choose different alternatives for
similar repeat purchase situations. The authors do not, however, discuss how these

1 The exchange between Jacoby and Tarpey following Tarpey's rather critical comment is
an interesting example of eloquent academic mud slinging (Jacoby 1975, Tarpey 1975).
However, no synthesis is generated by the exchange; the authors basically maintain their
initial standpoints.
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two aspects are related. If loyalty is seen as a continuous variable, then a store
switching tendency must also be seen as a continuous tendency. This would also
mean that all consumers to a certain extent have a tendency to be loyal and a ten
dency to switch at the same time.

A more recent view on loyalty, somewhat related to that of Day (1969) and Jacoby
and colleagues (Jacoby 1971, Jacoby and Kyner 1973, Jacoby and Chestnut 1978),
is provided by Dick and Basu (1994). They also stress the importance of taking
into account both attitudinal and behavioral components, but simultaneously ac
knowledge the difficulties with defining loyalty as a distinct psychological con
struct. Instead, they view loyalty " ...as the strength ofthe relationship between an
individual's relative attitude and repeat patronage" (p.99). A second important
difference is the emphasis given to relative attitudes. The authors note that for pre
dictive purposes, it is relevant to take into account consumers' comparisons be
tween brands in a given situation and not only their attitudes, for a positive attitude
per se does not automatically translate into behavior. According to the authors,
relative attitudes should be based on attitudinal strength and attitudinal differen
tiation. Thus, if a consumer has strong positive attitudes attributed to several dif
ferent brands, the relative attitude to each brand is low.

The conceptualization of loyalty as the strength of the relationship between rela
tive attitude and repeat patronage is illustrated in the grid presented below (Figure
2). Loyalty is thus only present when the individual holds a high relative attitude
and engages in high repeat patronage behavior. Relative attitude is thus the vari
able which differentiates "true" loyalty from spurious loyalty. Spurious loyalty
could, according to the authors, be caused by situational cues such as familiarity.

Repeat Patronage
High Low

Relative Attitude
High

Low

Loyalty

Spurious Loyalty

Latent Loyalty

No Loyalty

Figure 2. The relative attitude-behavior relationship (Dick and Basu, p. 101)

Dick and Basu (1994) suggest two advantages to defining loyalty as a relationship
between relative attitudes and repeat patronage. First, in comparison with distinct
psychological conceptualizations of loyalty, the relational definition avoids the
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problem of poor discriminant validity between loyalty and attitudes. Second, their
conceptualization allows for an investigation of antecedents that facilitate consis
tency. An unclear point of their definition is, however, in what way an individual
level concept can be defined as the strength of causality. This would be reflected
in difficulties with developing a measure of such a concept. The authors only dis
cuss this in terms of the need for an index, but do not deal with the issue in depth.

The authors also propose a framework for customer loyalty in which antecedents
of relative attitudes; non-attitudinal factors that influence repeat patronage be
havior; and consequences of loyalty are included (Figure 3). The antecedents of
relative attitudes are, in line with general attitude models, structured into three
groups: cognitive, affective and conative antecedents. A difference with this ap
proach compared to other research in the area (cf. Fomell 1992) is that switching
costs are seen as an antecedent of relative attitude, not as a factor that mediates the
effect of attitude on behavior.

COGNITIVE

ANTECEDENTS

- Accessibility
- Confidence
- Centrality
- Clarity

AFFECTIVE

ANTECEDENTS

- Emotion
- Feeling Statesl
- Mood
- Primary Affect
- Satisfaction

CONATIVE

ANTECEDENTS

- Switching Cost
- Sunk Cost
- Expectation

Figure 3.

SOCIAL
NORM

CONSEQUENCES

- Search Motivation
- Resistance to

Counter Persuasions
- Word-of-Mouth

SITUATIONAL
INFLUENCE

Aframeworkfor Customer Loyalty (Dick and Basu 1994, p.10l)

Laaksonen (1993) takes a somewhat different view on loyalty. He suggests a
"resistance to change" characterization of behavior as the proper expression of
loyalty. Only in situations when consumers face pressure from their environment
to change their repetitive choice behavior, for example, in the shape of competitive
pricing or new entries into the market, will true loyalty to a choice object be re-
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vealed. "Loyalty should not be seen as a passive feature like fatigue - rather it re
flects the buyer's active resistance to switch the object" (1993, p. 27). That is, in
contrast to Dick and Basu's (1994) modeling, resistance to counter persuasion is
seen as an aspect ofloyalty rather than a consequence ofloyalty.

In focusing on service marketing, Gremler and Brown (1996) provide a more re
cent review of loyalty research and summarize the definitions that have been pro
posed in the literature. Based on this review they proposed the following definition
for service loyalty: "Service loyalty is the degree to which a customer exhibits re
peat purchasing behavior for a service provider, possesses a positive disposition
toward the provider, and considers using this provider first when a need for this
service arises" (1996, p. 173). In comparison with Dick and Basu's (1994) defini
tion, they have added a third dimension called cognitive loyalty. This dimension is
described as "what comes up first in the consumer's mind" or a consumer not seri
ously considering other providers when subsequent purchases are made. The
authors do not, however, clearly discuss why this aspect should be seen as a di
mension ofloyalty rather than a consequence ofloyalty.

Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman (1996), the influential researchers in the area of
perceived service quality, interpret loyalty in the following way: "Loyalty may be
manifested in multiple ways; for example, by expressing a preference for a com
pany over others, by continuing to purchase from it, or by increasing business with
it in the future" (1996 p. 34). This view implies that "loyalty" is a latent mental
construct that is manifested in certain ways.

Oliver (1997), one of the most dominating contributors within the field of cus
tomer satisfaction research, contends that although both the Jacoby and Chestnut
(1978) and the Dick and Basu (1994) frameworks have advanced our under
standing of loyalty, neither of them provides a comprehensive definition. To fill
this need, he suggests the following: "Customer Loyalty is a deeply held commit
ment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product or service consistently in the fu
ture, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to
cause switching behavior" (1997, p. 392). To further illustrate the meaning ofloy
alty, he evokes the image of a person who fervently desires to rebuy a specific
product and will not accept a substitute. In addition to this definition, he proposes
a four-stage loyalty model, which describes the development of loyalty as passing
the four stages of cognitive, affective, conative and action loyalty.

Calls have also been made for a more comprehensive view of loyalty. Foumier
(1998) argues that a broader, more nuanced perspective on loyalty would be fruit
ful. She states that "[e}ven well-intentioned attempts to consider loyalty as more
than repeat purchase (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978) reduce the process to 'narrowly
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cognitive utilitarian decision-making' thus failing to capture 'the talismanic
relationships consumers form with that which is consumed' (Belk, Wallendorfand
Sherry 1989, p.3l)." (1998, p. 343). As an alternative, Fournier proposes brand
relationship quality, a construct that allows for a richer interpretation of the
strength of the connection between consumers and their brands. Based on findings
from an exploratory study, as well as theories from the domain of interpersonal
relationships, she specifies six facets of brand relationship quality that in combi
nation affect the strength and duration of brand relationships. These are love/ pas
sion and self-connection (socioemotive attachments), interdependence and
commitment (behavioral ties), and intimacy and brand partner quality (supportive
cognitive beliefs).

The view of loyalty as a response to a positive evaluation, (as in work by Jacoby
or Dick and Basu), may be contrasted with Hirschman's (1970) often cited work.
His book discusses how customers, or members, can respond to a decline in
quality within an organization or firm by using either exit, that is by leaving the
company, or by using voice, that is complaining to the firm. The choice between
voice or exit can in some instances be mediated by loyalty: "The importance of
loyalty from our point ofview is that it can neutralize within certain limits the ten
dency ofthe most quality-conscious customers or members to be the first to exit. "
(p. 79). This view of loyalty implies that loyal customers can stay with a firm de
spite being dissatisfied, at least for a while.

To summarize, the conceptualization ofloyalty has been an issue with which mar
keting researchers have grappled for quite some time, longer than might be ex
pected given the current emphasis on customer loyalty as a relatively "new"
phenomenon. Already in 1973, Jacoby and Kyler contended that marketing aca
demics had been intrigued by brand loyalty for three decades (Jacoby and Kyner
1973). As noted in the introduction, this has not, however, resulted in a coherent
view on what should be meant by "loyalty" in marketing contexts. As will be dis
cussed below, there is also diversity concerning how "loyalty" has been opera
tionalized in empirical studies. After the review of measurements of loyalty, a
brief summary ofboth definitions and measurements will be presented.

2.1.4 Loyalty measurement

The issue of loyalty measurement is not only interesting from a methodological
perspective, because a discussion of the different types of measurements used is
important for interpreting results from previous studies. Loyalty has in many
studies been empirically defined on the basis of available measurements, which
also warrants a closer look at the measurements themselves.
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In their survey on loyalty research mentioned above, Jacoby and Chestnut review a
number of measures that have been asserted to capture loyalty (1978). They dis
tinguished between three basic groups of measurements: behavioral, attitudinal
and composite measures. To this author's knowledge, no such thorough review has
been performed since, and most measures used to date fall into one of these three
categories. Moreover, no general agreement has been reached on what measures
should be used, and the situation described by Jacoby and Chestnut as "Chaos in
Researchland: the sorry status of brand loyalty measurement" (1978, p. 57) still
prevails. The current review will be based on the overall classification of Jacoby
and Chestnut (J&C). Ifno specific reference is given, the particular measure is in
cluded in their review.

2.1.4.1 Behavioral measures ofloyalty

On a general level, behavioral measures of loyalty have been criticized for not
distinguishing between "true" and "spurious" loyalty. Such measures have also
been criticized for lacking a logical-conceptual basis, which becomes apparent, for
example, when trying to define the cut-off point between loyal and non-loyal be
havior (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978). On the other hand, as noted by Laaksonen
(1993), behavioral measures capture that which many regard as the essence ofloy
alty.

J&C identifY five types of measures based on behavioral data. These are 1)
proportion-of-purchase measures, 2) sequence-of-purchase measures, 3) prob
ability-of-purchase measures 4) synthesis measures and 5) miscellaneous
measures.

Proportion-oJ-purchase measures

These measures are basically measures of the share of purchases devoted to a spe
cific brand or store in comparison to overall use, or spending, in the category.
Such a measure is, for example, used by Cunningham in his early studies on brand
and store loyalty (Cunningham 1956, Cunningham 1961). Cunningham's measure
reflects the share of purchase devoted to the brand or store that accounts for the
largest, second largest, third largest, share of purchases, etc. Consequently, he re
fers to these measures as first-store (or brand) loyalty, second-store loyalty. Thus,
the way Cunningham uses the measure reflects a degree of behavioralloyalty to
wards a choice object.

The share of purchase devoted to the main brand, or store, within a category has
also been used to classifY individuals as loyal- or non-loyal. In these cases a cut
off rule has been used, J&C refer to studies in which these limits have been set to
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50 percent, 75 percent or 67 percent, that is customers with a proportion of pur
chase above the cut-offpoint are regarded as loyal customers, wheareas, customers
with a lower proportion of purchase are regarded as non-loyal customers.

Sequence measures

Another set of measures is based on a sequence of purchases. For instance, Brown
([, 1953 #125]), divided consumers into undivided loyals, divided loyals, and un
stable loyals based on sequences of six purchases. A somewhat different approach
to studying purchase sequences is the estimation of "number of runs," that is, con
secutive sequences of purchases of the same brand or visits to the same store. The
lower the number of runs, the higher loyalty is said to be.

A related approach is to measure the number of shifts between brands, or stores.
Desmet and Volle (1996), estimate a measure of versatility as:

V= (nT-nS)/nT where nT: number of trips for a given period and nS: number of shifts.

Such a measure is claimed to distinguish between clear conversions from one pro
vider to another, and stable multi-loyalty patterns that would result in a compara
tively high number of shifts.

Probability-DJ-purchase measures

J&C here refer to a number of probability measures such as "First Order (Markov)
Probability of Repurchase," which is estimated from a stationary matrix of transi
tion probabilities. Compared to many other suggested measures of loyalty, these
measures are mathematically more advanced.

Synthesis measures

One of the measures classified by J&C as a synthesis measure is the index de
veloped by Burford, Enis and Paul (1971) (often referred to as the Enis-Paul
index), which is based on three dimensions of behavioral loyalty:

the budget ratio, i.e., the fraction of total budget for the product class allocated
to the loyalty object

the switching ratio, i.e., the number of opportunities to switch plus one minus
number of switches divided by number of intervals in the survey period

the patronage ratio, i.e., the total number of stores or brands available plus one
minus number of stores patronized or brands purchased divided by number of
stores or brands in market
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Calculating the geometric mean of the three ratios derives the index measure. The
authors note that this process could obscure a certain amount of information and
that unequal weighing might give a more precise measurement of consumer loy
alty. The averaging process also means that consumers with quite different be
havioral profiles could end up with the same score. In more recent research, this
measure has been used by Denison and Knox (1994), who calculated the index for
respondents' primary stores based on purchasing volume. They noted that al
though the index is not as readily interpreted as proportion of visits, or proportion
of spending measures, it offers a more balanced measure of loyalty behavior.
Moreover, as their study included a comparison across different types of retailing,
they found the index measure to be the most useful for this purpose.

Another type of behavioral index is the entropy measure (Carman 1970). This dif
fers from the above-mentioned measures by including the usage of all available
brands, or providers, on the market. It is thus explicitly a measure of general cate
gory behavior rather than behavior towards a specific store or brand. As an exam
ple, the entropy measure would distinguish between two individuals that both
place 60 percent of purchases in the first store or on the first brand, but with indi
vidual A dividing the remaining 40 percent equally between 4 providers, whereas
individual B only uses one provider for these remaining 40 percent. The cross
shopping behavior is much more pronounced for individual A, something that
would not be evident from looking at single proportion measures. Carman also
noted that the measure seemed to be more sensitive to "shopping around" be
havior. The entropy measure is fully explicated in Carman (1970). He suggests the
following formula:

k

B= - LP1logPl
;=1

where Pi is the true proportion of purchases going to brand i;

k is the number of brands or stores available on the market.

Miscellaneous measures

Among the behavioral measures that did not fit into the above categories, J&C
mention measures that operationalize loyalty as the number of brands bought
within a category. This has in other instances been referred to as repertoire (Stern
1996). Other miscellaneous measures try to capture loyalty with regression analy
sis on consistent purchases, in which loyalty is seen as the share of unexplained
variance when other factors are taken into account.
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2.1.4.2 Attitudinal measures ofloyalty

J&C place measures that are strictly based on preference statements or statements
oflikely behavior in this category. At the time of their review, this type of measure
was less prevalent than behaviorally based measures.

Many of the measures in the category are based on the acceptance-rejection view
on loyalty as suggested by Jacoby (1971). For instance, brand loyalty has been
measured as the distance between acceptance and neutrality regions, and the num
ber (or proportion) of brands in the rejection region. Some studies have used sim
ple questions on preference for assessing brand loyalty. The measure of store
loyalty based on psychographic scaling used by Reynolds et al. (1974-75), is also
included here.

Among the 12 measures listed by J&C in this category, only one is a measure of
intention to behave (more specifically: purchase). However, in many studies pub
lished after their review, measures of purchase intentions have been used as
operationalizations of loyalty, specifically in studies on customer satisfaction
and/or perceived service quality. For example, Cronin and Taylor used the fol
lowing single item scale: "In the next year, my use of XYZ__ will be ..."
measured on a 7-point scale anchored by "not at all" - "very frequent" (1992, p.
67). In a subsequent article, Taylor, together with Baker (1994), used the follow
ing three items, measured on 7-point Likert scales, to measure purchase intentions:

a) The next time I need the services of a I will choose XYZ.

b) If I had needed the services of a during the past year, I would have selected
XYZ.

c) In the next year, if! need the services of a I will select XYZ.

In the Swedish and American Customer Satisfaction Indices, in addition to a re
purchase likelihood rating, a measure of price tolerance is included as a reflective
indicator of customer loyalty (Fornell 1992, Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, Jaesung
and Everitt Bryant 1996). Customers who respond that they are likely to re
purchase are asked how much the price could increase before they definitely
would not purchase from the provider again, and correspondingly customers indi
cating a low likelihood of repurchase are asked for the price decrease that would
alter their choice. This measure thus reflects Laaksonen's (1993) notion of persis
tence to switch.

Zeithaml et al. (1996), present a behavioral intentions battery, developed to cap
ture consequences of perceived service quality. Based on factor analysis on 13
items generated from a theoretical discussion, they found that these behavioral in
tentions could be structured in five dimensions: loyalty, switch, pay more, external
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response, and internal response. The loyalty dimension contains the following five
items accompanied by a 7-point likelihood scale:

a) Say positive things about XYZ to other people

b) Recommend XYZ to someone who seeks your advice

c) Encourage friends and relatives to do business with XYZ

d) Consider XYZ your first choice to buy services

e) Do more business with XYZ in the next few years

The authors note that in the a priori four-factor categorization of the battery, items
a, band c were grouped together in a "word-of-mouth" category, whereas items d
and e were included in the a priori category on purchases intentions. The latter
category also included the item: "Do less business with XYZ in the future" which,
however, loaded on the "switch" factor. They found that the factor structure sup
ported the overall classification of favorable and unfavorable responses that they
had suggested, so the a posteriori categorization founded the basis for their subse
quent analyses. One possible reason for the deviation from the a priori categori
zation is the use of negatively worded items; in the presented factor solution the
two negatively worded items in the battery formed the "switch" factor. As dis
cussed by Babakus and BoIler (1992) in their evaluation of the SERVQUAL
scale2

, the use of mixed-item wording can create method factors. Based on the
same items battery as used by Zeithaml et al (1996), de Ruyter et al. (1996) found
a three-factor structure, which also suggests that some caution should be taken
with the interpretation of the dimensionality ofbehavioral intentions.

A recent example of an attitudinal measure from the retailing sector is provided by
Sirohi et al. (1998). They base their study on the following three indicators of store
loyalty intentions which were measured on a five-point scale:

a) likelihood to continue shopping

b) likelihood to use the store for more of your grocery needs in the next twelve months

c) likelihood to recommend supermarket to a friend

As in Zeithaml et al. (1996), Sirohi et al. also include a word-of-mouth dimension
in their measure of store loyalty intentions.

2 The SERVQUAL scale is a multi-item scale for measuring perceived service quality
developed by Parasuraman et al. (1988; 1991). It is currently the most widely known
measure of perceived service quality and it has been extensively discussed in the research
literature; e.g., its dimensionality (cf. Carman 1990, Bahakus and Bol1er 1992, Cronin and
Taylor 1992, Dabholkar, Thorpe and Rentz 1996).
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2.1.4.3 Composite measures ofloyalty

Although several calls have been made for measures that capture the complexity
of proposed theoretical models of loyalty, most studies use either attitude-based or
behavior-based measures of loyalty. However, as apparent from the J&C review,
some composite measures have been presented in the literature; J&C classify 8 of
the 53 measures as composite indices ofloyalty.

One of the reviewed measures, by Bellenger et al. (1976), is specifically developed
for measuring store loyalty. In their study, loyalty was measured by a composite of
the following factors (p. 21):

1. Percentage of shopping done at the test store. Respondents were asked to provide a subjective
estimate of the percentage of their total shopping done at this store.

2. Ranking among competitive stores in order of preference, weighing such criteria as product
line, distance and time involved in shopping, attitude of store personnel, climate or atmosphere
of the store, and availability of parking. Respondents were asked to subjectively rank the test
store and each of three competitive stores using these criteria. The order of the ranks was then
reversed and the reverse of the rank of the test store was used to weight the percentage from step
1. (Reverse of rank x percentage.)

3. The propensity to shop at the test store when the shopper needs an item he thinks the store
carries. This factor was measured by the response to the statement, "I shop at (name of test store)
when I need an item I think they carry." The respondent was asked to check his level of agree
ment with the statement as either strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree. The
answer was then scored one for strongly agree, two for agree, three for neutral, four for disagree,
and five for strongly disagree. The order of the scores was then reversed and the reverse of the
score was used to weight the index formed in step 2. (Reverse of score x index from step 2.)

One probable result of such a measure is that respondents with quite different pro
files on these factors might end up with the same final score on loyalty. Moreover,
considering that the factors are measured on different scales that are multiplied
without being standardized, they would vary in their influence on the final score.

2.1.4.4 How loyal are shoppers according to various measures?

One way to compare loyalty measurements is to look at the results from studies in
which these measures have been applied, i.e., how loyal shoppers are according to
these various measures. Data on the distribution of loyalty, or levels of loyalty, is
mostly available from studies in which behavioral measures of loyalty have been
applied. In studies in which, e.g., measures of purchase intentions have been used,
the levels of the degree of purchase intentions, is not usually reported. As these
measures in themselves are relatively abstract and not clearly connected to observ
able behavior, the distribution of such scores is also less easy to interpret.
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Several studies have used different versions of proportion-or-purchase measures.
For example, Cunningham analyzed store patronage patterns of 50 Chicago fami
lies looking at the proportion of food purchases made in particular stores. He
found that the households' first-store loyalty varied considerably, from 91.7 to
19.3 percent of total purchases. The average level of first-store loyalty was 48.6
percent. Tate (1961) showed that households generally shopped in at least two
stores. During a one-year period, only 10 percent of the members of MRCA's
(Market Research Corporation of America) national consumer panel shopped in
one store only. Both Cunningham (1961) and Tate (1961) found great variability
in patronage, or brand usage patterns across households. Subsequent studies mod
eling aggregates of store choice behavior across stores have found generalizable
patterns of such behavior (cf. Uncles and Hammond 1995)3.

In a previous study on Swedish grocery shoppers (Magi 1995), customer behavior
was compared across four stores. In the study, two behavioral measures of loyalty
were used. First, respondents were asked to indicate how many stores they
shopped in regularly ("this store only," "two stores," or "several stores"). These
answers were combined with the follow-up question on whether or not the focal
store was seen as their regular store. Respondents giving an affirmative answer to
that question were added to the "one store only" category to form the category
"regular customers." Second, a simple share-of-purchase measure was used. The
respondents were asked to indicate how often they shopped for groceries and how
often they shopped in the focal store (four response categories were presented: 4
times/week or more, 2-3 times/week, 1 time/week, less than 1 time/week). Indi
viduals, who indicated the same number of purchases in the focal store as their
weekly purchases, were categorized as loyal. As evident from Figure 4, these ap
proaches give different ideas on how many customers are "loyal."

On average, almost 20 percent indicated that they shopped in the focal store only,
but as evident from the chart, this percentage varied by store. Approximately 40
percent shopped in two stores, which means that over a third of the respondents
regularly shopped in more than two stores. As evident from the chart, a substantial
number of customers considered the focal store their regular store, although this
number also varies by store. Based on the share-of-purchase measure, the number
of behaviorally loyal customers were fewer. The levels on these figures should be
interpreted in the light of the sampling design of the study. Questionnaires were

3 These studies are based on the general NBD-Dirichlet model developed in a brand
portfolio context (cf. Ehrenberg and Goodhart 1970). This model is used for predicting
regular patterns in aggregate measures ofbuying behavior (Uncles and Hammond 1995).
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distributed in-store to randomly selected customers. This means that there is a
probable bias towards more frequent shoppers.
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Figure 4. A comparison ofdifferent measures ofbehavioralloyalty (Magi 1995).

Similarly to Cunningham, East et al. (1997) also measure first-store loyalty. Based
on the observation that the term "loyalty" is used to denote different customer be
haviors that may have little in common, they study whether first store loyalty and
retention are related. They argue that this need not be the case, a shopper might,
e.g., spend a relatively small share of his/her budget in a specific store but con
tinue to do so over a long period of time. Their study is based on the responses
from a two-wave survey of 551 British households. In their analysis, they divide
their sample into a group of high first-store loyals (81 percent or more) and low
first-store loyals (less than 81 percent), which yields two groups of almost equal
size (52 percent of the sample were high first-store loyals). Defection was meas
ured by comparing which supermarket group was named as the most used in the
two waves. This measure was negatively associated with first-store loyalty as
measured in the first wave, which indicates that the two loyalty dimensions are
positively related. However, correlation analysis showed that these measures of
behavioral loyalty shared only two factors that correlated in the same direction:
attitude to the store group and brand loyalty. The authors thus conclude that it is
necessary to separate different aspects ofbehavioral loyalty.

Another approach for comparing measures of loyalty is to analyze the extent to
which they correlate. Within the sub-group of proportion-of-purchase measures, a
close relationship between share of purchases and share of visits has been shown;
Tate concludes that the amount of money that a household spends in a store is
closely related to the number of visits to that store (1961). Based on panel data,
Desmet and Volle (1996) estimated four measures of behavioral loyalty: share-of
store visits, number of stores, a versatility index and the Enis-Paul index. The cor
relations between these measures (in absolute terms, number of stores was
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negatively correlated with the other measures) ranged from .58 to .89. Number of
stores was the measure with the lowest correlation to the other measures.

Finally, a few studies have reported data on loyalty levels as measured by attitu
dinal scales. An example of such data is provided by Day (1969). He found in his
study that according to a proportion-of-purchase measure and a 50 percent thres
hold, 73 percent of the focal brand buyers were regarded as loyal. But when
"loyalty" also implied a very or extremely favorable attitude, the brand loyal seg
ment was reduced to 51 percent.

2.1.5 A summary on definitions and measurements of loyalty

This review has illustrated the diversity within the field of defining and opera
tionalizing loyalty. The following section will provide a brief summary of defini
tions and measurements.

As stated in the beginning, definitions vary according to how different components
are related. On a general level, two approaches can be identified: one which treats
loyalty as a latent mental construct which is expressed in attitudes and behaviors;
and one which refers to loyalty as a description of behavior and does not incorpo
rate possible causes of such behavior into the concept but treats these as separate
constructs (Figure 5).

Among the reviewed authors, the latent mental construct view is mainly repre
sented by Copeland (1923), Jacoby and colleagues (Jacoby 1971, Jacoby and
Kyner 1973, Jacoby and Chestnut 1978), Zeithaml et al. (Zeithaml, Berry and
Parasuraman 1996), and Oliver (1997). These authors view "loyalty" as a mental
state felt by an individual towards a specific choice object, which is then reflected
in the behavior of the individual. The relationship between different indicators is
not elaborated upon; an implicit assumption seems to be that if an individual is
mentally loyal to a product or firm, he or she will act accordingly. However, it is
sometimes admitted that the relationship between different aspects of loyalty is
complex. For example, Jacoby and Chestnut (1978, p. 112) acknowledge that atti
tudinal and behavioral brand loyalty " ... must be separated to be properly under
stood. "

The behavioral perspective on loyalty has been taken by Cunningham (1956,
1961), Tate (1961), Tucker (1964) and East (East, Hams, Willson and Lomax
1995, East 1997, East, Hams, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins 1997). These authors
are interested in describing behavioral loyalty and understanding its causes and
they refute the idea that loyalty should be regarded as anything but behavior.
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1. Loyalty as a
latent mental
construct

2. Loyalty as a
behavioral outcome
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"True"
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Figure 5. Two approaches to understanding loyalty.

Dick and Basu (1994) present somewhat of a hybrid of these two perspectives.
They note that the definition of loyalty as a distinct psychological construct has
troubled past investigations. Their conceptualization also differs from the be
havioral perspective by stating that not only repeat patronage, but also a relative
attitudinal preference is necessary for "true" loyalty to exist. By viewing loyalty as
an attitude-behavior relationship they thus do not make any assumptions on the
consistency between these two components.

The range of definitions of loyalty makes evaluation of different measures diffi
cult. As eloquently pointed out by Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) the validity of any
measurement can only be judged on the basis of an underlying concept or con
struct. Given that there are alternative conceptualizations of loyalty, a measure of
loyalty can be judged both "valid" and "invalid" depending on the conceptuali
zation with which it is compared.

Starting off with Jacoby and Chestnut's evaluation of measures, based on their
definition ofloyalty, very few of these measures pass the needle's eye (Jacoby and
Chestnut 1978). Purely behavioral as well as purely attitudinal measures are re
futed since they do not capture the complex nature of loyalty. Behavioral measures
are criticized for lacking a conceptual foundation. As argued by other authors as
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well, a problem with behavioral measures is that "spurious" loyalty, i.e., con
tinuous patronage of a store or repurchase of a brand, which is not due to a posi
tive attitude towards the object, could be mistaken for "true" loyalty. Although
they capture dimensions of loyalty that can not be accounted for by purely behav
ioral measures, the reviewed attitudinal measures also have their drawbacks, but
these are mainly of a technical nature, e.g., low sensitivity. Based on their review,
Jacoby and Chestnut conclude that the composite measures would be most
promising as they, if properly developed, would capture the complex nature of
loyalty. A call for composite indices of loyalty has also been made by, e.g.,
Laaksonen (1993), and Dick and Basu (1994).

From the loyalty as behavior viewpoint, it is clear that both attitudinal and com
posite measures of loyalty are inappropriate. East et al. (1997) point out that if one
wanted to know how different aspects of loyalty are related, then these different
aspects of loyalty need to be separately measured. Also, if store attitude is seen as
either a cause or result of store loyal behavior, these variables need to be con
sidered separately.

Measures of behavioral (repurchase) intentions, which have developed into the
perhaps most common way of measuring loyalty, are problematic for several rea
sons. From a loyalty as behavior perspective, such a measure is only valid to the
extent that stated behavioral intentions closely correspond to actual (repurchase)
behavior. Since research on the link between intentions and behavior indicate a far
from clear-cut relationship4, the validity of purchase intentions as a measure of be
havioralloyalty can be questioned. Rust et al. (1995), recognizing that repurchase
intentions do not necessarily reflect the true probability of repurchase, suggest that
measures of intentions could be calibrated by following up on actual repurchase
behavior of sample respondents. However, although this approach seems appro
priate for continuous measurements within firms, it does not aid in interpreting
published results from studies in which repurchase intentions have been the de
pendent variable, since the relationship between intentions and actual behavior is
likely to be very context-dependent.

From the latent mental construct perspective ofloyalty, the validity ofmeasures of
repurchase intentions is difficult to evaluate. On the one hand, if measures of pur
chase intentions are interpreted as the preferred behavior of the respondent, which
would correspond to the attitudinal component of loyalty, the measure could be
criticized for not including a behavioral component, and therefore not capturing

4 Issues concerning the complex attitude-intentions-behavior relationships have been
treated by, e.g., Belk (1985) Eagly and Chaiken (1993) Olander and Thogersen (1995).
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"true" loyalty. On the other hand, one could argue that behavioral intentions could
be interpreted as the perceived likely behavior of the respondent and thus do not
reflect the attitudinal component of loyalty much in the same way as behavioral
measures do not reflect the attitudinal component.

A further comment on measures of intentions concerns the recent development of
measures of "loyalty intentions" in which items that have not theoretically been
seen as components ofloyalty, i.e., word-of-mouth intentions, have been included
(Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman 1996, Sirohi, McLauglin and Wittink 1998).
Although word-of-mouth behavior is believed to have the same antecedents as be
havioralloyalty, according to the latent mental construct view, this is not a suffi
cient reason for including both aspects into one concept. As shown by Soderlund
(1998), repurchase intentions and word-of-mouth intentions are affected quite dif
ferently by variations in customer satisfaction.

An issue concerning the conceptualization and measurement of loyalty, not spe
cifically related to the two general views outlined above, is whether or not loyalty
should be seen as a categorical (loyal - vs. non-loyal individuals) or as a con
tinuous variable. Behavioral measures have been criticized for not providing a
logical cut-off point between loyal and non-loyal customers (Jacoby and Chestnut
1978). The same argument should be true for most attitudinal measures as well.
However, this should only be considered a problem if the underlying phenomenon
is believed to be categorical, i.e., if there are distinct groups of "loyals" and "non
loyals." If this is not believed to be the case, the argument concerning cut-off
points should not be considered relevant.

This short summary has attempted to show that there are no clear answers con
cerning how loyalty should be defined and measured. The question of how to de
fine "loyalty" will be further discussed after a review of some empirical findings
concerning determinants of various aspects of loyalty. In this context, it is impor
tant to bear in mind the diversity described in the previous section. Studies in
which "loyalty" is a dependent variable differ in terms of how this "loyalty" is
both conceptualized and measured. Therefore care should be taken when com
paring results from such studies. The next two sections cover studies in which as
serted loyalty has been the dependent variable. In order to clarify what is meant by
loyalty in each instance, the type of measurement used in the study will be speci
fied.

2.2 Studies on "loyalty" as determined by customer evaluations
As customer loyalty has been assumed to be one of the key factors linking per
ceived service quality (PSQ) and customer satisfaction (CS) to financial gains for
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the company, an increasing amount of research has been devoted to investigating
the relationship between PSQ, CS and customer loyalty. Many of these studies
have been carried out in a service setting, as well as in a retailing context. In many
of these studies, the motive has been to show that empirically, such links exist.
However, recent years have also provided some arguments against a too simplistic
view of these relationships. In the following section, studies that provide support
for these links will presented first, and thereafter some arguments against a sim
plistic linear view will be presented.

2.2.1 Support for an influence of CS and PSQ on asserted loyalty

The past two decades have seen an ever-increasing research interest in CS and
PSQ. The main reason for studying CS and/or PSQ is the assumed positive effects
on customer responses such as customer loyalty. Much of this work has been de
voted to the conceptualization and measurement of both these constructs and of
the antecedents of CS and PSQ respectively (cf. Yi 1990, Uusitalo 1993, Magi
1995 for reviews). This work has, however, yet to result in a coherent picture on
how the concepts should be defined and measured or how they are related5

• There
has, for example, been an ongoing discussion about what the appropriate com
parison standard should be in the disconfirmation process (cf. Spreng, MacKenzie
and Olshavsky 1996). Moreover, customer satisfaction has been conceptualized as
a transaction specific judgement (emotion) or a global (cumulative) concept
(Anderson, Fornell and Lehman 1994).

Somewhat less attention has been turned towards empirically establishing the ef
fects of CS/PSQ. However, findings have been presented that support a positive
link between perceived service quality, or customer satisfaction, and some
measure of loyalty, mostly repurchase intentions. For example, Cronin and Taylor
(1992) use LISREL to investigate the relationships between PSQ, CS and re
purchase intentions, as measured with a single-item scale (see section 2.1.4.2).
Their model showed significant path coefficients between CS and repurchase in
tentions ranging between .36 to .84 across four industries. Based on data from the

5 Despite that some confusion surrounds the concepts themselves, PSQ and CS are
generally viewed as related, but distinct concepts (cf. [Magi 1995; Parasuraman, Zeithaml
and Berry 1994; Taylor and Baker 1994] for discussions on the differences between CS
and PSQ), although it has been argued that it sometimes is not fruitful to distinguish
between the two (Liljander and Strandvik 1993). Empirical studies also show that the
concepts' relationships to measures of loyalty are similar. For example, in contrast to their
conclusions in their 1992 article, Cronin and Taylor (1994) contend that both PSQ and CS
have a significant effect on their measure of loyalty. As the present argument focuses on
the effects on loyalty, differences between the constructs will not be focused upon.
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Swedish customer satisfaction barometer, Fornell (1992) models the relationship
between CS and a measure ofloyalty based on repurchase intentions and price tol
erance. The resulting path-coefficients, estimated with PLS, range from .13 to .66
for the 33 industries that were included in the study. Fornell argues that the dif
ferences between industries can be understood by looking at switching barriers.
For example, for state monopolies the effect of customer satisfaction on loyalty
should be low as customers only have one option, whether or not they feel satis
fied with it. A positive relationship between PSQ and/or CS and a measure of re
purchase intentions or a more widely defined measure of loyalty intentions have
also been found by, among others, Anderson and Sullivan (1990), Boulding et al.
(1993), Taylor and Baker (1994) de Ruyter et al. (1996), and Zeithaml et al.
(1996).

Many of these studies have been conducted for other services or products than
grocery retailing. As the relationship seem to vary between industries, one should
be careful about generalizing the findings to the retailing sector. There have, how-

.;~ ever, also been some specific studies on customer satisfaction in retailing. Based
on a structural modeling approach, Sirohi et al. (1998) found that service quality
had the largest effect (path coefficient: .67) on store loyalty intentions6 for choice
of grocery store. Other variables that also had a significant effect on store loyalty
intentions were merchandise quality perceptions (.47), sales promotion perceptions
(.12), perceived relative price (.08), perceived value (.13) and perceived value of
competitors (-.13).

There have also been a few studies relating customer satisfaction to behavioral
measures of loyalty. In a previous study on customer satisfaction in retailing (Magi
1995), customer satisfaction scores were compared between those respondents
who saw the focal store as the store in which they did most of their purchases and
those respondents who did not. The results showed a significant difference be
tween these two groups concerning satisfaction scores as well as service quality
evaluations (Table 1) indicating a relationship between PSQ, CS and behavioral
loyalty.

In the study, behaviorally loyal customers were on average more satisfied with the
focal store than the non-loyal customers were. However, the scaling of the de
pendent variable does not allow for analyses on the effect of customer satisfaction
on the proportion of expenditure in the primary store. Holmberg (1994), who used
an ordinal scale for measuring share of expenditure, found a significant but fairly

6 See section 2.1.4.2 for how they operationalized store loyalty intentions.
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weak relationship between customer satisfaction and share of spending in the re
spondents primary grocery store (rank correlation coefficient .19).

Variable Not regular store R~ular store p<
means medians Means medians

Customer satisfaction 7.47 8.00 8.78 9.00 .0001
Check-out speed 6.49 7.00 6.16 6.00 n.s.
Price display correctn. 7.30 8.00 7.94 8.00 .05
Assortment 7.61 7.75 8.41 8.75 .0001
Store ambiance 7.36 7.50 8.08 8.25 .0005
Personnel interaction 7.69 7.75 8.53 9.00 .0001
Personnel promotness 7.54 7.50 8.42 8.50 .0001

Table 1. Differences between behaviorally non-loyal (n=1l2) and loyal
customers (n=204) regarding quality dimensions and customer
satisfaction. Customer satisfaction was measured with a single item
scale on the overall judgement of the store. Means, medians and p
values (Magi 1995, p. 53).

2.2.2 Why not a very strong relationship between CS/PSQ and behavioral loyalty?

There are two ways in which the relationship might not hold on the individual
customer level. On the one hand, there is a possibility that dissatisfied customers
exhibit high behavioral loyalty towards a company by continuing to purchase its
products. On the other hand, there is a possibility that satisfied customers exhibit
low behavioralloyalty towards a company, for example, by using many competing
products and services simultaneously. These two situations will be discussed be
low. A related issue that also will be discussed here is the functional form of the
relationship between satisfaction and loyalty.

As mentioned above, Fomell (1992) suggests that switching-barriers, that is, bar
riers that make it costly for the customer to switch to another supplier, also can
create customer loyalty. He argues that: "f/jJyal customers are not necessarily
satisfied customers, but satisfied customers tend to be loyal customers" (p. 7)7

• For
example, in a monopoly, a customer has just one supplier to choose from. Thus a
customer must continue to use the same provider whether or not slbe is satisfied,
or alternatively leave the market all together. Fornell (1992) gives a list of other
potential switching barriers: search costs, transaction costs, learning costs, loyal

7 Note that this statement implies an interpretation of loyalty as only consisting of
behavioral loyalty. Unsatisfied customers that behave loyally towards a firm are not
"truly" loyal if loyalty is seen as a consistent behavioral response to a positive behavior.
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customer discounts, customer habit, emotional cost, and cognitive effort, coupled
with financial, social, and psychological risks on the part of the buyer.

In the case of grocery retailing, several possible switching barriers could be
present. It could be assumed that learning costs (it usually takes time and effort to
learn to find one's way around in a new store), customer habit, the availability of
stores, as well as bonuses for loyal customers and charge or credit cards linked to
specific retailers, could constitute barriers to switching. Today, households can
deposit a sum of money on their retailer card for their monthly food expenses and
gain comparatively high interest rates, which would limit their choice of food
stores. However, considering that most households regularly use at least two gro
cery stores, switching barriers perhaps do not play the dominant role in shaping
store patronage behavior. If households were dissatisfied with one of the stores
they used, it seems reasonable that they simply would shift their purchases to one
of the other stores used on a regular basis. In this author's previous study, per
ceived switching barriers, as measured by the following item "I do all my grocery
shopping in this store because I do not have any others to choose from," was low
and did not differ between respondents using one store only, and respondents
using several stores (Magi 1995).

Lessig studied behavioral loyalty and its relation to store image (Lessig 1973).
Based on the observation that consumers mostly patronize several stores, he de
veloped a measure to indicate a consumer's loyalty across stores. Based on a
fifteen-week purchase panel for 91 households, and factor analysis of the share of
purchases for three supermarkets and a group of neighborhood stores, he derived
three factors expressing different degrees of loyalty. When again compared with
the initial share of purchase measures, the interpretation of the factors suggests
that behavioral loyalty may be characterized more as avoidance of a certain store
than a strong attraction to a store. Lessig suggests that this might be due to con
sumers' choice of a certain store is not as a result of a positive attitude toward that
store but rather because of dislike of other stores. He finds some support for this
argument when comparing the loyalty factors with measures of store image (see
2.5.2).

It is also possible that satisfied customers do not exhibit strong behavioralloyalty.
According to Reichheld (1993), between 65 and 85 percent of customers who de
fect say they were satisfied, or very satisfied, with their former supplier. Dufer and
Moulins (1989), in a study on the choice of three FMCGs, found that there was a
positive relationship between satisfaction and stated purchase intentions, but not
between satisfaction and actual purchase behavior as measured by follow-up inter
views. The authors suggest two tentative explanations for these results. One expla
nation would be that situational factors, such as the preferred brand being out-of-
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stock or in-store promotional activities on a competing brand, would induce the
consumer to buy another brand. The second explanation would be that consumers,
although satisfied with the brand bought at the last occasion, bought other brands
as a result of variety-seeking behavior.

In the previous section, results from a study on Swedish grocery shoppers showed
that respondents that have the focal store as their main store on average were more
satisfied with this store. However, as becomes clear from the chart in Figure 6, the
distribution of satisfaction scores within each group was large. There were thus
also "non-loyal customers," i.e. customers who responded that the store was not
their primary store for grocery purchases, yet who stated that they were very satis
fied with the store. Moreover, there were behaviorally loyal customers who did not
give high satisfaction scores to the store.
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Figure 6. The distribution of satisfaction ratings for loyal vs. non-loyal
customers. Satisfaction ratings were based on the agreement in the
following statement "I am very satisfied with this store, " which was
accompanied by a ten-point, disagree (1) - agree scale (10) (Magi,
1995).

An interesting result from the vantage point of the current study is thus that there
are respondents who do not "conform" with the general pattern, i.e., highly satis
fied customers who do not seem to be behaviorally loyal, and unsatisfied cus
tomers who tend to concentrate their purchases to the focal store. This supports the
argument that the relationship between customer satisfaction and behavioral loy
alty is likely to be moderated by other factors. This observation was also made by
Uusitalo (1998), who studied the perception of stores and shopping behavior of
Finnish consumers.
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One limitation with analyses such as the one presented above is that the respon
dents only stated their satisfaction with the focal store for the study, hence their
satisfaction with other stores that they might use is not known. The chart clearly
illustrates the skewed distribution of satisfaction ratings that distinguish customer
satisfaction surveys (Peterson and Wilson 1992); customers in general are quite
satisfied with the products and services they use. It would thus not be unlikely that
customers who use a set of stores would be equally satisfied with an evoked set of
stores. That is, it cannot be concluded from the results that the respondents who
"give the store a nine or a ten" also think it is the best store they know. Consumers
would then have several products or stores in their consideration sets with which
they are equally satisfied, which might thus explain the deviations from a strong
linear relationship between satisfaction and behavioral loyalty studied from a one
store perspective.

Another explanation of why a clear relationship between satisfaction and loyalty is
not always discerned is that this relation might be non-linear. Coyne (1989) sug
gest that there are two thresholds that moderate this relationship. Above a certain
level of satisfaction, repurchase loyalty increases steadily while under another
level of satisfaction, repurchase loyalty would decrease steadily. Between these
thresholds, however, the degree ofloyalty would be relatively unstable.

Building in part on Coyne's (1989) argument, Oliva et at. (1992) apply catastrophe
theory for understanding the complexity of the customer satisfaction - loyalty re
lationship. In addition to taking into consideration possible thresholds, they sug
gest that the level of customer involvement explains the extent to which the
relationship is linear or non-linear. At a low degree of involvement, the relation
ship between satisfaction and loyalty is linear. The more involved the customer,
the more loyal and resistant to change her or she is, and therefore a single or low
number of unsatisfactory purchases would thus not be enough to change the be
liefs of a loyal customer.

However, when the involved customer becomes very dissatisfied, fonner loyalty
will sharply turn into avoidance. In other words, the more involved the customer,
the steeper the thresholds between loyalty and avoidance. As the measure of
loyalty used in the empirical assessment of their theory captures the overall
evaluation of the service provider rather than "loyalty" according to any proposed
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definition, it is hard to draw any conclusions from their study8. This does not,
however, diminish the plausibility of their initial suggestions.

Zeithaml et al. (1996) also address the issue of a non-linear relationship between
perceived service quality and loyalty. However, in contrast to Coyne (1989), they
suggest that the effect of perceived service quality on loyalty is stronger between
the thresholds, rather than above and below the thresholds. Their operationali
zation of thresholds is based on a zone-of-tolerance framework, that is, between
two levels of expectations - adequate service (lower bound) and desired service
(higher bound) - customers perceive service performances to be tolerable. This set
of expectations also corresponds to the thresholds in the model. In the analyses re
ported in the article, in which the dependent variable was the measure of loyalty
intentions described in section 2.1.4.2, the authors found partial support for this
hypothesis (1996). However, they also note that in spite of an overall large sample,
the number of respondents below or above the zone-of-tolerance was relatively
small, which diminished the possibilities to detect changes in the slope above and
below this zone, as compared to within the zone.

The nature of the relationship between satisfaction and/or perceived service
quality and loyalty is also related to the nature of the dependent variable. Zeithaml
et al (1996) used a measure of intentions, and in theory there is no limit to how
strong the intention to repurchase or behave loyally in general could be. In con
trast, if loyalty is regarded as behavioral preference, that is, how much or how lit
tle of total spending is made at the focal store, the dependent variable is limited in
range. Figure 7 presents a schematic illustration as to how thresholds could mod
erate the relationship between customer satisfaction with one store and behavioral
loyalty in terms of behavioral preference towards this store.

As indicated by the figure, the non-linearity in the relationship is due to that there
is a limit to how behaviorally loyal, in terms of behavioral preference, customers
can be. For consumers who make all their purchases in a specific store, their share
of-purchase cannot increase with increasing satisfaction. Correspondingly, there is
a low level of satisfaction after which the customer will cease using the store.
Between these levels, behavioral loyalty should increase with increasing satis
faction.

8 Brand loyalty was measured with the following item: "GE Supply does a better job than
my other suppliers in meeting my electrical supply needs." As the authors themselves
point out, it would be more relevant with a measure of loyalty that enables the
identification of "key independent variables that drive purchasing behavior" (Oliva, Oliver
and MacMillan 1992, p. 92).
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the consumer avoids
the store

low high Customer satisfaction

Figure 7. Theoretical threshold effects of customer satisfaction on customer be
haviorfor grocery retailing customers.

The simple threshold model implies that very satisfied customers would be uni
store loyal. Taking into consideration that many customers regularly use several
stores, this would further imply that most customers are not fully satisfied with the
stores they use and therefore spread their purchases across stores. However, this is
contradicted by the results from Magi (1995). It seems that customers can be
"promiscuous" even if highly satisfied with a store. In this case, they fall into the
shaded area in the figure below (Figure 8).

Behavioralloyalty
(behavioral preference)

the consumer does aB
hisJher purchases in
the store

the consumer does a
part of hislher pur
chases in the store

the consumer avoids
the store

low high Cnstomer satisfaction

Figure 8. Theoretical threshold effects on customer behavior for grocery
retailing customers, II
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2.2.3 Summary

A number of studies published to date provide consistent support for a relationship
between PSQ, CS and loyalty. However, there are also studies which indicate that
there need not always be a strong relationship. Moreover, it should be taken into
consideration that most of these studies in which a relationship has been found are
based on survey data in which customer loyalty has been operationalized as repur
chase intentions, or a wider set of response intentions including, for example,
word-of-mouth behavior.

Two consequences of the use of measures of intentions are worth commenting
upon. First, as discussed previously, the use of intentions as an indicator of loyalty
is problematic. Especially if behavioral loyalty is seen as a necessary component
of loyalty, one needs to make the assumption that behavioral intentions are good
indicators of behavior. However, this need not always be the case. Second, the be
havioral intentions measures are usually framed in abstract terms, such as
"continue to buy," "use more," "consider repurchase," etc. This does not take into
consideration that the base-rate of usage might be low, or that the service-provider
or brand at the time of the survey only accounts for a limited share of the cus
tomer's category usage. Whether or not this is an important objection hinges on
how "loyalty" is defined. If the behavioral component of interest is whether or not
a specific customer continues to use a particular store or service over time, it
should be of lesser importance, but if the extent to which the store or service is
used is of interest, then the findings from most previous studies give little in
formation.

Another consideration is that most studies are made from the perspective of one
service provider, or store. Also, satisfaction or perceived service quality with al
ternative choice objects are not usually taken into account. Therefore, little is
known of whether respondents that are more satisfied with the focal store or
service provider have strong attitudinal preferences for this store or service pro
vider. If a consumer does not perceive large differences between choice objects, he
or she would likely be more or less equally satisfied with them. In such a case, it is
plausible that satisfaction per se is not an important antecedent of behavioral loy
alty in terms of the extent to which the store or service provider is used.

Furthermore, one issue which should be considered when assessing the effects of
PSQ and CS on behavioral loyalty as based on cross-sectional data is the causal
order between attitudes and behaviors. As noted by East et al. (1997) a strong cor
relation between store attitude and first store loyalty cannot automatically be inter
preted as a causal effect of attitudes on behavioralloyalty.
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To put it strongly, many of the above-reported studies only show that we can con
sider using or buying things we like again. They do not provide strong support for
a theory that customers who are more satisfied with a certain store or service pro
vider use it more extensively than those who are less satisfied. Thus, although a
number of studies consistently have shown a significant relationship between
CS/PSQ and loyalty as measured by some kind of intentions measure, the link to
actual behavior is unclear. The few studies in grocery retailing that more explicitly
have looked at behavioral measures ofloyalty indicate that this relationship is less
straightforward (Holmberg 1994, Magi 1995).

2.3 Studies on "loyalty" as determined by shopper characteristics

In contrast to the current espoused view according to which customers' loyalties
are seen as the result of their evaluation of the service or product, some, mainly
earlier research has hypothesized that variations in degree of loyalty are due to
shopper characteristics such socio-economic situation or psychological make-up.
That is, loyalty - in this context mostly viewed as behavioralloyalty - is more or
less regarded as something due to the consumer's personal characteristics, rather
than something the firm can affect by performing well. This approach is clearly
illustrated by the following quote from Reynolds et al. (1974-75), who segment
grocery shoppers after degree of loyalty. They note: "Store loyalty is often postu
lated to be a useful basis for market segmentation. This raises several questions:
should the retailer pursue the store-loyal consumer? Ifso, can the loyal consumer
be identified? If identified, can he be reached?" (p. 73). In their study, the loyal
consumer, as assessed with a psychographic scale, was in general a relatively
conservative, inactive, time-conscious, hometown oriented person. She tended also
to be older, have a lower education, and have a lower family income.

As shown previously, early studies on behavioral loyalty showed great variance
across customers in terms of the proportion of expenditure spent in the first store
(Cunningham 1961; Tate 1961). These authors did not, however, elaborate on the
reasons for this variance. Later studies have tried to explain the variation in this
aspect of store choice behavior, i.e., degree of behavioral loyalty. Explanatory
variables that have been used are demographic and socio-economic variables 
particularly income - and psychological constructs. Moreover, other shopping be
havior dimensions such as total spending and frequency of shopping, which in turn
have been assumed to be affected by shopper background variables, have also
been related to behavioralloyalty.

Overall, these studies give a somewhat mixed picture of the determinants of the
degree of behavioral loyalty. One reason might be that many of the studies have
looked for correlations with specific variables, such as age or income, without
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strong a priori hypotheses on how and why they should affect the dependent vari
able. However, this line of research has also provided theories about what causes
behavioralloyalty. East (1997) identifies three such competing theories which will
be used for structuring this section. They are 1) behavioral loyalty as a conse
quence of resource constraints, 2) behavioralloyalty as a result of a non-shopping
lifestyle, and 3) discretionary loyalty, which implies a more "positive" approach to
loyalty, that is, shoppers are behaviorally loyal out of choice. In addition, the issue
of loyalty proneness will be briefly discussed.

Resource constraints

East attributes the argument that behavioral store loyalty is due to resource con
straints such as lack of financial resources or lack of time, to Charlton (1973).
These resource constraints oblige a shopper to only use a limited number of stores.

One such resource constraint would be a low income. As cited above, Reynolds et
al. (1974-75) found that family income was negatively related to degree of store
loyalty, that is, the lower the income the higher the degree of behavioralloyalty.
Other studies have, however, provided mixed evidence on the effect of income on
store-loyal behavior. McGoldrick and Andre (1997) compared British shoppers
who either were behaviorally loyal to a Tesco store or "promiscuous" shoppers
who cross-shopped at a discount store, and found that loyal customers belonged to
higher income groups. Similar findings were reported by East et al. (1997),
whereas these authors had found no relationship between store loyal behavior and
income in an earlier study (East, Hams, Willson and Lomax 1995).

Another possible resource constraint which McGoldrick et al. (1997) found in
their study on "loyal" and "promiscuous" shoppers was that loyal shoppers seemed
to be more "time poor." Households with limited time due to long working hours,
and/or other time-consuming obligations, might not have the time to compare the
offers of different stores and find it more time efficient to concentrate purchases to
one store.

Non-shopping lifestyle

The theory of a non-shopping lifestyle as a determinant of behavioral loyalty is
taken from Carman (1970). He found that more loyal shoppers were busy women
less interested in homemaking, shopping and entertaining. Thus, this perspective is
to some extent related to the limited-resource perspective, in that limited time for
shopping induces shoppers to be more store loyal. In contrast, the non-loyal shop
per was a full-time housewife, interested in cooking and shopping.
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In their study on a policy-oriented typology of grocery shoppers9
, Williams et al.

(1978) found a significant difference across the four shopper types in the share-of
budget spent in the favorite store. The apathetic shoppers and the convenience
shoppers had a higher share of budget in the favorite store, whereas the price
shoppers and the involved shoppers (i.e., shoppers that search for both price and
quality service) had a somewhat lower share of budget. In their study on "loyal"
and "promiscuous" shoppers, McGoldrick and Andre (1997) found the groups to
differ on their responses to some of the shopping habit statements included in the
study. In general, the promiscuous shoppers were significantly more bargain
hunting oriented. East et al. (1997) also found that in the US, although not in
Britain, concern for low prices was related to a low degree ofloyalty.

Discretionary loyalty

In contrast to the two theories presented above, discretionary loyalty implies that
store loyal behavior is a result of the shopper's or household's choice to behave in
this fashion. Households with appropriate resources, such as a freezer and a car,
can manage the shopping task more efficiently by one-stop shopping at large, out
of-town supermarkets. Households with limited resources, for example, low in
comes, will to a greater extent shop around more. This perspective is supported by
findings in East et al. (1997) and McGoldrick and Andre (1997).

Loyalty proneness?

One might argue that if personal characteristics were an important antecedent of
loyal behavior, one would expect that consumers would show a general tendency
to behave in a more or less loyal fashion, i.e., be more or less loyalty prone. Con
cerning brand loyalty, Cunningham (1956) did not find any indications of loyalty
proneness, when comparing the share of purchases divided between brands in
seven product categories. However, East (1997) suggests that Cunningham's fail
ure to detect loyalty proneness was due to his exclusion of purchases on deals.
East furthermore reports findings of a stronger relationship between loyalty across
brands. Concerning store loyalty, Goldman (1977-78), who studied shopping be
havior for furniture, ladies' shoes and women's clothing did not find any corre
lation between store loyalty levels across these three product categories. It should,
however, be taken into account that Goldman's operationalization of store loyalty
was based on a series of three purchases only, so the results should be interpreted
with care.

9 This study will be more thoroughly described in section 2.6.1.
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To date, research on loyalty proneness does not provide a clear picture of the is
sue. One explanation for the lack of findings supporting the notion of generalloy
alty proneness could be that individual consumers have different decision-making
processes for different types of products, and would exhibit more loyal behavior in
certain product categories than in others. Jacoby (1971) suggested a relationship
between the importance for the consumer of, or ego-involvement in, a specific
product category and the likelihood of brand loyalty in that category. In this case,
the consumer is more likely to perceive important differences between available
brands, and have stronger preferences and rejection tendencies. Foumier (1998)
presents findings from in-depth interviews that are in line with this interpretation.
One of her research subjects is strongly brand loyal when it comes to make-up,
Classic Coke, and running shoes, which are product categories that reflect her in
terest in and concern for a youthful appearance, but does not have any special
brands in other product categories. In contrast, another subject, who prides herself
on being an admired home-maker, has strong brand preferences for product cate
gories related to home-making, such as some food items and detergents.

To summarize, research on how shopper or household characteristics affect store
loyal behavior has been, in comparison to the CS/PSQ literature, fairly limited.
The results are also less clear-cut. Perhaps this is due to more vague theoretical
ideas on how shopper characteristics should be related to store loyalty. Notwith
standing, this line of research has provided some interesting insights. In particular,
there seem to be consistent findings that value-orientated shoppers who engage in
more price search activities, that is, are more shopping prone, are less behaviorally
loyal in terms of preference (Carman 1970, Williams, Painter and Nicholas 1978,
East, Harris, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins 1997, McGoldrick and Andre 1997).

2.4 Summarizing research on "loyalty"
It appears that the transfer of an everyday term into marketing research termi
nology as a theoretical construct has been problematic. We all know the meaning
of loyalty in the everyday sense of the word, and it seems that much of the work in
the area has tended to look for theoretical definitions that match this meaning. For
example, Jacoby and Kyner (1973) support their definition by empirically showing
that a measure they constructed based on their definition identified differences
between loyal and non-loyal customers. This is further explained by Jacoby in his
reply to Tarpey (1975, p. 485) as follows: " ... the purpose ofPhase 11 of the ex
periment was to demonstrate that none of the extant definitions of brand loyalty
could discriminate between those individuals who only appeared loyal and those
who were truly loyal. " Jacoby thus refers to an interpretation of "loyalty" which
lies outside the realm of conceptual definitions for validating his definition.
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But can we validate a theoretical definition only by referring to the same tenn's
everyday meaning? In his criticism of the Jacoby and Kyner definition, Tarpey
(1974) argues that a definition of a theoretical concept must be evaluated within a
theoretical context and cannot be made in isolation.

As a theoretical argument for his definition, Jacoby (1971) claims that behavior
ally based definitions ofloyalty are flawed in the sense that they do not provide an
explanation of the phenomenon. However, he does not elaborate on the benefits of
incorporating the explanation into the definition of a phenomenon, over the option
of specifying a theoretical framework, which includes both the phenomenon that is
to be explained as well as the set of factors that are suggested to explain it.

In contrast, East (1997) argues that composite definitions of loyalty such as the
one suggested by Jacoby and colleagues (Jacoby and Kyner 1973, Jacoby and
Chestnut 1978) is probably a mistake, partially due to operationalization difficul
ties, but more importantly because the relationships between different aspects are
not taken into consideration.

Although there are exceptions, most definitions of loyalty have this in common:
"loyalty" is considered a positive evaluation of, or a felt commitment to, an object
- that is, a latent mental state - which is reflected in the behavior towards the ob
ject. This allows for discrimination between so-called "intentional" loyalty and
"spurious," loyalty. Although this distinction is intuitively appealing, there are two
difficulties with the two-dimensional conceptualization of loyalty, which will be
discussed below. The first relates to understanding the causes of behavior, and is
an elaboration on East's argument above, the second concerns the operationali
zation of "loyalty" defined in this way.

A drawback to incorporating two or more dimensions into the concept ofloyalty is
that the interesting and intriguing relationships between these dimensions will be
disguised. If one is interested in understanding the variation in behavior, there is
an evident misuse ofinfonnation in incorporating the consumer's evaluation of the
focal object into the dependent variable, for this represents one of the interesting
explanatory variables of behavior. From a practitioner's point of view, a question
of great interest should be: "could I make consumers shop in my store more often
by making them like it more?" If "liking" and behavior are regarded as compo
nents of the same variable, such a question cannot be handled.

If one regards loyalty as a composite of a positive evaluation and behavior, factors
that are often seen as antecedents of loyalty such as perceived service quality
(PSQ) and customer satisfaction, should be seen as absolute conditions for loyalty
rather than possible detenninants of loyalty. Loyal customers, according to this
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definition, are those who act in accordance with their preferences. To turn
Fornell's often cited statement around (1992), this perspective on loyalty implies
that loyal customers are always satisfied (per definition), but satisfied customers
need not always be loyal. As discussed in section 2.2, there are studies supporting
a relationship between e.g., customer satisfaction and patronage concentration
measures, but also other studies showing that satisfied customers still use several
suppliers, (grocery stores for example), indicating a certain mismatch between
evaluations and behavior.

Most of the recent research on (store) loyalty, is conducted from the perspective of
a specific brand, service provider, store or store group. Taking the argument put
forward within this perspective to the extreme, shoppers that have had the oppor
tunity to evaluate available alternatives should develop an undivided loyalty to the
brand or store which turns out to be the most satisfying. However, since previous
studies have shown that the majority of consumers regularly shop for groceries in
more than one store (cf. Cunningham 1961; Laaksonen 1993; Magi 1995), the
need to take the whole patronage pattern into account when analyzing store loyalty
and store choice behavior is underscored. When taking the whole usage, or patron
age, pattern into account, one needs to consider the consumer's or household's
evaluations of an available stores. For example, why do some shoppers who are
very satisfied with a store still mainly shop in another store? How do consumers,
who are equally satisfied with several stores, choose between them? As suggested
by previous research, plausible explanations for how households divide their pur
chases across stores, and more specifically the extent to which purchases are
concentrated to a main store, might be found among individual shopper factors
rather than store specific factors. Although research on the effects of shopper char
acteristics on store loyalty is comparatively limited, it has provided some inter
esting findings, e.g., that price-oriented consumers would be less store loyal in
terms ofbehavior.

In most of the literature, the issue of whether loyalty should be seen as a con
tinuous or a dichotomous variable is seldom discussed. The point is only explicitly
raised by Reynolds et al. (1974-75), who suggest a continuous conceptualization.
However, other authors have criticized some behavioral measurements of loyalty
on the basis that these do not clearly distinguish between loyal and non-loyal indi
viduals (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978, Laaksonen 1993). This criticism implies that
these authors view the construct itself as a dichotomous variable. The "regular"
use of the concept in marketing also implies a dichotomy: companies strive to gain
loyal customers but do not want non-loyal customers, which implies that they see
these as two distinct groups of customers. However, judging from empirical in
vestigations on behavioral loyalty, (cf. Cunningham 1961, East, Harris, Lomax,
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Wilson and Perkins 1997), it seems clear that behavioral loyalty is continuous.
Rarely, consumers use only one store or one brand within a product category and
although some stores or brands are used repeatedly over time, undivided be
havioral loyalty over time is, ifl most cases, the exception.

When considering the attitudinal dimension it also seems plausible that consumers
differ by degree in their commitment to products and services. If, then, loyalty is
seen as the composite of these two dimensions, and consumers can vary in degree
along both dimensions, it is not clear how different levels of the composite should
be interpreted and how a composite measure of loyalty should be operationalized.
Is an individual with high behavioralloyalty and a lower degree of attitudinalloy
alty more or less loyal than someone who is very committed (high attitudinal loy
alty) but spends a smaller share of budget on the store or product in question
(Figure 9)? Conversely, a specific index-value of loyalty that includes these two
components might be the result of quite different sets of consumer behaviors and
attitudes. Depending on the algorithm for deriving the index, consumer A and con
sumer B in Figure 9 might end up as being equally "loyal" although their be
haviors and attitudes have different implications for the store or service provider in
question. Thus, it seems logically difficult or perhaps even impossible to construct
a measure of a two-composite loyalty concept that is not dependent on a number
of arbitrary decision rules for how observations should be translated into an index.
The lack of success concerning unequivocal indices of behavioral loyalty under
scores this proposition.

Behavioral
loyalty

high

• consumerA

• consumer B

low

low Attitudinalloyalty
(commitment)

Figure 9. A two-dimensional continuous conceptualization ofloyalty.
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To return to the conceptual issue, on the one hand, it might be important to qualify
the notion of repeat purchasing or repeat patronage by delineating between truly
and spuriously loyal customers. If spurious and intentional loyals respond dif
ferently to the activities of the firm, it should be necessary to make this distinction
(Day 1969). But based on the above discussion, it is questionable whether it is
fruitful to define loyalty as a composite of attitudes and behavior, as such an ap
proach does not generate a straightforward way of interpreting empirical obser
vations. Moreover, it is argued that such an approach does not give adequate
attention to the relationships between the components.

To summarize, there is to date a range of conceptualizations of "loyalty" in mar
keting theory. The question of how to validate theoretical concepts in general
seems little elaborated upon within the marketing literature (a recent exception is
provided by Teas and Palan 1997). In this study, no attempt is made to assess
which of the previously presented definitions that is the "correct" definition, nor to
provide an alternative to previously presented definitions of "loyalty." The posi
tion taken here, which deviates from the currently perhaps dominating view of
loyalty as a latent mental construct, is that it is more useful to view the behavior of
shoppers or households separately from possible causes. A major reason for this is
that previous research suggests that one cannot assume a close correspondence
between attitudes and behavior, wherefore the composite definition of loyalty is
problematic for the reasons outlined above. Moreover, possible discrepancies be
tween attitudes and behavior are interesting in their own right. This reasoning
leads to the selection of two related, but different, phenomena, both of which have
been referred to as "loyalty," as the foci of this study. The phenomena are both
related to how shoppers, or households, combine the usage of several stores and
how these choices are related to the evaluations of available stores as well as other
factors that might explain store choice behavior.

The first phenomenon is degree of behavioral loyalty in terms of behavioral pref
erence, that is, the shares-of-purchase devoted to specific stores. It is mainly the
share-of-purchase devoted to the first, or primary, store, that has been denoted
"store loyalty." Previous studies have shown that this share varies greatly between
households, and to some extent this variation has been explained by shopper char
acteristics such as age and income. The share-of-purchase in the primary store will
also be the focus of this study.

Given that households regularly use several grocery stores, one may question the
focus on the usage of only one store. However, the share of total spending in the
primary store also reflects the usage of other stores. If a household spends a large
share of their total grocery spending in one store, it means that the usage of other
stores will be limited. On the other hand, if the spending in the main store is as low
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as 35 percent of total spending, the household spreads its purchases fairly evenly
over a larger number of stores. The least information of the total store usage pat
tern is obtained for households spending about half of its budget in one store. In
these instances it is possible that the household either has two stores which are
used almost to the same extent, or predominantly uses the main store and spreads
the rest of its purchases over a larger number of stores. Although this aspect needs
to be taken into consideration when interpreting figures of share-of-purchase in the
main store, it is not considered to be a critical objection against the use of this ap
proach.

The second phenomenon, which could be seen as a sub-set of the first, is be
havioral preference combined with attitudinal preference, i.e., "true" loyalty, as
opposed to "spurious" loyalty. Previous studies have indicated that there could be
a mis-match between attitudinal and behavioral preferences, and that it should not
be taken for granted that an attitudinal preference will always lead to a behavioral
preference or that a behavioral preference always is a reflection of an attitudinal
preference. This phenomenon makes an interesting object of study, as potential
differences in the motivation for a high degree of behavioral loyalty could have
consequences for marketing. The lack of empirical investigations based on a defi
nition of loyalty as consisting of both a positive attitudinal preference and a be
havioral preference, implies that little is known about the extent to which
consumers are "truly" loyal.

The perspective taken here is most closely related to that of East (1997), in that
behavior should be separated from its causes, and that of Dick and Basu (1994) in
the sense that the relationship between relative attitudes to choice objects and be
havioralloyalty is of particular interest.

A focus on the behavioral approach to store loyalty justifies a review of general
store choice and store patronage literature, as it is assumed that attitudinal pref
erence is not the only determinant of store choice or store patronage behavior. The
next two sections review, respectively, research on store characteristics related to
store patronage behavior, and household/shopper characteristics related to store
patronage behavior.

2.5 Store characteristics affecting store patronage behavior

2.5.1 Salient store characteristics - an overview

Within loyalty literature, the explanation of the choice of specific stores or other
services or products is sought in the satisfaction with or perceived service quality
of this choice object. However, the question why shoppers chose certain stores
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over others has also been thoroughly studied outside the context of store loyalty.
Since this research might provide a richer picture on why shoppers chose certain
stores, it is briefly reviewed here.

The model of store choice by Engel et al. (Figure 10) presented in their textbook
on consumer behavior (1995) serves as a good summary of the main determinants
that have been investigated within this line of research. In the model, shoppers use
a number of salient evaluative criteria as a basis for their store choice. The overall
perception of a store is often called store image. In this section the literature on
store image will be reviewed first. Thereafter, research on the effects of two of the
variables included in the model, location and promotions, will be reviewed sepa
rately. Finally, research on the effects ofloyalty programs will be reviewed.

Perceived Characteristics
of Stores

Evaluative Criteria

1. Location
2. Assortment Breadth and
Depth
3. Price
4. Advertising and Sales
Promotion
5. Store Personnel
6. Services
7. Other

1. Location
2. Assortment
3. Price
4. Advertising and
Sales Promotion
5. Store Personnel
6. Services

Store
Image

Acceptable
Stores

Unacceptable
Stores

Figure 10. The store choice process as a function of salient variables, (Engel,
Blackwell and Miniard 1995, p. 846.)

2.5.2 Store image

Store image has long been considered an important determinant of store choice.
Zimmer and Golden (1988) provide the following definition of store image: "The
image of a store consists of the way it is perceived by consumers. " The authors
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note that the difficulties arise when one attempts to describe more specifically
what store image is, or when one tries to measure it.

Since Martineau's (1958) seminal article on store personalities, store image re
search has constituted a major field within retail studies. In this field, one fre
quently cited article is a review by Lindquist (1974-75) on 19 store image studies.
He found that all researchers stressed that store image is complex, consisting of a
number of both tangible and intangible factors. On the basis of previous empirical
results as well as suggested hypotheses, Lindquist provides a list of nine store im
age attributes: 1) merchandise, 2) service, 3) clientele, 4) physical facilities, 5)
convenience, 6) promotion, 7) store atmosphere, 8) institutional factors, and 9)
post-transaction satisfaction.

Almost fifteen years later, Zimmer and Goldman (1988) contend that most of the
lists of attributes used in image studies have not been carefully scrutinized. They
mention the Lindquist article as one that is used fairly routinely as a basis for se
lecting attributes, although some attributes were only presented as suggested
hypotheses in the article. They find that in surveying consumers' perceptions of
attributes only, important parts of the overall image of a store, seen as more than
the sum of its parts, are not covered. In their study, they used an open-ended ques
tion to survey respondents' images of three different retail-chains. The content
analysis performed on the answers resulted in many of the same categories men
tioned in earlier studies. However, they also found that respondents used more
general comments when describing stores, such as "tackiness," or similarities to
other stores.

In line with the findings from Zimmer and Golden and based on a critical assess
ment on the image literature, Keaveney and Hunt (1992) contend that there is an
inconsistency between the common attribute-based measurements of store image
and the conceptualization of image as a global impression. However, their discus
sion mainly concerns how consumers differentiate between types of retail formats,
such as, supermarkets, and discounters, and not how consumers differentiate be
tween store within a specific retail format, such as, two competing supermarkets.

A less critical stance toward traditional research in the area is taken by Darden and
Babin (1994). However, these authors suggest that a better understanding of con
sumers' store images could be reached by accounting for both the affective mean
ing of a store and the more traditional aspects of cognitive-functional meaning
such as those associated with assortment, price policy, etc., that are usually as
sessed in store image studies. In their study, measures of pleasantness, un
pleasantness, activity and sleepiness significantly contributed to explaining
variations in an overall global measure of store image. Furthermore, the functional
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and affective components were to some extent related. For example, perceptions of
discount prices were negatively related to the affective component pleasantness.

There are apparent similarities between store image and the concept of perceived
service quality. Both concern the customer's evaluation of a service offer, but PSQ
refers to services in general, and store image relates to evaluations of the store as a
service offer. In the influential work on PSQ by Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1988, Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml 1991,
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1994) a generic dimensionality of perceived
service quality and a measurement instrument for services in general is proposed.
However, concern has been raised about the generalizability of this dimensionality
across service industries. For retailing, an alternative conceptualization and meas
urement of PSQ have been proposed by Dabholkar et al. (1996). Compared to
conceptualizations of store image, their conceptualization focuses mainly on the
intangible aspects of the store, whereas the evaluation of assortment is only in
cluded as one indicator of the quality dimension "policy."

The above mentioned articles are just a few of the many that concern store image.
However, most research in the area is concerned mainly with conceptualization
and measurement issues. The relationship to patronage behavior, although seen as
one of the justifications for research in the area, has less frequently been the focus
of these studies. Summarizing some of the available studies on this issue, Peterson
and Kerin (1983) contend that store image has some effect on store choice be
havior, explaining 15-20 percent of the variance in patronage decisions, although it
typically has been shown to be rather less important than driving time and distance
to store.

Lessig (1973) provides some interesting findings on the store image-store patron
age relationship. In his study, the choice of a specific store was related to unfavor
able images of other stores as well as a positive image of the chosen store. Thus it
is not only the perceptions of the chosen store, but rather these perceptions in
comparison to perceptions of non-chosen stores that are important for store
choices. These findings are in line with Dick and Basu's (1994) argument that
relative attitudes, rather than absolute attitudes, are important. This also indicates
that a consumer's total choice set needs to be considered when analyzing specific
choices.

To summarize, store image research constitutes a dominant area within retailing
studies, but has mostly been concerned with determining the definition of store
image. Empirical data from this line of research support the argument that the at
tractiveness of a store is one determinant of consumers' store choices, at least for
some consumers. However, one problem lies in causality - do we shop in the
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stores we like or do we like the stores we shop in? (East, Hams, Lomax, Wilson
and Perkins 1997). There is also a problem with the way we analyze these rela
tionships as we usually have a store or unit perspective and do not fully consider
all the choices of the respondents - relative attitudes and evaluations are seldom
considered. That is, although some consumers might shop in a store they like, it is
not clear whether they shop in it because they have a strong preference for this
store, or whether they find it as good as many others but the one most con
veniently located.

2.5.3 Store location and its effect on shopping behavior

As shown in the model by Engel et al. (Figure 10) and the discussion in the pre
vious section, store location is sometimes included in the concept of store image.
As a separate variable, store location is one of the variables that has received much
attention in research on store choice, and it is often seen as the most, or one of the
most, important determinants of store choice. For example, Bell et al. (1998) refer
to industry research suggesting that location explains up to 70 percent of the vari
ance in the choice of supermarket.

Starting with Huff (1962, 1964), spatial interaction models have been developed to
determine how accessibility versus attractiveness affect the choice of retail outlet
(cf. Marjanen 1993 for a review). In Huffs model, individuals are assumed to
maximize the ratio of utility gained from shopping at a retail outlet to the disutility
incurred by the traveling time to the retail outlet. The size of the retail outlet, i.e.,
the total floor space, is used as a proxy for the size of assortment available, and
thereby the utility of using a certain outlet. This type of model has been shown to
have good predictive validity concerning trade area estimations.

Stanley and Sewall (1976) pointed out that although size is a good proxy for the
utility of shopping centers, it is less useful for understanding the attractiveness of
individual stores. They suggested that the inclusion of a measure of store image
could increase the predictive validity of spatial interaction models for estimation
of the patronage of single stores. In the empirical assessment of their proposition,
they used a measure of store image based on similarity-dissimilarity data on the
included supermarket chains and an "ideal" chain. This measure significantly con
tributed to the explanation of the probability of store choice, whereas store size
was not related to store choice. However, based on their results, the authors con
tended that distance remained the major factor in predicting store choice.

A recent contribution to store location research is made by Bell et al. (1998). In
their model of store choice, they take into account that each shopping trip incurs
both fixed costs, such as traveling time and variable costs due to the basket size
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and the prices of the items in the basket. That is, a longer traveling distance to a
store could be off set by lower prices, but only if the number and type of items at
lower prices makes the savings "worth the trip." In their empirical assessment,
they find support for this model, although the effect of the variable costs is com
paratively small. Their study shows, moreover, that there are segments that re
spond very differently to these costs. The households differed significantly over
their sensitivity to distance, which indicates that location not always is a strong
determinant of store choice.

In the previously referred to study on behavioralloyalty to Swedish supermarkets,
40 percent of the respondents indicated that the focal store was the store closest to
their home; thus for 60 percent, it was not the closest store (Magi 1995). This is a
further indication that location in itself is an important, but not key determinant of
store choice. However, it is plausible that respondents, who did not live by the
store, also were the less frequent patrons of the store. Therefore, the study also
looked at differences between categories of high and low behavioral loyalty
respectively. It would be expected that respondents living close to the store would
be highly loyal, whereas others would exhibit a low degree of behavioralloyalty.
In Table 2, the share of regular vs. non-regular customers is reported for each
category of spatial relationship to the store. As expected, the share of customers
for whom the store is their regular choice, is highest for the group for whom the
store is the closest store to home. However, 16 percent (19 out of 118) of the re
spondents for whom the store was the closest to their home, did not have the store
as their regular store. Moreover, among the respondents with other stores closer to
both work and/or home, there was a significant share that had the focal store as the
primary store.

The nearest store to home

The nearest store to work

Not nearest to home nor
work
Nearest to both home and
work

Not regular
store
13.8%
n=17
69.6%
n=32
46.0%
n=58
14.3%
n=2

Regular store

86.2%
n=106
30.4%
n=14
54.0%
n=68
85.7%
n=12

Table 2. Store location in relation to home and work, and high, vs. low degree
ofbehavioral loyalty (Magi 1995).

It should be noted that the four focal stores in the study were located with another
store within the range of a few hundred meters, so these results should be inter
preted with care. Moreover, the distances between the focal store and other stores
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were not specified. Thus, respondents might have some stores at almost the same
distance from their home, but the focal store is somewhat further away or closer
than these stores. Furthermore, traveling convenience might not correspond ex
actly with the distance between the store/work.

In Holmberg's study (1994) on retail satisfaction with grocery stores, 43 percent of
the respondents in the survey found an attractive location very important, and 12
percent found an attractive location to be a decisive factor for grocery store
evaluations. Yet in the same study, the correlation between satisfaction with store
location and overall satisfaction was weak. The results could be interpreted to
mean that a good location is a prerequisite for store choice overall, but other fac
tors affect satisfaction with the store. This suggests that location should be con
sidered separately, rather than as a component of the overall image, as has been
suggested in some image research.

Most studies on consumer spatial behavior use the households' residence as the
starting point for the estimation of traveling distance to specific stores. This builds
on the assumption that shopping trips are mostly performed from home, an as
sumption which might have been accurate in most cases when most female heads
of-household were housewives, but which may not be the case for today's
households where often both spouses work outside the home. As pointed out by
Engstrom and Hartvig Larsen (1987), it is important to consider a household's ac
tivity patterns from a temporal and spatial perspective when considering how store
location might affect store choices. Households need to fit visits to the grocery
store into the general pattern of their daily activities, which could mean that a store
conveniently located on the way to work or nearby the children's day-care center
might be chosen over the store closest to home.

To summarize, location is an important criterion for consumer store choice. An
interpretation of the above results suggests that store location serves as a kind of
screening variable: consumers choose between a set of stores that are conveniently
located. If the customer is not satisfied with the store that is most conveniently lo
cated, he or she will look for another store almost as conveniently located, etc.,
until a satisfactory trade-off is found between the benefits from shopping at the
store and the cost of getting to the store. Taking into consideration that consumers
evaluate stores differently - for a specific store some of the households in the vi
cinity will find it adequate, whereas others will find it unsatisfYing in one or
several aspects and look for other stores - a straightforward relationship between
location and store patronage might not be possible. Moreover, an important factor
to take into consideration is that consumers vary in their distance sensitivity and
would thus interpret a "convenient location" differently. Furthermore, in different
purchase situations, for example, major, versus fill-in trips, different evaluative
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criteria could be used; a conveniently located store might be "good enough" for
some purchases, but not acceptable for other purchases.

2.5.4 The effects of promotions on shopping behavior

From the store perspective, promotions of different kinds are aimed at influencing
store choice behavior. Promotional activities can affect turnover either by inducing
customers already visiting the store to spend more, andlor by increasing store traf
fic. Store traffic could basically be influenced in two ways (Kumar and Leone
1988): if high priced and frequently purchased products such as disposable diapers
are promoted, this may lead to cross-shopping due to "cherry-picking" by con
sumers. Alternatively, the consumers could compare the promotional mix of dif
ferent retailers and choose the retailer that is perceived to have the best overall
offer.

How do promotions work in practice? Do they really affect store choice behavior?
Unfortunately, most research on the effect of promotions is conducted from the
brand perspective and findings on the effect on store choice are thus scant. Many
of these studies show a strong effect of promotions on product sales (cf. Walters
1991, Persson 1995, Holmberg 1996). However, sales promotions have been
found to have a limited effect on store choice, at least on the aggregate level as re
flected in store traffic (see Persson 1995 for a review).

To tentatively explain this lack of significant effect on store traffic, Persson refers
to Julander (1984), who argues that the apparent failure of promotional activities
to affect store traffic does not necessarily mean that these activities are without ef
fect. Instead, the effects of promotional activities of one store could be over
shadowed by activities of competitive stores. If all stores behave similarly when it
comes to promotions, the effects might cancel each other out.

Another, at least partial, explanation could be that price advertisements are used
by consumers, not always for store choice decisions but for deciding what to pur
chase within a given store. In Williams et al.'s (1978) study (described on p. 56)
there was a variation across shopper types in the usage of advertisements for plan
ning grocery purchases as well as for decisions of store patronage. An interesting
aspect of the results of Williams et al.' s study, moreover, is that across all groups,
the share of consumers who used advertisements for store choice decisions was
lower than the share of respondents utilizing ads for planning of grocery pur
chases. This indicates that although promotional activities do affect behavior, it is
not evident that they determine specific store choices.
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A third explanation is that consumers do not usually make store trips for purchas
ing single items; therefore it should not be expected that a clear relationship be
tween the promotion of a single item, such as pasta in the Walters (1991) study,
and store choice could be found. If one takes into consideration that consumers
usually buy a list of items, consumers who base their store choice decisions on
promotions, would in principle need to compare the prices on all the products on
the shopping list. However, considering the effort needed to do such comparisons,
it seems plausible that they are nor regularly performed by all shoppers. Another
approach would be to base the store choice decision on comparisons of the prices
of selected items on the shopping list, such as more expensive meat products. In
any case, it seams reasonable that a promotion on one specific item is not usually
sufficient to draw customers to a grocery store.

2.5.5 The effect of loyalty programs on store choice behavior

In spite of the proliferation of loyalty programs during recent years, few published
studies have investigated the effects of loyalty programs on consumer behavior.
One reason for this might be that causal research in this area, that is, the explicit
investigation of changes in consumer choice patterns, demands a longitudinal ap
proach. With cross-sectional data, inference about the effect of enrollment in a
loyalty program on degree of behavioral loyalty is difficult to make. Even if dif
ferences between card-holders and non-card-holders concerning behavioralloyalty
are found, this in itself does not provide support for changes in consumer behavior
induced by such programs. An equally likely explanation is that heavy users of a
certain service or brand are more likely to enroll in programs to receive benefits
for the large amount of purchases that they are already making.

Dowling and Uncles (1997) provide two skeptic's accounts of the possibilities of
loyalty programs for changing customer behavior. Based on research on how indi
viduals react to rewards, they contend that it is difficult to change established be
havioral patterns with the type of reward systems that are prevalent today.
Moreover, they argue that as established markets have been shown to exhibit
regular and generalizable findings - there is a "market norm" for behavioral loy
alty - simple add-ons such as loyalty programs are not likely to alter levels of be
havioralloyalty. Loyalty programs are most likely to succeed when they enhance
the value proposition of the product or service.

In one of the few published evaluations of loyalty programs, Sharp and Sharp
(1997) take the "market norms" for loyalty as a basis for evaluating the Australian
FlyBuy program. Based on store-choice panel data, they compare actual store
level performance with that expected from Dirchlet estimations. The results pro
vided were somewhat mixed - substantial excess loyalty deviations were only
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found for two of the four program participants. However, for these two retailers,
Kmart and Shell, these deviations were observed for both customers that were
members in the program and customers that were not members in the program.
This implies that it is the value of the total offer of these retailers, rather the pro
grams in themselves, that is the cause of these effects.

All in all, surprisingly little is known about the actual effects of loyalty programs
on behavioralloyalty, considering the large investments made by retailers in such
programs. It should, however, be acknowledged that there are additional benefits
for the retailer of launching loyalty/customer membership programs, such as ob
taining more detailed customer purchasing data. The effectiveness of such pro
grams thus cannot be judged on the basis of changes in consumer behavior alone.
However, it is outside the scope of this study to discuss such benefits.

2.6 Shopper and household characteristics and patronage behavior

2.6.1 Shopper characteristics and patronage behavior

An examination of shopper-related determinants of loyal behavior, has similarities
with studies on shopper typologies and shopping orientations. In the seminal work
by Stone (1954) it was proposed that different types of shoppers exist, each with a
different approach to shopping as an activity. These differences have conse
quences for how they regard the available stores and, more specifically, their rela
tionship to sales personnel. In a study based on interviews with housewives in the
Chicago area, Stone identified four shopper types:

- the economic consumer; a price, quality and assortment-sensitive shopper who
valued efficient store personnel

- the personalizing consumer; someone who shopped "where they know my
name" and valued strong personal attachments to store personnel

- the ethical consumer; someone who shopped where she "ought to," and sup
ported small, independent merchants but did not have any specific thoughts
about store personnel

- the apathetic consumer; someone who shopped because she "had" to, found
shopping onerous and who did not have any views on how store personnel
should behave

In his sample, the economic consumers constituted 33 percent, the personalizing
consumers 28 percent, the ethical 18 percent and the apathetic 17 percent (4 per
cent could not be classified). Working from a social psychological perspective,
Stone's (1954) major interest was in why personalization and moralization was
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evident in customer-clerk relationships among urban shoppers, since that finding
constituted somewhat of an anomaly from the current urban social psychology
viewpoint, i.e., that city life is anonymous10. Since Stone's article, the idea of
shopper typologies has been developed by more marketing-oriented researchers,
focusing on other aspects. Some of these studies will be reviewed below.

In 1978, Williams et al. (1978) contended that most prior shopper typologies had
been causal, but not policy-oriented, and thus less helpful for retailers in their
choices or marketing tools. Consequently, they developed a policy-oriented
typology of grocery shoppers. After identifying pricing practices and customer
service policies (which they defined broadly, including aspects such as location
and shopping convenience), they based their typology on the shopper's level of
involvement in either of these practices. Cross-classifying the two dimensions
generated the following four shopper types (Figure 11):

Store or Chain's Pricing Practices

High Customer Low Customer
Involvement Involvement

Store or High Involved Convenience
Chain's Customer Shopper Shopper
Customer Involvement
Service
Practices Low Price Apathetic

Customer Shopper (Uninvolved)
Involvement Shopper

Figure 11. Grocery Shopping Orientations or Buying Styles (Williams, Painter
and Nicholas 1978, p.29)

Empirically, the existence of these shopper types was tested by grouping shoppers
according to their evaluations of the store in which they made the largest share of
their purchases. In their sample of 298 respondents, 20 percent were classified as
apathetic shoppers, 42 percent as convenience shoppers, 27 percent as price shop
pers and 11 percent as involved shoppers. Subsequent analyses showed that the

10 This is an interesting perspective compared to the now embraced view of relationship
marketing. In the relationship-marketing paradigm, the implicit view is that most
consumers are interested in building and maintaining personal relationships with
companies, for example retail firms. That is, rather than being viewed as exceptions, the
personalizing consumers are assumed to be numerous.
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groups did differ in some interesting ways. It has already been mentioned (see
section 2.3) that the groups had different levels of spending in their favorite store.
The groups also differed in respect to response to advertisements. A customer's
usage of advertisements for both planning grocery purchases and deciding which
store to patronize was highest for the involved shoppers group where 79 percent
and 70 percent, respectively, claimed to do so. The price shoppers also used ad
vertisements to a high degree, whereas convenience shoppers had a lower share of
users and the apathetic shopper the lowest shares, 19 percent and 12 percent re
spectively.

Based on conjoint analyses of trade-offs between price, distance, assortment and
quality made by a sample of Dutch housewives, Verhallen and de Nooij (1982)
identified ten retail attribute sensitivity profiles. These were: 1) very price sensi
tive, 2) service oriented, 3) wide assortment 4) quality good choice, 5) price insen
sitive, service oriented, 6) nearby quality, 7) distance insensitive, 8) value for
money, 9) distance sensitive, and 10) average. In a second stage of their study
using survey data on shopping behavior, they identified five different patronage
profiles. These were 1) overall discount shoppers, 2) overall supermarket shop
pers, 3) once a week discount, rest small retailer, 4) small retail shopper, and 5)
once a week supermarket, rest small retailers. They also found an overall corre
spondence between the sensitivity patterns and the patronage patterns.

Based on a review of a number of studies on shopper typologies and shopping
orientations, Laaksonen (1981) contend that the concept of shopping orientation is
rarely discussed, there is a tendency to increase the number of shopping orien
tation dimensions, and most studies attempt to classify shoppers according to the
most important dimensions into "pure" types. Concerning the last point, he sug
gests that a profile approach would give a more accurate description of consumers'
attitudes towards shopping. In his empirical study, he used factor analysis to de
rive the four following shopping orientation dimensions, which are used for pro
filing and cluster analyses:

- ethical support for small local shops

personal-social relationship to small local shops

rational-economical relationship to big stores

- recreation relationship

One notable difference with previous work on shopping orientation is the explicit
connection to store types, that is, the ethical and personalized dimensions are re
lated to small shops and the rational dimension is related to the perceived useful
ness of large stores. This also means that the derived dimensions are dependent on
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the type of retail structure in which the empirical investigation is conducted. In
retail structures with no pronounced differences between available stores, and
store formats, e.g., concerning store size, the proposed dimensionality may not be
appropriate.

In a study on Swedish households, Tollin (1990) generated a typology of store
choice behavior based on focus-group research which generated the following
categories. 1) "Price-focusers" - shoppers who planned purchases, and sometimes
the weekly menus, on the basis of the advertisements from several stores, and
shopped in several stores. 2) "Store loyals" - who had "their own store" and who
based their choice on their evaluation and relationship to store personnel and how
fresh produce was sold in the store. This group also extensively used price infor
mation from the stores. 3) "Flexibles," who shopped regularly and mostly made
purchasing decisions in store, not using store advertising to any greater extent.

These categories were subsequently analyzed in a quantitative study. The classifi
cation was based on the respondents' level of agreement to two statements: "I shop
for groceries in different stores" and "I always read the weekly advertisements
from different grocery stores." Individuals who agreed with both statements were
classified as "price-focusers" (42 percent), individuals who disagreed with the first
statement and agreed with the second were classified as "store loyals" (23 per
cent), and individuals who had other combinations on these two variables were
classified as "flexible" (35 percent). These results indicate a comparatively low
level of store loyalty. However, the low figure might to some extent be a result of
the classification procedure. According to Tollin's classification, "store loyals" not
only shop in few stores, but are also heavy users of advertisements. Those who
shop in few stores but do not use advertisements, fall outside the "store loyal"
classification. Thus, this operationalization of the category is quite far removed
from the more prevalent definitions of loyalty. Moreover, it is not fully congruent
with the category descriptions derived from Tollin's qualitative study as the as
pects of "own store" and evaluation of the store personnel and fresh produce is
not included.

Nevertheless, it is interesting that such a large share of the respondents fall into the
price-oriented category, indicating that "bargain-hunting" is an important motiva
tor for choice of grocery store. It should be noted that the quantitative data collec
tion was performed in 1984, when food prices in Sweden were increasing at a
higher rate than they are today. It should also be remembered that at that time, the
marketing activities of grocery store chains were mostly priced-oriented and
relationship-marketing activities, such as loyalty schemes, were unheard of.
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The importance of promotions, or "deals," as one of the major marketing tools for
grocery retailers has lead to a stream of research that specifically focuses on con
sumers' response to this type of marketing activity. One issue of study is whether
some consumers exhibit a more general tendency to use promotions, i.e., whether
there are "deal prone" consumers, and what could explain variations in "deal
proneness." Webster (1965), found that deal-prone consumers tended to be older
shoppers, and less brand-loyal shoppers. However, income was not related to deal
proneness. One recent study based on self-reported measures concerning usage of
different kinds of promotions, found distinct clusters of general promotion sensi
tive, and promotion insensitive consumers (Lichtenstein, Burton and Netemeyer
1997). These categorizations had significant explanatory effects on shopping be
havior as reflected through one purchase occasion (scanner data receipts were
collected from the respondents in the study).

In several of the studies on shopping orientation, the price sensitive, or "bargain
oriented," consumers come across as an important group. However, this group is
not clearly characterized by economic constraints. Thus, it does not seem to be the
case that some consumers are more price sensitive than others mainly for eco
nomic reasons. Therefore, one should look for additional explanations for why
some consumers are more concerned about prices.

Schindler (1989) presents an interesting perspective on why bargain-hunting is an
important motivator by introducing the idea of "smart-shopper" feelings. With this
term, Schindler refers to "ego-related affect which may be generated in a con
sumer by a price. " (p. 448). By paying a low price for a specific item, a consumer
might feel proud, smart, competent or efficient. Thus, there are other positive con
sequences in addition to getting a "good price" for consumers when buying dis
counted products. Schindler also notes that it is unlikely that all consumers find
these feelings equally important. He suggests that consumers who have less op
portunity for expressing competence and efficiency in a work place might be more
prone to value "smart-shopper feelings."

Smith and Carsky (1996) also include the notion of "smart shopper" in their study
of American women's involvement in grocery shopping activities. They measured
the degree of "smart-shopper"-ness by asking respondents to indicate the extent to
which the following smart-shopper description fitted them: "I carefully plan my
grocery shopping. I like to get the most value for the money. I realize that super
markets vary their prices over time, so when I see ridiculously low prices on
products I want, I stock up on these brands. I also pay attention to grocery store
ads and clip coupons for the products I want. This description fits me (1) perfectly;
(2) somewhat; (3) uncertain; (4) only slightly; (5) not at all. " (Smith and Carsky
1996, p.79). Perhaps not surprisingly, this description was significantly correlated
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to reported shopping activities such as use of newspaper ads, coupons and plan
ning shopping trips based on advertisements. More interestingly, those who found
the description to be self-descriptive were more involved with grocery shopping in
general, as measured with a general involvement scale (Zaichkowsky 1985).

Smith and Carsky's (1996) study also shows that shoppers vary in their involve
ment in grocery shopping. The authors note that "Because of its ongoing and es
sential nature, grocery shopping assumes some level of enduring involvement,
although the level ofenduring involvement would be expected to differ across in
dividuals. To the extent that food and meal preparation are associated with an in
dividual's role within the household and selfconcept, involvement with grocery
shopping will vary. " (p. 74). This argument finds support in Foumier's (1998)
case descriptions of how consumers choose brands; one of the author's informants
appears to fit the description of a highly involved grocery shopper well. Foumier
only looked at relationships to brands and did not specifically cover issues related
to grocery shopping in general, but it seems plausible that a high level of
involvement in products bought in a grocery store would be related to the level of
involvement in the activity ofgrocery shopping as well.

In an ethnography of North London shoppers, Miller (1998) found thrift to be a
central component of shopping, especially when buying provisions for everyday
needs. He argues that thrift is not mainly a means of saving money, but rather an
end in itself and that this element is as important for wealthy households as for
poor. This also means that the experience of saving is mQre important than actual
savings. He found that consumers could justify most purchases as savings when
trade-offs between price and quality were made, e.g., through buying larger quan
tities, buying smaller quantities that reduce waste, buying less expensive items, or
more expensive items that represent better value, and so on.

2.6.2 Household characteristics and patronage behavior

The above perspective focuses on how the psychological make-up of the indi
vidual shopper affects his or her behavior. However, most models of patronage
behavior also include household-level factors as determinants of store choice be
havior (cf. Darden and Babin 1994; Falk and Julander 1983; Monroe and Guiltinan
1975). Although an individual shopper might exclusively perform the chore of
grocery shopping, the whole household generally consumes the products pur
chased. For example, household size and number and age of children in the house
hold will thus determine the needs that should be met by the grocery shopping
activity.
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The household perspective is specifically taken in a model of store choice de
veloped by Engstmm and Hartvig Larsen (1987; 1990). In their model, which
builds on systems theory, the household is seen as a social system consisting of
four interrelated structures: demographic structure, resource structure (real assets,
financial and time resources), behavioral structure and conceptual structure. The
conceptual structure denotes the shared norms and beliefs of the household. Re
lated to grocery shopping, such norms or beliefs could be related to the importance
of planning, being economical or "a smart shopper," etc. Norms related to meals
could also be important - for example if traditional Swedish cooking is considered
valuable, this places certain demands on the assortment offered by stores. The re
lationships between the four household structures are reflected in usage situations,
the organization of shopping, a time/activity pattern, and choice criteria. These
four factors do in turn affect store choice behavior (Figure 12).

Usage situations - that is, situations when combinations of purchased products are
consumed, e.g., for the weekday dinner, are an important part of the model. When
going shopping, households do not buy a list of unrelated products or specific
brands, but combinations of products that are needed for one or several specific
usage situations. The store/Cs) chosen for a specific shopping trip is thus dependent
on what needs to be provided for the usage situations in question. Different stores
might thus be visited when products for weekday dinners or products for a Sunday
dinner with guests are needed. What products are needed for a specific usage
situation is an outcome of the family system. Taking the example of the weekday
dinner, households have shared beliefs concerning what could be eaten for dinner;
what will be served will also be affected by how much time there is for prepa
ration, how many persons will share the dinner, what resources are available, etc.

Available stores are evaluated according to how well they are suited to providing
for a certain usage situation. For each specific usage situation there is a set of ap
propriate stores, called the "store map" by Engstrom and Hartvig Larsen. The des
tinations that are possible for a certain shopping trip also depends on the
organization ofthe shopping, that is, what and how many usage situations that will
be covered in a specific trip. Furthermore, the time-activity patterns of household
members impose restrictions on time available for grocery shopping. When more
than one store is appropriate for a specific shopping trip, and the household has to
make a selection between stores, choice criteria concerning price and/or quality of
specific products will determine the destination for the shopping trip. What
products or brands are important is, again, a function of the family system and the
needs related to their usage situations. For example, for families who need to buy
large quantities of milk for many children, the price of milk might be such a
choice criterion.
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Figure 12. Enstrom and Hartvig Larsen 's model of store choice (Engstrom and
Hartvig Larsen 1990 p. 1048). Details of the family system are not
included.

In a study on household grocery purchasing, in part inspired by the Engstf0m and
Hartvig Larsen framework, Holmberg (1996) followed ten households during a
planning and purchasing occasion for groceries. The purpose of the study was to
provide an in-depth description of how households used grocery stores in the
decision-making process for "getting food on the table." As could be expected, the
studied households had different views on when and what to eat and how to plan
their grocery purchases (i.e., the conceptual structure). For some, eating as well as
buying food was seen as one of the more boring aspects of everyday life whereas
others, in contrast, regarded food and family dinners as one of the joys of life.
Their level of planning also differed - some made extensive weekly plans for
menus and purchases, in some instances based on leaflets from the stores, others
did not decide on the evening meal before coming to the store. Some used the
store as a source of inspiration for what to eat; others structured their purchases
closely with detailed shopping lists, mainly using the store as a storage place. In
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other words, the households used the marketing activities of stores and the stores
in themselves quite differently.

The households' store-choice patterns also differed in terms of what and how
many stores were used. Involvement and interest in food seemed to be related to
how stores were perceived, in that the households with a greater interest in food
were also more concerned about, for example, the knowledgability of personnel,
the quality of fresh products, etc. This suggests that it would be more likely to find
persons that have strong preferences for particular stores among households that
are more involved in food-related issues.

Due to the low number of households studied, no specific hypothesis concerning
the relationship between the family structures and store patronage can be inferred.
However, Holmberg (1996) shows that households do use the store and the in
store environment very differently. Although this might not seem a very
remarkable observation, how stores are used should have clear implications for
how stores are evaluated and chosen - something that is not acknowledged by
current models of store choice. As an example, in the study by Bell et al. (1998),
store choices are hypothesized to be in part affected by the cost of planned
purchases at various outlets; there is thus an implicit assumption that households
chose stores after they have decided what products they will buy.

From the above, it can be inferred that household characteristics that are important
for understanding patronage behavior not only include traditional socio-demo
graphic variables such as income and household size, but also the households'
shared beliefs on how activities concerned with food preparation, consumption and
purchasing should be carried out. This perspective implies that households seem
ing very similar in terms of household size, income, residential area, etc. still
might behave very differently. This could be one explanation of the rather modest
relationships between socio-demographic variables and store choice behavior that
have been found, for example in studies on behavioral store loyalty.

2.7 The shopper/household and store perspectives: a synthesis
In the above literature review, explanatory factors for store choice behavior and
store-loyal behavior have been divided into shopper and household-specific versus
store-specific factors. However, this division is in a sense forced, since these fac
tors cannot be assumed to function independently of each other. This is clear, for
example, when looking at Williams et al.' s shopper typology (Williams, Painter
and Nicholas 1978), which divides shoppers into categories based on how they re
act to store attributes and market activities. The interdependence between shopper
and household characteristics on the one hand and store or market characteristics
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on the other is also acknowledged in several store-patronage models, e.g., Darden
(1979), Falk and Julander (1983), Laaksonen (1993), and Monroe and Guiltinan
(1975). Of these, Laaksonen's model is one of the more comprehensive, synthe
sizing a large body of previous research. The explicit notion of choice tactics is a
further reason for why his model is chosen for closer scrutiny.

In a large part of the studies reported above, the focus is mainly on the consumer's
internal problem-solving process and, as suggested by Laaksonen (1993) this
might constitute a too restrictive view on dynamic behavior such as grocery shop
ping. "The basic theoretical nature ofongoing behavior is not so much the inter
nal problem solving, than the interaction between a shopper and his environment"
(p. 36). Based on this view, as well as an extensive review of the patronage litera
ture, Laaksonen develops a comprehensive model of dynamic patronage behavior
(Figure 13).

The model includes several of the factors described in the present literature re
view, such as household characteristics; shopping orientation; the character and
competitive activities of stores; instrumental behavior in terms of information
search in, e.g., advertising; and the time pressures imposed by the daily behavioral
system. The elements specific to Laaksonen's model are the shopper-perceived
pressures and the choice tactics.

The notion of tactical approaches for daily shopping behavior is the central part of
Laaksonen's model. Choice tactics are simplifications of a decision problem. This
set of "rules of thumb" that lead to habit determined store choice could be seen as
the stored experience of past behavior. The set of choice tactics is in turn con
trolled by attitudes towards shopping (shopping orientations), other constraints
imposed by the daily behavioral system, and what type of product is to be pur
chased.

Choice tactics are similar to the notion ofheuristics suggested by e.g., Bettman (cf.
Bettman, Johnson and Payne 1991), but the choice-tactics view assumes that for
frequently used products, evaluation occurs over a repeated number of trials rather
than prior to each choice (Hoyer 1984). The emphasis is therefore on choice tac
tics as the result of a trial-and-error learning process. For example, as long as a
choice tactic such as "buy the cheapest brand for laundry detergent" works satis
fyingly, there will be no need to make a new decision in each purchase situation.
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HOUSEHOLD
CHARACTERISTICS
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tactics

CURlOSITYDETERMINED CHOICE
PROCESS IN TERMS OF TRIALS
AND VARlEIY SEEEKING

RETAIL STRUCTURE
~Number and location
of stores
-Character of stores

Figure 13. Laaksonen's model of dynamic patronage behavior (Laaksonen 1993,
p.67)

The choice tactics in Laaksonen's model are classified along two dimensions:
form of processing and basis of attribution (Figure 14). Form of processing refers
to the type of information processing used by the consumer when evaluating
choice objects such as stores: either processing by attribute or processing by ob
ject. Basis of attribution refers to how the consumer perceives the causes of hislher
behavior; to internal, or external (environmental) causes.
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Basis of attribution

Form of
processing

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

I/O-based tactic E/O-based tactic
By OBJECTS - the use of a store - the use of a store or a trait

because of its because of their
comprehensive internal functional suitability
approval within a broader daily

behavioral system
- e.g., affect referral

- e.g., distance as an
exponent of the spatial
system

I/A-based tactic E/A-based tactic
By ATTRIBUTES - the use of a store related - the use of a trait because

trait because of its of a specific reason given
specific meaning to the by the retail environment
shopper

- e.g., price
- e.g., performance

Figure 14. Classification of tactical approaches for daily shopping behavior
(Laaksonen 1993, p. 64).

The content of the specific choice tactics is further clarified by looking at the clas
sifications used in Laaksonen's panel study to determine choice tactics. In the
study, household members were asked to note, for each purchase occasion, the
reason for choosing the particular store. The following rules were used to classify
the answers from this open-ended question into the four choice types and a fifth
trial category (Laaksonen 1993, p 141-42):

I/O-based choice type: "my own shop," "my favourite shopping place," "familiar store," "store 1
find suitable/good for me," and other expressions of total value of the store.

E/O-based choice type: "near home/working place," "on my way to home/work," "easy to come
near," "the nearest store," and other expressions of spatial behavior.

ElA-based choice type: "special offers," "favorable prices/store," and other expressions of price
competition.

I/A-base choice type: "good quality," "good assortment/selection," "fresh products," "suitable
hours when store is open," and other special characteristics of the store.

Trial-element: "by accident with another person," "on the spur of the moment," "to see some
thing new," "1 needed change," and other expressions of variety seeking and visits done as an
experiment.
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The dynamic aspect of the model is the interaction between the perceived pres
sures from the competitive retail structure, and the shopper's reactions to these
pressures. Retailers exert constant pressure on consumers to try to change their be
havior, but the extent to which the shopper perceives this pressure depends on
hislher experiential background, that is, choice tactics, as well as the intensity of
competitive activities. The perceived pressure determines which of the five de
cision processes outlined by Laaksonen will be activated, i.e., if it will be a habit
determined choice process based either on primary or secondary reinforcement, a
conscious evaluative process, a situation-determined choice process, or a curiosity
determined choice process.

When comparing the choice tactics with previously discussed definitions of loy
alty, the I/O-based choice tactics seems to be the one that mostly resembles the
view of loyalty as a latent mental construct. However, when analyzing loyalty,
Laaksonen also brings in a "resistance to change" element, i.e., whether house
holds would be committed to a certain behavior despite strong external pressures
to change it. In his study, which covered a two-year period in which several
changes in the grocery retailing structure occurred, households that kept a par
ticular strategy for a particular store over the period were considered loyal. In the
study, 20 percent of the households that participated in all panel waves showed a
pattern of commitment during the whole period. The shopping orientation profiles
of these households also showed lower-than-average values for the dimension,
"rational-economic relationship to big stores," and higher-than-average values on
the dimension "personal-social relationship to small local shops."

Developed store-choice models such as the one presented above demonstrate that
grocery-shopping behavior can be seen as complex behavior determined by a large
number of interrelated factors. The potential variation in grocery shopping be
havior in all its detail is enormous. How individual households solve the task of
provisioning is continent upon a large number of factors. At the same time, it
should be acknowledged that due to the frequent nature of grocery shopping,
households are likely to reduce the complexity of the decision task of finding the
outlet in which a collection of products will be purchased at the greatest value.
Therefore, households are likely to develop a habitual pattern of behavior. The
work by Laaksonen (1993) is valuable in that it develops a typology of choice tac
tics.

However, the Laaksonen model, as well as most models of store choice behavior,
is developed for explaining "the store choice." Taking into consideration that most
households in different ways combine the usage of several stores for their grocery
shopping, an important task would be the development of models that focus on
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store choice patterns. This is specifically relevant when store choice patterns, such
as degree of behavioral loyalty, is the focus of study.

Extending the notion of choice tactics suggested by Laaksonen, households could
be seen as developing and using a combination of choice tactics, that is, a
"strategy" for solving the task of grocery shopping. For example, a household
might always use a price-related tactic for the choice of store for the stock-up pur
c:Qases and choose the overall most-liked store for weekly "normal" purchases.
From Laaksonen's empirical study it can be inferred that the combination of dif
ferent choice tactics is quite common. What choice tactics are combined into the
strategy should have great implications, not only for what stores are used, but also
for the shape of the overall store patronage pattern.

2.8 Theoretical framework for the empirical study
In the review of the literature on the conceptualization of loyalty, two approaches
for understanding "loyalty" were identified. One approach is to view loyalty as a
latent mental construct reflected in the attitudes, behavioral intentions and be
havior of the individual. The other approach views loyalty solely as a type of be
havior and consequently separates behavioral loyalty from possible causes of this
behavior. The often sited work by Dick and Basu could be seen as a hybrid be
tween these two perspectives in that it acknowledges problems with both
perspectives, but circumvents them by defining loyalty as the relationship between
a positive relative attitude and behavioralloyalty.

The approach of the present work focuses on behavioral loyalty, but also, in line
with Dick and Basu (1994), analyzes the relationship between store evaluations
and store loyal behavior. One reason for the choice of approach is the inherent dif
ficulty in interpreting the type of index measures that seem to be most appropriate
for measuring loyalty as a latent mental construct, and that incorporate the varia
tion across dimensions that do not necessarily co-vary. The second, and more im
portant, reason is that the conceptualization of loyalty as a latent mental construct
reflected in both attitudes and behaviors conceals the relationship between these
attitudes and behaviors. Previous studies have shown that there is not always a
clear relationship between a positive evaluation (or satisfaction) and subsequent
behavioral loyalty. For example, a Swedish study on grocery shopping showed
that many shoppers who were very satisfied with a particular store still did not use
it as their main store (Magi 1995).

Behavioralloyalty can in itself also be interpreted in different ways, as made clear
by the number of different behavioralloyalty measures available. The approach to
behavioral loyalty chosen for this study focuses on what is often referred as "first
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store loyalty" (cf. Cunningham 1961; East, Hams, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins
1997), that is, the share of purchases (in terms of spending or visits) devoted to the
primary store. There are three reasons for choosing this approach. First, the share
of total purchases that is devoted to the primary store is a central element of the
entire store usage pattern of a household. As discussed previously, the share of
purchases in the primary store reflects to a large extent the nature of the overall
store usage pattern. Second, the variation in "first store loyalty" has been pre
viously examined and shown to be quite substantial; there is also a body of extant
research on possible causes of this variation, to which the results from the present
study can be related. Third, one justification for the widespread interest in
"loyalty" is that it is assumed profitable for a company to increase its share of a
customer's total spending on the type of service or product the company provides.
Therefore, it is seen as vital to try to explain variations in this behavior.

The focus on "first store loyalty" means that some alternative ways ofviewing be
havioralloyalty will not be studied. "Switching patterns", and related sequence-of
purchase measures, is one aspect of repeated behavior that has been discussed in
the loyalty literature, but not extensively studied. The literature is also unclear on
how switching patterns for consumers that habitually alternate between a number
of providers (stores or brands) should be interpreted, especially in the short term.
Taking into consideration the difficulties of interpreting switching patterns and the
limited number of studies to which such analyses could be related, the switching
dimension will not be included in this study. Neither will the study take into con
sideration the long-term perspectives of behavioral loyalty (i.e., allegiance or re
tention). From a theoretical standpoint, retention is an interesting dimension of
behavioralloyalty that merits more empirical investigation. However, in this study
this omission was made out of practical purposes, as this issue requires longitu
dinal research designs. The number of stores or brands used, has furthermore been
used as a measure of loyalty. Variation in this dimension is a relevant aspect of
store choice patterns and it will be included in this study. However, for clarity, the
number of stores used is not regarded as an alternative indicator of behavioralloy
alty, but as a separate variable that will be referred to as store repertoire.

One objection concerning the focus on first store loyalty that could be made is that
it does not fully take into account the complete store usage pattern of households.
For example, Cunningham (1961) estimates both first, second, third-, and so on,
store loyalty. It has also been suggested that "multi-store loyalty" would be a more
appropriate manner in which to regard store loyalty (Laaksonen 1993). Such an
approach would involve the development of an index of multi-store loyalty. How
ever, a drawback with such indices is in the difficulties of interpretation. One such
measure has been suggested in the literature (the entropy measure, see Carman
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1970) but its use has been very limited. In this study, the entropy measure will be
examined in an exploratory fashion, although the question of multi-store loyalty
will not be covered in-depth.

In addition to the degree of behavioral loyalty and store repertoire, two other re
lated dimensions of patronage behavior are considered to be of interest in this
study. These are the question of which store among the set of stores included in
the store repertoire is the primary store, and which stores, if any, are avoided.
Taken together, these four dimensions give a comprehensive, although not com
plete, picture of the households' store patronage behavior.

In the literature review, possible determinants of patronage behavior and be
havioral loyalty were categorized in two groups: store characteristics and shop
perlhousehold characteristics. When taking a store perspective, the share of
shopping that a household devotes to a specific store is seen as a function of the
store characteristics and the household's evaluations of the same, the convenience
of the store's location for this household, and the store's ability to satisfY the needs
of this household in comparison with its competitors. The household's choice of
stores to include, and perhaps expressly exclude, in its grocery shopping routines
is thus seen to be dependent on the stores' relative merits.

In contrast, when taking a shopperlhousehold perspective on store choice, the pat
ronage pattern is determined by the household's needs; restrictions it faces, e.g., in
terms of income and time; and attitudes and habits concerning shopping. The share
devoted to a specific store is furthermore a result of the shape of the overall shop
ping pattern. In loyalty research, this perspective is represented by studies in
which measures such as first-store loyalty (which is not related to a specific store)
are related to household characteristics.

The store versus shopperlhousehold perspective in analyzing store choice is illus
trated in Figure 15. In the former, the main focus is on understanding shoppers'
behavior towards specific stores and on the variation in aggregated shopper be
havior across stores. The latter is concerned with explaining variation in overall
behavior across shopperslhouseholds. As an example, looking at the shares of pur
chase for store B in the diagram below, the store perspective would suggest that
household A is least satisfied with this store and household C is most satisfied
with this store. In contrast, from a household perspective one would focus on why
household A spreads its purchases more evenly across a larger number of stores
than do the other households. Factors, such as strong "smart-shopper feelings"
could exist that motivate this household to comparison-shop in several stores, al
though they still might have a strong affinity for store B.
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Figure 15. The store versus household perspective in studying store choice be
havior. The percentages represent how each household divides its pur
chases across the four stores.

Both store characteristics and consumer characteristics are here assumed to be im
portant determinants of the way in which households divide their purchases across
the stores they regularly use. These two factors are thus included in the model that
will be used as a framework for the study (Figure 16).

Shopperlhousehold characteristics affect patronage behavior directly through re
strictions that set out what is feasible (e.g., income, availability of car, working
hours) and orientations towards grocery shopping and thereby how con
sumerslhouseholds prefer to go about this task (e.g., "one should shop around for
good prices," "I prefer to do all my purchases in the same store"). Perceptions and
evaluations of available stores and their respective marketing activities also affect
patronage behavior.

Based on both these internal and external factors, the household develops a set of
tactics for how to go about solving the problem of everyday provisioning. Exam
ples of such tactics could be to "always shop on the way home from work on
Mondays," "shop once a week in the store with the best weekly offers on meat,"
"make big planned purchases every two weeks in store X." In the model, this set
of tactics is referred to as the households' provisioning strategy. The strategy is
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reflected in the household's overt patronage behavior and more specifically, in the
four dimensions ofpatronage behavior that are focused upon in this study.

It should be noted that the shopperlhousehold characteristics also affect patronage
behavior indirectly. How a household perceives specific stores is not only a nmc
tion of the stores' "factual" appearances. Rather, the same stores can be perceived
and evaluated differently depending on what benefits a specific household is most
concerned with, the household's frame of reference, and interest in grocery stores
in general. As indicated by the model, these relationships will not be empirically
investigated in this thesis. However, they are included to make the theoretical
framework more comprehensive.

Patronage behavior
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- store repertoire
- choice of primary store
- store avoidance
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Figure 16. A theoretical framework for the study. The set of dependent variables
includes four dimensions of patronage behavior: behavioral loyalty,
store repertoire, choice ofprimary store, and store avoidance. These
dimensions are seen as consequences of two sets of determinants:
shopper/household variables and store variables. Observed patronage
behavior is seen as the outcome ofa household's provisioning strategy.
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The framework presented above is a model of patronage behavior and more spe
cifically the four dependent variables. The framework is, however, also useful for
discussing the relationship between store evaluations (attitudes) and behavioral
loyalty, which is the second phenomenon to be investigated in this thesis. One ar
gument put forward with the model is that evaluations of stores are not the only
determinants of behavioral loyalty. In instances where a low correspondence be
tween attitudes and behavioralloyalty is at hand, the other set of determinants may
be useful in explaining these deviations. It might not always be possible to earn a
customer's undivided behavioral loyalty or even a dominant share of hislher
budget no matter how hard one attempts to satisfy his or her needs, since satisfac
tion with a specific store is not the only issue in the store patronage process.

2.9 Research objectives and research questions
To reiterate, the purpose of this study is to explore store loyalty from a store
patronage perspective and to investigate the effects of store evaluations and
shopper characteristics on store loyalty.

Based on the argument presented in section 2.4, two distinct but related phe
nomena, both referred to as "loyalty" in the literature, will be studied. These are
degree of behavioral loyalty in terms of spending in the primary store (used by
e.g., Cunningham 1961, Desmet and Volle 1996, East, Harris, Lomax, Wilson and
Perkins 1997), and loyalty as a correspondence between relative attitudes and be
havior (Dick and Basu 1994). Furthermore, two related aspects will be examined
related to what stores are used: the choice ofprimary store (i.e., the store in which
the largest share of spending is made), and store avoidance. In a more explorative
fashion, the provisioning strategies used by households will also be studied.

The following four study objectives have been set up for the study:

to describe households' store-patronage behavior and, specifically, behavioral
loyalty

to analyze the determinants of the degree of behavioral loyalty, the choice of
primary store, and store avoidance

to compare characteristics of shoppers categorized as "intentional" and
"spurious" loyals

- to explore households' overall approach to the task of grocery shopping, that
is, their "provisioning strategies"
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2.9.1 Patronage behavior

The first study objective is to describe patronage behavior and, more specifically,
the three of the four dimensions that are the dependent variables in the model: be
havioral loyalty (in terms of share of purchase), store repertoire, and store
avoidance. Based on the collected data, alternative measures of behavioralloyalty
can be estimated. Two such alternatives will be compared to the share-of-purchase
measure: share-of-visits, and Carman's measure of entropy (1970). Furthermore,
the relationship between degree of behavioral loyalty, store repertoire and other
dimensions of patronage behavior will be examined. The questions that will be
pursued are:

- What do store patronage patterns look like in terms of degree of behavioral
loyalty and store repertoire?

- Do alternative measures of degree ofbehavioralloyalty co-vary with the share
of-purchase measure?

- Are there consumers that avoid certain stores?

- Does degree of behavioral loyalty co-vary with other aspects of patronage be
havior such as store repertoire and store avoidance?

2.9.2 Determinants of behavioral loyalty, choice of primary store and store
avoidance

The second research objective is to analyze the determinants of degree of be
havioral loyalty, choice of primary store and store avoidance. Based on prior
studies (cf. Cunningham 1961, Desmet and Volle 1996), it is expected that the
analyses in the first step will reveal substantial variation in the degree of be
havioral loyalty. Previous studies have mainly focused on shopper/household
characteristics when attempting to explain variations in this behavior. Such vari
ables will be included in the present analyses as well. In addition, store location,
and the relative attitudinal preference for the primary store will be included as pos
sible explanatory variables of degree of behavioral loyalty. The possession of store
membership cards will also be included in the analysis.

Concerning choice of primary store, two determinants will be analyzed, store lo
cation and store evaluations. Finally, if previous analyses have shown that
consumers avoid stores, the reasons for store avoidance will be explored.
Moreover, possible differences in the characteristics of store avoiding consumers,
and "non-avoiding" consumers, will be examined.
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The following questions will be pursued:

- To what extent do socio-demographic variables explain variations in degree of
behavioralloyalty?

- To what extent do attitudes to shopping (shopping orientations) explain varia
tions in degree of behavioral loyalty?

Does the possession ofloyalty cards affect the degree ofbehavioral loyalty?

- How is store location related to the degree of behavioral loyalty, and to which
store is chosen as first store?

- How are evaluations of stores related to degree of behavioral loyalty? Is the
store that gets the largest share of a consumer's budget (the primary store) also
always the most preferred store? Can a higher degree of behavioral loyalty be
explained by the strength of preference? Are relative evaluations better pre
dictors of behavior than "nonnal evaluations?"

What explains store avoidance? Do "avoiders" differ from "non-avoiders?"

2.9.3 "Intentional" vs. spurious loyals - examining the loyalty grid

The third research objective is to compare the characteristics of households that
are categorized as "intentional" and "spurious" loyals. Although the two-dimen
sional conceptualization of loyalty is seen as problematic, the question of whether
or not there are differences between "true" and "spurious" loyals is important - in
a sense it concerns differences between consumers who have strong preferences
and act accordingly, and those who do not.

The loyalty grid suggested by Dick and Basu (1994) can be helpful for such an in
vestigation. Their classification is based on a company perspective, i.e., it is a way
for a company to classify all its customers into loyalty categories. Hypothetically,
this grid could imply that a household has a specific relationship to one store, e.g.
spurious loyalty, whereas they exhibit latent loyalty from another store's per
spective.

Considering grocery store patronage from such a segmentation perspective, a clas
sification that puts each household into one specific category would be more pur
poseful. Thus an adaptation of the Dick and Basu grid is presented in Figure 17.
The aim of this classification is to make the categories mutually exclusive, that is,
each household should only fall into one of the categories presented below.
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any stores, general dominating preference for this
indifference particular store

Figure 17. A classification ofhouseholds to different loyalty related categories

One aspect of the loyalty classification is degree of behavioral loyalty. As has
been shown in previous studies, individuals exhibit differences in this respect:
some concentrate their purchases on one store whereas others spread their pur
chases more evenly over a number of stores. However, there are no clear guide
lines for what is meant by the majority of purchases or a "high degree of
behavioralloyalty." If the empirical results do not provide a clear dividing line, the
discretion of the researcher must be used for dividing the households into two
groups with high and low degrees of behavioral loyalty.

The other dimension considered here is relative store evaluations. An important
aspect to be considered here is whether customers perceive any differences at all
between the stores available to them. If not, this would diminish the likelihood of
loyalty formation as suggested by Dick and Basu (1994). As with degree of be
havioral loyalty, the exact theoretical delineation of "high relative store
evaluations" is unclear, which is why the cut-off criterion must be based on an
empirical judgment.
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The research question related to the third objective is:

- Is there a relationship between group affiliation and household/shopper
characteristics?

2.9.4 Provisioning strategies

The fourth research objective is to explore households' overall approach to the
task of grocery shopping, that is, their "provisioning strategies." This research
question takes as a starting-point the idea that households' store choices are inter
related, and that households can combine different store-choice tactics for different
types of shopping trips. Moreover, store patronage behavior is related to how the
household decides on what to buy, e.g., extensive planning versus in-store de
cision-making and how stores are used in this process. In this thesis, the rather
wide term provisioning strategy is used to denote this set of related behaviors.

There is relatively little research on store-choice tactics in general, and on how
households combine choice tactics into strategies. Therefore, an exploratory ap
proach will be used to investigate households' provisioning strategies.
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3. Research approach

3.1 Introduction
The study objective of this thesis is to describe and explain variations in store
patronage behavior across consumers. One important assumption for the study is
that consumers facing the same competitive environment, i.e., being able to choose
between the same stores, will behave differently, both in terms of which stores are
chosen and how they are used. It is, for example, assumed that the extent to which
individual shoppers spread their purchases across the stores they use will vary; that
is, the degree of behavioral loyalty will vary. The focus is thus not mainly on the
choice of a specific store, but rather on the store patronage behavior. An important
consideration for the research design is therefore to enable a detailed description
of patronage behavior in a setting with a fixed set of choices.

In order to have a design in which all available stores could be accounted for, a
small Swedish community was chosen as the site for the data collection. The sam
ple is thus not representative for the Swedish population. However, for the purpose
of this study, it was seen as important that external explanatory factors, such as
differences in retailing supply structure, were controlled to the extent possible.

Three types of data were collected in the study. To enable a detailed description of
store choice behavior, a 4-week purchase diary was employed. The data from the
diary was thereafter complemented with data from a questionnaire directed to the
same households. The questionnaire includes requests for store evaluations and
questions on general attitudes to shopping. Finally, follow-up personal interviews
were carried out on a small sub-sample of respondents. The purpose of the inter
views was to give an in-depth description of typical households that would further
clarify the understanding ofvariations in store patronage behavior.

Often when qualitative studies are combined with survey studies the results from
the former are used in an exploratory phase designed to generate concepts and hy
potheses that will be tested quantitatively. For this study, five personal consumer
interviews were performed before the diary and questionnaire were launched. The
purpose of these interviews was to confirm the relevance of the topics derived
from the literature review. As there is an abundance of research literature on store
choice, the need for an extensive exploratory study concerning store choice was
not considered essential. Instead, the primary value of qualitative data in this study
is to deepen the understanding of the phenomenon; "... the contribution of the
fieldwork to the formulation of the theoretical structure underlying a survey study
requires that the fieldwork be performed prior to designing the survey study. But if
the purpose ofthe fieldwork is to clarifY or extend a survey finding, then it must be
conducted after the survey" (Sieber 1973).
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Thus, the in-depth interviews in this study are used as a means to further the inter
pretation of the results from the survey study. Moreover, the interviews are also
used in an exploratory fashion to describe possible provisioning strategies, a theo
retical notion not covered in the survey.

The remainder of this chapter gives, first, a description of the research setting 
that is, of the community in which data was collected and ofthe stores in this mar
ket. Thereafter follows a description of the data-collection procedure for the quan
titative-data collection, the diary and the questionnaire. Finally, the approach for
the in-depth interviews is described.

3.2 The setting
Ludvika, the chosen community, is a small industrial town of 15,000 inhabitants
situated in the middle of Sweden. This local market had, at the time of the data
collection, five supermarkets and a few smaller convenience stores, as well as
several gas stations with a limited assortment of grocery items. Moreover, the
community was fairly self-contained and not located close to a larger metropolitan
area, so the share of commuters was judged to be low. The supermarkets were lo
cated within a radius of approximately four kilometers. The approximate locations
of the stores are depicted in Figure 18. As shown in the map, there are three clus
ters of stores, the two Mamas stores, located only a couple of hundred meters
apart; one store in the major shopping area; and two stores located fairly closely to
one another in the southern part of Ludvika.

The five supermarkets were of fairly equal size and service level, with all the
stores having some manual service. All the stores had a full range assortment of
food items (fresh food as well as staples) and other daily supplies. Furthermore,
they did to a limited extent have non-food items such as kitchenware, in their as
sortment. One of the stores, Matmagasinet, had a low-price profile.

The stores represented three of the four major Swedish grocery retailers, Hemkop
(two stores in this area), Konsum (one store) and leA (two stores: leA Matmaster
and Matmagasinet). All three chains have had customer membership programs for
some time. These programs provide benefits such as special offers to the members.
Consumers also have the possibility to deposit money on accounts linked to the
membership cards that are used for payment in the stores. The interest rate on
these accounts is higher than that of most banks' checking accounts. The Konsum
membership program was the only one with a bonus point system at the time of
the study.
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Figure 18. An overview map ofthe stores in Ludvika.

3.3 The data collection phase (diary and questionnaire)
The diary and survey data were collected in the fall of 1997. A sample of 800
individuals living in the chosen community was obtained from the Swedish
Census Bureau. The preferred sampling frame would have been "all households",
but as households are not the registration unit in the available data base, the fol
lowing sampling frame was used to obtain an approximate sample of households:
married women, unmarried women and unmarried men, all in the age group 20 
75. For married households, the woman was chosen since it was assumed that
women are primarily responsible for grocery shopping. This will be discussed
further in section 3.5.5.

In the first stage, a letter was sent to the 800 individuals, explaining the purpose of
the study and notifying them of a follow-up telephone call to come. Thereafter, all
individuals for whom telephone numbers could be obtained were called. The pur
pose of the telephone call was to ask the respondents if they would like to partici
pate in the study. It was also used for screening out individuals that did not belong
to the sample. The categories excluded from the study were individuals working in
a grocery store (or living with someone who worked in a grocery store), indi
viduals no longer living in Ludvika, and individuals still living with their parents.
The telephone calls also revealed that some co-habiting couples had been included
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twice in the sample. From these households, one person was chosen to participate
in the study.

The diary, together with an instruction sheet, was then mailed out to those who
complied with the request. There was quite a large number of respondents who
were not reached by phone or who did not have a listed phone number, and the
diary was sent to these individuals as well. The mailing also contained a small gift:
a small magnet with a "reminder" symbol. This gift was chosen as it clearly re
lated to the design of the study - the cover letter suggested that the magnet be used
to keep the diary in a handy place, such as on the refrigerator door. A large num
ber of respondents were also contacted by phone after they had received the diaries
to answer any questions concerning the procedure for filling out the diary. These
telephone calls indicated that the task of filling out the diary was considered to be
easy. To further encourage participation, a reminder postcard was sent after two
weeks.

At the end of the four-week period, the questionnaire and a pre-paid envelope for
returning the completed diary and the questionnaire were sent out. The cover letter
also reminded about the Red-Cross lottery ticket (value 25 SEK) which would be
sent to all participants who returned completed diaries. In addition, the package
contained a request for participating in the follow-up interview study and a simple
form on which the respondent could notify whether he or she was interested in
participating in such an interview.

The data-collection procedure gave a response rate of 49 percent (Table 3). In the
initial round of telephone calls, 357 households agreed to participate in the study,
and 150 declined participation. Fifty-two persons were also identified as not being
part of the sample. 235 persons were not reached by phone, for the most part be
cause their telephone number was not listed. However, as mentioned above, these
individuals were also approached with the second mailing. Of these individuals, 29
percent returned completed diaries and questionnaires.

Initial sampling frame 800
- Not part of the sampling frame: -58

Adjusted sampling frame: 742
- "non-response ":
Reached, participation declined 150
Participation accepted, D/Q not returned 50
Not reached, D/Q not returned 166
Uncompleted sets ofD/Q returned 8
Total: -374

Final sample 368
Response rate 50%

Table 3. The response rate.
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The reasons given for not participating were either a dislike towards participating
in surveys in general, or pressing family matters, such as illness. Some elderly
people also believed that their behavior would not be of interest for the study,
since they did not spend much on groceries. The lists from the Census Bureau
contained data on the age and sex of all persons in the initial sampling frame.
There was no significant difference in age between those who participated in the
study and those who did not. However, the share of women was significantly
higher among the participants (79 percent women in the participant group as com
pared to 61 percent women among those who declined participation). This sug
gests that single men are underrepresented in the final sample.

3.4 The diary

3.4.1 Design

For the purpose of this study, it was necessary to obtain a detailed description of
store choice behavior. To obtain behavioral data on the household level of high
validity, a purchase dairy was decided upon (Wind and Lemer 1979). With a
diary, there is less risk that smaller purchases are not accounted for or that usage
of major stores will be overestimated. A possible source of error due to respon
dents' computation errors when aggregating behavior is also avoided, since the re
searcher does these tasks after the data collection. Diary data also makes possible
the estimation of several different measures, which otherwise would have to be
measured by several questions in a questionnaire.

Respondents were asked to fill in a purchase diary for a period of four weeks. For
each purchase made by anyone in the household, the specific store shopped, the
amount paid, and the household memberls making the purchase were registered.
To reduce the bulk of and lessen the inconvenience in handling the diary, it was
printed on both sides of one sheet of paper. For each date, there were printed
columns for the five major stores in the area. One column was provided for pur
chases in other stores. The design of the diary was pre-tested on a small sample of
consumers for ease of use and understanding. A part of the diary with hypothetical
data entries is reproduced in Figure 19.
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Date Store A Store B Store C
amount buyer amount buyer amount buyer

Monday, March 17 175 Kr Anna Kr 160 Kr Lars
Tuesday, March 18 Kr Kr Kr

Wednesday, March 19 Kr 215 Kr Lars Kr

Thursday, March 20 Kr 569 Kr Anna, Lars Kr

Friday, March 21 Kr Kr Kr

Saturday, March 22 Kr Kr 290 Kr Lars
Sunday, March 23 Kr Kr Kr

Figure 19. A sample ofhow a section ofa completed diary would look.

The length of the diary-keeping period was detennined out of two contradictory
constraints. On one hand, a long period is better from a patronage-measurement
perspective as each specific purchase will not carry too large an affect on the dif
ferent proportional measures. A shorter period would yield lower reliability in,
e.g., share-of-purchase measures. As noted by East et al. (1997), the total number
of visits included in the measurement period affects share-of-purchase measures
such as first-store loyalty. In the extreme case of only one visit, first-store loyalty
would automatically be 100 percent. Based on an assumption of an average of two
purchase trips per week, the authors suggest that a two-month period would suffice
to account for extreme purchases. As it is plausible that patronage patterns might
vary over the month, with for instance bi-weekly major purchases for some house
holds, a longer period would also have a better chance at capturing these vari
ances. On the other hand, a longer period would most probably decrease
respondents' willingness to participate in the study and their thoroughness in
registering all their purchases.

The chosen period of four weeks was considered a good balance between these
two opposing requirements. This may be compared with Laaksonen's study (1993)
in which three two-week measurements taken over a period of two years were
used with satisfactory results.

3.4.2 Variables derived from the diary data

The diary provided a rich database on the behavior of the households, and several
options are available for aggregating and describing this data. Although part of this
background data is provided, the main purpose of the diary is to provide data for
the calculation of a limited number of variables. The variables extracted from the
diary database follow in Table 4. All measures are estimated for the household.
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Concept
Degree ofbehavioral
loyalty (share-ofpurchase
in primary store)

Share-ofvisits in the
primary store

Entropy

Store repertoire

Primary store

Operationalization
The share of spending (in SEK), out of the total amount of
spending, in the store in which the largest sum is spent. This is a
commonly used measure of behavioral loyalty. Based on
Cunningham (1961), this measure is often called First store
loyalty. To avoid the confusion whether or not this measure
captures "true" loyalty, a more descriptive term is used here.

The share of visits, out of the total number of store visits, in the
store in which the largest sum is spent. This is a less commonly
used measure of behavioral loyalty.

This is the alternative measure of behavioral measure suggested
by Carman (1970), and described in section 2.1.4.1. In this study,
it was based on the share-of-purchase allocated to each store.
The measure was standardized to range from 0 to 1. Low values
indicate high loyalty, i.e., low dispersion of purchases across
stores.

The number of stores used by the household.

The store in which the household spends the highest share of the
monthly budget.

Table 4. The main variables derivedfrom the diary data.

In this study, degree of behavioralloyalty is mainly operationalized as the share
of-purchase in the primary store. In addition, a share-of-visits measure is derived
from the data. The entropy measure has not been extensively used, but it was seen
as an interesting addition to the list of behavioralloyalty measures as it takes into
account the use of several stores. Store repertoire is the second dimension of
patronage behavior that will be highlighted in this study. Primary store indicates
the store to which the household is behaviorally most loyal in terms of spending
the largest share of the monthly budget in the store.

The reliability of these measures, i.e., the extent to which they are free from ran
dom error, could, as recognized above, be adversely effected by respondent mis
takes in reporting their purchases, and, perhaps more importantly, by the time
period of the measurement. Although the diary period was set to one month, it
should be noted that both random and non-random fluctuations in behavior be
tween months could affect the different proportional measures. Non-random fluc
tuations, i.e., fluctuations affected by grocery purchasing planning and shopping
cycles of over one month, were believed to be less probable. There is, however, a
slight risk that the responding households' shopping behavior could deviate from
normal routines during the measurement period due to unexpected circumstances,
such as illness. Random fluctuations are especially sensitive for the estimation of
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primary store for households with a low primary-store share-of-purchase. If a
household divides its purchases equally between stores, one store might inappro
priately be singled out as the primary store.

3.5 The questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire was to measure possible explanatory factors for
degree of behavioralloyalty and store-choice behavior. The main part of the ques
tionnaire concerns the evaluations of the stores. Other areas covered in the ques
tionnaire are general shopping-related attitudes and behavior, store avoidance,
membership in loyalty programs, and demographic background data about the
household (See appendix 1 for a full version of the questionnaire).

3.5.1 Evaluation of stores

For the purpose of the investigation, evaluations of specific stores as well as an
overall measure of whether or not respondents differentiated between stores were
needed. The way in which this data was transformed into the necessary variables is
further explained in section 4.2 of the analyses. However, the general nature of
these questions is described here. Two sections of questions were concerned with
these issues. The introductory section of the questionnaire contains a block of
questions in which respondents are asked to indicate whether they found any store
to outperform the others on a number of dimensions, and if so, the name of that
store (question 1 in the questionnaire). The results were used to indicate the extent
to which respondents perceived differentiation between stores and on what dimen
sions the stores were most differentiated.

Second, the items in Table 5 were used for measuring the evaluations of specific
stores. Respondents were asked to rate all the stores about which they were
knowledgeable, including stores they were not using at the moment, on 7-point
Likert scales anchored in strongly disagree - strongly agree.

Store x ...
· . .is overall a very good store
...carries high-quality fresh produce
...carries high-quality fruits and vegetables
...gives value for the money
·. .is well organized
...has nice personnel
· . .is clean and neat
...has a spacious layout
...has a good variety of goods
...has high availability of staff for handling queries

Table 5. Items usedfor measuring evaluations ofstores.
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These items, with a slight change of wording, were drawn from a larger pool of 24
items previously used in a Swedish setting for capturing grocery store evaluations
(Magi 1995). In that study, the items provided an adequate measure of store
evaluations which behaved as expected, i.e., dimensions based on the items were
highly correlated with customer satisfaction, and they also differed between be
haviorally loyal and non-loyal groups (as defined in that study). The list of items
was designed to cover the main aspects of dimensions derived from the store
image literature. However, one important difference is that spatial convenience
was not included as a dimension. As discussed in the literature review, it is con
sidered more fruitful to regard location as a separate variable.

The overall evaluation of each store was the main interest of this study, so the
number of items was reduced in order to shorten the length of the questionnaire.
As further described in section 4.2, analyses were based on indices of the 10 items
for each store. The choice to aggregate all items into one overall measure was sup
ported by factor analysis, as only one factor had an eigen value higher than one.
The internal consistency reliability of the items was also high across all stores,
with Cronbach's Alpha between .92 - .93. This summary measure will be referred
to as store evaluation, and it will be the basis for developing a measure of relative
store evaluation.

3.5.2 General shopping attitudes and behaviors

A number of items were included in the questionnaire for capturing general shop
ping attitudes and behavior. The development of this list of items was to a large
extent inspired by previously used shopping orientation items, mainly those used
by Laaksonen (1993). However, as discussed in the theoretical review, this shop
ping orientation profile was based on specific market-structure characteristics,
such as personal contact with local independent retailers, versus an economic
rational relationship to "big" stores. As the market structure in Sweden today, es
pecially in small towns such as Ludvika, is more homogeneous, more generic
shopping attitude statements were deemed more appropriate. The battery of items
also included statements on grocery shopping-related behavior such as usage of
coupons and purchase planning. Items on planning behavior were included since
exploratory research has indicated variation in this behavior which might be rele
vant for explaining variation in store patronage behavior (Holmberg 1996). In
contrast to other studies, items concerned with the ethical dimension of shopping
were not included. The reason for this exclusion, was again, that this dimension
seemed substantially related to specific market-structure relationships, more spe
cifically the relationship to small, independent shoppers. As this type of retailer is
now almost extinct in Sweden, this dimension was not seen to be meaningful for
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this particular study. In the process of developing the questionnaire, the content
and clarity of the items were tested with both academics and "regular" shoppers.

The purpose of the items was to use them for describing shopping orientation di
mensions. Therefore, they were made subject to factor analysis. Descriptives for
the variables are presented in Appendix 1, Table 49. All items were included in the
preliminary unrotated factor analysis, however, one item ("I always bring a shop
ping list") came out as unrelated to the other items. As it was not considered to be
a type of behavior central to shopping orientation, the item was deleted and a new
factor analysis was performed Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black 1998). There
were some missing values on all items, and list-wise deletion resulted in 331
usable cases. It was judged that the initial factor analyses should be made on these
cases.

The principal components method was used for the factor analysis. KMO and
Bartlett's tests indicated that factor analysis was meaningful for the material
(KMO = .72). The initial unrotated analysis had four components with eigen
values higher than one, a preliminary four-factor solution was thus chosen. The
four factors explained 63 percent of the total variance. VARlMAX rotation was
then used in order to get a more interpretable solution. A satisfactory interpretation
of the four-factor solution was found, so the four factors were retained. The rotated
factor-loading matrix is presented in Table 6.

The pattern of factor loadings presented a clear and interpretable structure. The
majority of items produced loadings above .2 on one factor only, and based on the
items, the interpretation was fairly straightforward. There was, however, some
overlap between factors, especially between the factors "price" and "contact." The
positive loadings of items 3 to 5 on the second factor indicate that activities related
to price search are to some extent related to a personal-contact dimension. How
ever, as these loadings were modest in size compared to the loadings on factor
one, they were not considered to be central to the second factor.

The four factors were named as follows:

1 - Price orientation factor
2 - Personal contact factor
3 - Indifference factor
4 - Planning behavior factor
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Component
Price Contact Indifference Planning

1.One profits from comparing prices .77
between stores
2.1 shop in the store which has the .72 -.25
best offers
3.1 read the ad leaflets sent to my .75 .26
home
4.1 read the stores' advertisements in .70 .29
the newspaper
5.1 use coupons when possible .64 .38 .23

6.1 think it is important to have .86
personal contact with the store's staff
7.1 think it is important that the store .87
personnel recognizes me
8.The stores in Ludvika have the .74
same variety of goods
9.1 think all grocery stores in Ludvika .81
are the same
10.1 think it is important that .53
shopping takes little time
11.We do a major purchase about .16 .79
once a month
l2.We plan our purchases for a week .85
at a time or a longer period

Table 6. The chosen rotatedfactor solution. Factor loadings higher than .15 are
reported in the table. The highest factor loadings for each item is
marked in bold.

Although newly developed items were used, three ofthe derived factors are clearly
related to shopping orientation structures presented in previous studies. The price
orientation factor can be interpreted as the economic/rational shopper, the personal
contact factor is similar to the personalized shopper, and the indifference factor is
similar to the apathetic shopper, although "importance of shopping taking little
time" has been previously included in a rational-shopper factor. The degree of
planning behavior has not been included in previous studies on shopping orien
tation but was judged to be a salient addition to the notion of shopping orientation
and was included here for exploratory purposes.

Factor scores were retained for subsequent analyses. Although the use of indices
built on multiple-item scales as suggested by Churchill (1979) is the dominant
practice today within marketing for measuring constructs, the use of factor scores
provides an alternative with certain advantages and has increased in use. It has, for
example, been used for measuring shopping orientations (Laaksonen 1993). In this
study, factor scores were chosen over using a summated scale mainly since factor
scores based on orthogonal rotation are uncorrelated, which is advantageous when
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regression analysis will be used (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black 1998). One
drawback with using factor scores is that results will not be as directly comparably
across studies as with developed multiple item scales. However, this drawback
was considered outweighed by the above-mentioned advantage with factor scores.

To account for missing values, a new factor analysis was performed in which
missing data was replaced with variable means. Cases with more than two missing
observations on the variables were excluded from this analysis. The emerging
factor structure, with the same rotation principle, did not differ noticeably from the
original factor solution structure (Appendix 2, Table 50). This practice resulted in
factor scores for 358 observations. The interpretation and range of factor scores is
found in Table 7.

Factor
Price orientation factor

Personal contact factor

Inddferencefactor

Planning behavior factor

Interpretation
high values indicate strong interest in price comparisons and
price orientated advertisements (range -2.5 to 2.0).
high values indicate strong interest in a personalized contact with
store personnel (range -2.5 to 2.1).
high values indicate that the individual does not perceive large
differences between stores and finds it important that shopping
takes little time (range -2.8 to 2.8).
high values indicate that the households use a high degree of
planning for grocery purchasing (range -1.7 to 2.3).

Table 7. Interpretation offactors and range offactor scores.

When using factor scores, there is no clear alternative to Cronbach's Alpha
measures to assess the internal consistency of the measure. To some extent, this
information is provided by the factor loadings pattern. A clearly interpretable pat
tern in which some items have the same pattern of loadings across factors would
indicate that the items measure the same underlying construct. As a rough com
parison, summated indices on the same variables have the following Alphas; price:
.79, contact: .79, indifference: .52, and planning .56. This indicates that the last
two dimensions are not as consistently measured, which, in turn might be a result
ofless clearly defined dimensions.

3.5.3 Store avoidance

Although the stores that are not included in a household's store repertoire can be
deduced from the diary, it cannot be inferred that those stores not used are pur
posefully avoided. There are several possible reasons why a specific household
might not patronize a specific store, among them that it is in an inconvenient loca
tion. Therefore, for measuring store avoidance intentions, the following question
was asked:
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"Imagine a situation in which all stores in Ludvika are the same as they are now,
but they are all located in the same place. It would thus be as easy for you to get to
all stores. Everything else - personnel, price level, and assortment - would be ex
actly as it is today. Are there any stores you would absolutely not shop in although
they had the same location as the other stores?"

The response alternatives where "Yes, I would not shop in..." followed by a list of
the supennarkets in the area, and "No, there are no stores I would avoid." Those
respondents indicating that they would avoid a store were also asked, with an
open-ended question, to state their reasons for doing so.

3.5.4 Other household background data and miscellaneous

The questionnaire also included some additional background data on the house
holds.

Concerning shopping related issues, the respondents were asked to indicate
whether or not they had enrolled in any of the chains' loyalty programs, and if so,
whether they have deposited money on such accounts. They were also asked
whether they perceived that they have a main store for grocery shopping, and if so,
the name of that store. This question is used as a validity check on the measures
derived from the diary. Following this question, questions on resistance to switch
were posed to those having the main store as their closest store. This measure will,
however, not be developed further in this study. The respondent was also asked to
indicate whether he or she went shopping by car or not. The respondent was fur
ther asked about the share of the household shopping he or she did. Although the
cover letter for the questionnaire stated that the person mainly responsible for the
shopping fill out the questionnaire, this was seen as necessary control question.

Finally, the questionnaire also contained the following demographic data about the
households: household income, household size, respondent's age and sex. At the
end of the questionnaire, respondents were also asked to indicate their place of
residence on a map covering the larger part of the town of Ludvika. The distance
as the crow flies between the households' home and each store was measured.
This does not take into account the exact traveling distances, which are, of course,
dependent upon the road network. However, it was seen as a proxy sufficient for
this study; a similar procedure was also used by Bell et al. (1998).

3.5.5 Level of analysis - the household or the individual?

As suggested by Engstrmn and Hartvig Larsen (1987) there are good reasons for
viewing the household as the relevant unit of analysis for grocery shopping. Gro-
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cery shopping is affected by the needs and consumption patterns of a household,
as well as household level restrictions and resources, e.g., income, car ownership,
residence, working hours of spouses, etc. To the extent that different persons in a
household take turns shopping for groceries, these purchases are still interde
pendent.

This does not necessarily mean that grocery-shopping behavior nonnally is a joint
activity for the household members. On the contrary, it is often assumed that the
female head-of-household is responsible for grocery shopping. Although gender
roles in general are changing, it is no bold assumption that this is still largely the
case in many parts of Sweden, especially outside the larger cities. In this study, it
is assumed that although the chore of shopping is shared to some extent, one per
son, usually the female head-of-household, is overall responsible for decisions
concerning when and where to shop for groceries, and that person also carries out
most of the shopping. Therefore, although behavior is measured on the household
level, the attitudinal measures of the person responsible for grocery shopping are
seen as relevant explanatory factors for this behavior.

As described earlier, the sampling frame included married women, unmarried
women and unmarried men. In households with married couples, the woman was
thus the addressee of the diary and survey. Unmarried women and unmarried men
were included to cover single person households. However, since some of these
respondents are most likely cohabiting, some of the unmarried men might not be
the person responsible for shopping in their household. To avoid that, for any
reason, the "wrong" person in the household filled in the questionnaire, the cover
letter indicated that the person primarily responsible for grocery shopping should
be the respondent. A question about share of shopping was included in the
questionnaire to check the share of grocery purchasing carried out by the
respondent (Table 8).

Frequency Percent
Respondent makes all of the household's 152 41.3
purchases
Respondent makes the largest share of 147 39.9
the household's purchases
Respondent makes about half of the 57 15.5
household's purchases
Respondent makes a minor share of the 11 3.0
household's purchases
Missing value 1 .3
Total 368 100.0

Table 8. The share ofshopping made by the respondent
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Although the chore of grocery shopping is shared to some extent in more than half
of the households of more than one person, the majority of respondents make the
largest share of the household's shopping. Another 15 percent of the respondents
make approximately half of the household's purchases, and it was decided that
their responses to the attitudinal questions were sufficient proxies for the house
hold. The eleven households in which the respondent (women in eight of the
cases) made a smaller share of purchases were excluded in the analyses where at
titudinal data were compared to shopping behavior. In the one questionnaire that
represents the missing value, the respondent (a woman) indicated that they
planned purchases together, but the man in the household carried out the shopping
task. Her answers were thus regarded as reflective of the household's opinions and
the responses were used in subsequent analyses.

In all, almost 80 percent of the respondents of the questionnaire were women
(Table 9). The male respondents mostly represented single person households. In
total, about 25 percent of the respondents constitute single person households.

household size Male Female Total
respondents respondents

1 person 39 52 91
42.9% 57.1% 100%

2 persons 28 115 143
19.6% 80.4% 100%

3 persons 5 57 62
8.1% 91.9% 100%

4 persons 3 56 59
5.1% 94.9% 100%

5 persons I 7 8
12.5% 87.5% 100%

6 persons I 4 5
20.0% 80.0% 100%

Total 77 291 368
20.9% 79.1% 100%

Table 9. Distribution ofhouseholds. Percentages (row percentages) indicate the
share ofmale andfemale respondents in each household category.

3.6 The interviews
The purpose of the interviews was to analyze in-depth households' store patronage
behavior and to explore their provisioning strategies. The interviews will hopefully
also expand on the results from the survey by covering largely the same issues,
and by contributing consumers' own explanations for why they behave the way
they do.
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A semi-structured interview approach was used in order to cover the topics central
to the study. To structure the interview, a short interview guide was used which
included the following topics: a) a description of the household's store patronage
behavior, b) opinions about the stores in the Ludvika market they currently use, c)
opinions about stores they currently do not use, d) the household's use of market
information, e.g., coupons, and leaflets, and loyalty programs, e) relationships to
specific stores. However, respondents were allowed to, and did, talk freely, and
therefore some issues were raised without being prompted. For example, some re
spondents directly mentioned the store/stores in which they shopped when asked
about their general shopping behavior.

The interviewees were recruited among the respondents of the survey. An ap
proach similar to that of Foumier and Yao was used (1997). In order to get a
deeper understanding of the loyal consumer-brand relations, Foumier and Yao in
terviewed individuals who qualified as coffee brand loyals, according to traditional
criteria. These interviews revealed significant differences in the interviewees' re
lationships to the brands they used. In the present study, interviewees were chosen
from the four loyalty categories derived from the quantitative analysis. This sam
pling was believed to provide a large variation in behavior as well as in opinions
about stores and approaches to shopping in general. Although it cannot be ex
cluded that another sampling procedure would provide a similar variation, the re
sults from the interviews suggest that the sampling fulfilled its goals.

About half of the respondents in the survey had indicated an interest in partici
pating in a follow-up study. Initially, three respondents in every quadrant were
chosen, with care taken that they would exhibit extreme values on the measures
that made up the dimensions for the categorization. Moreover, an additional crite
rion was that the respondent would belong to a household with at least three indi
viduals, in order to obtain a continuity between the households' living conditions.
In the first step, the first two people in every group were contacted. As all eight
persons accepted to participate in an interview, no further contacts were made.

The interviews were completed in October - November 1998. All but one of the
interviews took place in the home of the respondent. One interview took place in a
centrally located coffee shop at the request of the interviewee. All interviews were
tape-recorded and later transcribed verbatim, in order to allow the interviewer to
concentrate on the interview and to ensure a detailed account of the interviewee's
narrative. The average time of the interviews was 40 minutes.
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4. Results
The presentation of the analyses and results will follow the structure of the re
search questions proposed in section 2.9. In the first section, the behavior of the
households is described and in the second section the shoppers' evaluations of the
available stores is examined. Thereafter determinants of three aspects of behavior
are analyzed: the degree of behavioral loyalty, the choice of primary store and
store avoidance. The fourth step is to compare different consumer segments as
based on the loyalty grid. In-depth descriptions of eight households are then pre
sented and discussed in terms of their provisioning strategies. The outline of the
chapter is illustrated in Figure 20.

Although the purpose of the thesis is to study variations in household behavior, the
data also allows for comparisons between the stores. Apart from being of interest
in itself, such comparisons complement the household-level analyses. For reasons
of clarity, these analyses are put into a separate appendix (Appendix 3). When a
comparison with store-level analyses is considered especially interesting, a
reference to the appropriate section in Appendix 3 is made in the text.

4.1 How do households behave?
Store repertoire
Degree ofbehavioral loyalty
Store avoidance

4.2 How do the shoppers evaluate available
stores?

4.3 What detennines the degree of behavioral
10 alt ?

4.4 What affects the choice of primary store?
Store evaluations
Store location

[4.5 Detenninants of store avoidance

14.6 The loyalty grid

Figure 20. The structure ofchapterfour.
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4.1 How do households behave?
In the theoretical framework, the set of dependent variables relates to household
store patronage behavior. However, before analyzing its causes, a thorough de
scription of this behavior is warranted. In this section, three of the variables, store
repertoire, degree of behavioral loyalty, and store avoidance, will be described.
Data on the fourth aspect, choice ofprimary store, is presented in Appendix 3 to
gether with data on how the stores in the survey are used on an aggregate level by
shoppers (Table 55).

The share-of-purchase in the primary store is the main measure of the degree of
behavioralloyalty used in this study. The data collected does, however, allow for
the estimation of other measures of behavioral loyalty and for comparisons be
tween different such measures. Here, two other measures will be analyzed: share
of-visits in the primary store, and the measure of entropy suggested by Carman
(1970), which, in contrast to the other two measures, captures the household's
usage of its entire store repertoire. The primary store, as determined by the two
proportional measures of loyalty, will also be compared to the respondent's as
sessment of which store is their main store.

Apart from the four patronage variables highlighted in the theoretical framework,
the rich diary data provides a comprehensive description of the household's
grocery-shopping behavior. These dimensions can also be related to the main vari
ables of interest. In the final part of this section, store repertoire and degree of
behavioral loyalty are compared to three other dimensions of patronage behavior:
shopping frequency, purchase volume and variation in purchase size.

4.1.1 Store repertoire - how many stores are used?

The first step is to look at the number of stores the households have used during
the survey period. A variation across households in this dimension is a precon
dition for meaningful variation in the degree of behavioralloyalty. Based on pre
vious research, such variation is expected.

Recall that there are five supermarkets available to the Ludvika market. These
stores account for 90 percent of the purchases in the panel (Appendix 3, Table 54).
In addition, there are some smaller outlets, such as gas-stations, that carry a limi
ted assortment of grocery items. It is therefore possible that the households have
shopped for groceries in more than the five supermarkets.

Table 10, below, reports the distribution of the total number of stores used during
the period. The average number of stores used was 4.0 (median: 4). Ergo, the
households in general use several stores to cover their grocery needs. Considering
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that there are five supermarkets on the market, the households in general make
good use of the stores available on this particular market. Only four percent of the
households used just one store during the surveyed period, so only these fifteen
households are undividedly loyal from a behavioral perspective.

The variation across households is large. This indicates that even in the same mar
ket, consumers seem to go about the task of grocery purchasing quite differently.
Thus it is meaningful to continue the analysis of the research questions set up for
the study.

Total number of Frequency Percent Cumulative
food stores used percent

1 15 4.1 4.4
2 67 18.2 22.3
3 82 22.3 44.6
4 74 20.1 64.7
5 55 14.9 79.6
6 48 13.0 92.7
7 18 4.9 97.6
8 7 1.9 99.5
9 2 .5 100.0

Total 368 100.0

Table 10. The store repertoire

The finding that about 20 percent of the households use more than five stores is
accounted for by purchases in any of the gas-stations or convenience stores.
Moreover, a limited number of respondents had also indicated purchases in su
permarkets in nearby towns. Table 11 reports how many of the supermarkets in
Ludvika the respondents have used. The number of respondents that have used
only one of the supermarkets in Ludvika during the period is somewhat larger than
the number of respondents that have used just one food store. The average number
ofLudvika supermarkets used is 2.9 (median 3).

Number of Ludvika Frequency
supermarkets used

1 41
2 100
3 121
4 78
5 28

Total 368

Percent

11.1
27.2
32.9
21.2

7.6
100.0

Cumulative
percent

11.1
38.3
71.2
92.4

100.1

Table 11. The average use ofLudvika supermarkets

In all, these results concerning store repertoire are comparable with those pre
sented in other studies. In a recent Danish study of a market with nine stores, the
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average store repertoire during a one-month period was 3.7 stores (Olsen,
Stenvinkel Nilsson and Lind 1998). Desmet and Valle (1996) report findings from
two market areas in France: in one area with six superlhypermarkets, the average
store repertoire was 3.8 stores and 3.7 percent of the respondents were "mono
loyal," that is, they used one store only. In a market with five stores, the average
store repertoire was 2.4 stores, and 14.1 percent were "mono-loyal." This data was
based on a one-year measurement period. The authors conclude that this dimen
sion of patronage behavior is clearly related to the spatial arrangement of stores on
the market. Therefore, the exact figures are not generalizable, but the findings
across these studies indicate that households, having a choice, tend to use several
stores and that "mono-loyals" usually are in the minority.

4.1.2 How much is spent in the main store?

Above, it was shown that only 4 percent of the surveyed households spent their
whole budget in the same food store, whereas the others divide their purchases
over at least two stores. It is likely that these other households differ in the pro
portion of expenditure devoted to the store used the most (in terms of spending),
i.e., differ in how behaviorally loyal they are according to the share-of-purchase
measure. The estimation of this figure from the current data shows that this is
clearly the case. Table 12 illustrates the large variation in the proportion of pur
chases devoted to the primary store.

Primary-store
share-of-purchase

100%
90-99%
80-89%
70-79%
60-69%
50-59%
40-49%
30-39%
20-29%
Total

Frequency

15
35
55
45
57
61
47
42
11

368

Percent

4.1
9.5

14.9
12.2
15.5
16.6
12.8
11.4
3.0

100.0

Cumulative
percent

4.1
13.6
28.5
40.7
56.2
72.8
85.6
97.0

100.0

Table 12. Primary store share-ofpurchase

Primary-store share-of-purchase was on average 64 percent. However, again, the
more interesting aspect of these results is the large variation across households.
About 25 percent of the respondents spend 80 percent or more of their grocery
budget in a single store. On the other hand, there are also a number of respondents
that spend less than half of the food budget in a particular store. Taking into con
sideration that this data was collected over a period of one month, it is not unlikely
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that for households with a low share-of-purchase, the primary store, according to
this measure, will vary from period to period.

The distribution is, moreover, uni-modal, showing no apparent clustering around
two groups. Thus, as discussed previously, there is no clear way to divide the re
spondents into "loyal" and "non-loyal" customers based on a behavioral measure
such as share-of-purchase. These results confirm findings from previous studies
that behavioralloyalty is a matter of degree.

Again, a comparison with other studies indicates that the findings here of the level
of primary-store share-of-purchase are in a reasonable range. East (1997) reports
findings from two recent surveys of British consumers, in which primary store
share-of-purchase ranged from 65 to 75 percent. In two French markets, Desmet
and Volle (1996) found primary-store share-of-purchase levels of 69 percent and
78 percent, respectively.

4.1.3 Primary-store share-of-visits

An alternative to the share-of-purchase measure is the share-of-visits measure, that
is, the proportion of shopping trips, out of the total number of trips during the pe
riod, that is devoted to a store in terms of visits. The average share-of-visits for the
primary store is 57 percent, 7 percentage points lower than the average share-of
purchase. That the general level for the share-of-visits measures is somewhat
lower is also clear when comparing the distribution of this measure (Table 13)
with those reported in Table 12.

Primary store Frequency Percent Cumulative
share-of-visits percent

100% 15 4.1 4.1
90-99% 11 3.0 7.1
80-89% 33 9.0 16.1
70-79% 35 9.5 25.6
60-69% 56 15.2 40.8
50-59% 78 21.2 62.0
40-49% 64 17.4 79.4
30-39% 56 15.2 94.6
20-29% 20 5.4 100.0
Total 368 100.0

Table 13. First store share-of-visits

One reason why the share-of-visits measure indicates a lower degree of behavioral
loyalty to the primary store might be that as it does not discriminate between pur
chase sizes, it is to a larger extent than the share-of-purchase measure affected by
smaller fill-in purchases. If such purchases frequently are made in stores other than
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the primary store, the share-of-visits in the primary store becomes lower, although
the primary store might still represent a large share-of-purchases.

Another issue when using a share-of-visits measure for the current data-set, which
only covers a limited time period, is that there are a number of ties between stores.
That is, as the number of visits during a four-week period is relatively low, it is
quite possible that some stores will get the same number of visits. In this sample,
there were thirty ties, that is, cases where no store had been visited more fre
quently than any other store, and consequently no store was singled out as primary
store based on the measure.

4.1.4 Carman's measure of entropy

The entropy measure is interesting in that it, in contrast to the above-presented
measures, accounts for the usage of all available stores. Although some house
holds devote the same purchase amount to their primary store, they might differ in
how they divide their remaining purchases in other stores.

In this study the entropy measure was based on the shares-of-purchase allocated to
each store (see page 17 for a description of the measure). The entropy measure
was standardized to range from 0 to 1. Low values on the measure indicate high
purchase concentration in one or a few stores, and high values indicate that
purchases are evenly divided across a large number of stores.

In this study, the standardized measure of entropy ranged from 0 to .80, with an
average level of entropy of 040. However, without benchmarks from other studies,
the level on this measure is difficult to interpret. Unfortunately, Carman (1970)
does not provide descriptive data on the level of entropy for the store chains in his
study. The interpretation of the measure will become clearer in comparison with
the other measures ofbehavioral loyalty presented below.

4.1.5 Comparing measures of behavioralloyalty

Previous studies have shown different measures of behavioral loyalty to be highly
correlated. In this section, the two proportion measures will be compared by ana
lyzing the correlation between the two and by estimating the extent to which the
same store will come out as the primary store when utilizing the different meas
ures. Moreover, the measures will be compared to the Carman measure of entropy
and with store repertoire.
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The correlations in Table 14 show that the two proportional measures of be
havioral loyalty are highly correlated, and that both of them are related to store
repertoire and to the entropy measure.

Store Primary Primary
repertoire store share- store share-

of-purchase of-visits
Primary-store share-of- -.66··
purchase
Primary-store share-of- -.71" .78"
visits
Entropy measure .78·· -.93·· -.82"

Table 14. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between three measures of behav
ioral loyalty and store repertoire. •• = Correlation is significant at the
.GI-level (2-tailed).

The correlations reported above indicate that the two proportional measures of the
degree of behavioral loyalty are closely related. Does this mean that the house
holds will have the same store as primary store independent of the measure used?
A cross-tabulation showed that 78.5 percent of the respondents have the same first
store when the two proportion measures are used (appendix 2, Table 51). Thus,
almost 25 percent of these households are not classified as loyal to the same store
when the different measures are used. Although the measures are highly corre
lated, they show that these two aspects of behavioral loyalty can differ in the re
spect that some households would not be considered loyal to the same stores if one
used one measure rather than another. This suggests that the measures are not fully
interchangeable.

Although the share-of-purchase measure and the entropy measure are highly cor
related, a closer examination shows that they reflect different phenomena. To il
lustrate the difference between the entropy measure and the share-of-purchase
measure, the two variables are plotted against each other (Figure 21). For house
holds with a high primary-store share-of-purchase there is, as expected, little or no
variation in the entropy measure. However, as the primary-store share-of-purchase
measure decreases, the variation in the entropy measure increases. This indicates
that although some households devote the same share-of-purchase to their primary
store, they can differ significantly in their overall purchase pattern. As the number
of stores used affects the entropy measure, this measure appears better at capturing
more pronounced multi-store usage. On the other hand, it is less suited for under
standing usage of a specific store. As an example, households with an entropy
level of.4 vary in their primary-store share-of-purchase between approximately 35
and 75 percent.
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Figure 21. Comparing the standardized measure of entropy with the share-of
purchase measure for the first store

4.1.6 Comparing behavioral measures with respondents' own assessment of

main store

A question that touched on the issue of behavioral loyalty was also asked in the
questionnaire, Respondents were asked whether they had a "main store," that is, a
store they knew well and in which they made the majority of their purchases, Re
spondents giving an affirmative answer were also asked to indicate the name of the
store. 325 respondents indicated that they did have a main store. However, twenty
one of these indicated two specific stores, and as a result were not included in the
analysis below. Although this question also contained an evaluative component, it
is interesting to compare the extent to which the households' perceptions of which
store they consider to be their main store corresponds to their behavior as recorded
in the diary.

Cross-tabulation shows that the respondents' assessment of their own main store is
the same as the primary store, as measured by share-oJ-purchase, in 85 percent of
the cases. The overlap between the primary store according to the share-ofvisits
measure and self-assessed main store is somewhat lower: 79 percent (appendix 2,
Table 52 and Table 53). In general, the overlap between self-perceived behavior
toward stores and observed behavior is large. As noted above, the primary store,
according to the two proportional measures, was not always the same store. In
these cases, the respondent's self-assessed main store more often coincides with
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the store in which the respondent spends the most money, rather than the store in
which she or he makes the largest number ofvisits (Table 15).

Main store = primary store (purchase) and
primary store (visits)
Main store = primary store (purchase)
Main store = primary store (visits)
Main store not the same as the primary store
according to any of the proportional measures
Total

Frequency
213

46
9

36

304

Percent
70.1

15.1
3.0

11.8

100.0

Table i5. Congruence between perceived main store and primary store according
to the two proportional measures ofbehavioral loyalty.

Curiously, in approximately every tenth case the perceived main store is neither
the one in which the majority of spending is made nor the store that gets the most
visits (Table 15). This deviation could possibly be due to small shares in several
stores, including the store that is perceived to be the main store. Another expla
nation could be that for these households, the behavior during the period was
atypical. Furthermore, the question concerning the perceived main store was
loosely formulated and also included the descriptive "store you know well."
Therefore, a store that might not be the most frequently used could still be con
sidered the main store.

Primary-store
share-of-purchase
Primary-store
share-of-visits
Store repertoire

Main store Main store = Main store = Main store :F Two No main
= primary primary primary primary main store

store store (p) store (v) store (p&v) stores
(P&v)

.75 .56" .47" .47" .53" .47"

.66 .41 " .50 .44" .48" .47a

3.6 4.4 4.9 4.7a 3.8 4.8a

Table i6. Comparisons of degree of behavioral loyalty and store repertoire be
tween households for which the main store is, and is not, the same as
the primary store. Significant differences between groups on all three
variables (One-way ANOVA significant at the .Oi-level). aScheffe 's post
hoc test indicates a Significant difference (at the .05-level) between this
group and the group for which main store =primary store p&v.

Finally, about ten percent of the respondents answered in the negative to the ques
tion "Do you have a main store?" A likely reason for this is that these respondents
would have a low degree of behavioral loyalty to any store. Table 16 presents
comparisons on the proportional measures of behavioral loyalty and store reper-
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toire between the different groups described in this section. Respondents whose
self-assessed main store is the same as the primary store, according to both
measures, have overall significantly higher levels ofbehavioral loyalty.

4.1.7 Store avoidance

Store avoidance is an important aspect of the store-choice process, since whether
or not, and why, a store is chosen "out" of the store repertoire may help in under
standing why other stores are chosen. Store avoidance is not overt behavior, but as
it could be seen as the consequence of the same kind of store evaluations made by
consumers as when they choose "in" a specific store to patronize, it is regarded
here as an aspect of the households' patronage behavior.

As previously shown, most households do not use all stores, however, it cannot be
concluded that stores not used are specifically avoided. Therefore, a hypothetical
question on store avoidance was included in the questionnaire, probing whether
respondents think they would avoid stores if they had equal access to the major
stores on the market. As reported in Table 17, a little more than a third of the re
spondents would do so.

No store avoided
1 store avoided
2 stores avoided
3 stores avoided
4 stores avoided
Total

Frequency

237
69
45
16
I

368

Percentage

64.4
18.8
12.2
4.3

.3
100.0

Table 17. Number ofstores that respondents would avoid if they had equal access
to the major stores on the market.

Is store avoidance related to the other dimensions of patronage behavior? Table 18
reports differences between store "avoiders" and "non-avoiders" concerning the
patronage dimensions presented previously.

Store repertoire
No. of Ludvika s-markets used
Primary-store share-of-purchase (%)
Primary-store share-of-visits (%)

Store
"avoiders"

3.74
2.70
66.0
60.5

Non
avoiders

4.06'
2.96"
63.6
55.3 ..

Table 18. Differences between store "avoiders" and "non-avoiders" concerning
patronage behavior, "=significant at the .05-level (t-test),
'= difference significant at the .10 level (t-test),
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The analysis shows that avoiders differ slightly but significantly concerning store
repertoire and share-of-visits in the primary store. It is likely that most households
restrict their store repertoire for several reasons, however, these results indicate
that store avoidance in some instances can contribute to our understanding of
store-choice patterns. As an extreme example, the person who would avoid four of
the five supermarkets in Ludvika currently only uses one supermarket. However,
shoppers that only exclude one store from the set of possible stores, still have
several stores to choose from and can therefore have a large store repertoire.
Therefore it seems reasonable that store avoidance would be more important for
understanding what stores the households include in their store repertoires rather
than the size of the store repertoire. Reasons for avoiding specific stores are ex
amined in section 4.5.

4.1.8 Behavioral loyalty and store repertoire as related to other patronage
dimensions

In this study, behavioral loyalty is seen as a dimension of overall patronage be
havior. Previous studies have found some evidence, albeit mixed, for the link be
tween behavioral loyalty and total spending. Moreover, it is possible that
behavioral loyalty is related to shopping frequency - households making a larger
number ofpurchases have more occasions to use stores - as well as to variations in
purchase size. This section will report data on purchase frequency, shopping size
variability, and how these variables and purchase volume are related to the degree
ofbehavioral loyalty and to store repertoire.

The plot in Figure 22 illustrates the variance in the number of shopping trips made
during the surveyed period. During this period, the households made on average
14.6 purchase trips (median 14). Since the study covered four weeks, i.e., twenty
eight days, this means that on average one purchase was made every other day.
However, the number of purchases ranged from three purchases to thirty-nine
purchases.

Differing purchasing strategies can to some extent be reflected in the variation in
the size of purchases. Although most households make at least some very small
purchases, there is a large variation in the size of the largest purchase. The size of
a household's smallest purchase ranges from .05 percent to 26 percent (mean 1.9
percent) of the total spending during the period, and the size of the largest pur
chase ranges from 7 percent to 65 percent (mean 21 percent). This indicates that
there are fairly large differences in how the households split up their purchasing
volume over the purchasing trips made during the period. The variation in pur-
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chase size was estimated as the standard deviation in the proportional size of the
household's purchases over the studied period.
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Figure 22. Number ofpurchases during the period, n=368.

The variation between households in frequency of shopping could be due to dif
ferent needs as well as to different strategies for solving the task of food pur
chasing. Households that buy more groceries (e.g., families with children) might
go the store more often to cover this need. On the other hand, making either many
small purchases or some major shopping trips and small fill-in trips could serve
the same shopping needs, in terms of volume. Thus, purchasing frequency could
also be related to variation in purchase size. Households that carry out a greater
number of purchasing trips during the period of study could be expected to have a
more even purchasing pattern. The upper half of Table 19 reports correlations
between these three variables, and the lower half reports correlations between
these measures and measures ofbehavioral loyalty and store repertoire.
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Shopping Total purchase Variation in
frequency volume (SEK) purchase size

Total purchase volume (SEK) .30*'
Variation in purchase size ~.56" -.10

Store repertoire .52*' .13' -.21*'
Primary store share-of- -.32" .02 .19*'
purchase
Primary store share-of-visits -.27*' -.07 .02
Entropy measure AI*' .03 -.24*'

Table 19. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between measures of behavioral
loyalty and three other dimensions ofpatronage behavior. *' = Corre
lation is significant at the .OI-level (2-tailed). ' = Correlation is sig
nificant at the .05-level (2-tailed).

There is a significant correlation between the number of purchasing trips and total
purchase volume, which suggests that shopping frequency to some extent is in
duced by a greater need for groceries. However, shopping frequency is also related
to variation in purchase size: households that make fewer shopping trips have a
more uneven pattern in the size of their purchases. It is likely that large major pur
chases decrease the need for frequent fill-in trips. Thus, shopping frequency is re
lated to both total needs for groceries as well as the approach the household has to
covering these needs.

Shopping frequency and variation in purchase size is also clearly related to the be
havioral loyalty dimensions. The more shopping trips reported during the period,
the more stores are used, and the lower are both primary-store share-of-purchase
and primary-store share-of-visits. The causal order between shopping frequency
and degree of behavioral loyalty is not clear-cut. East et al. (1995) also find a rela
tively high correlation (-.37) between shopping frequency and behavioralloyalty.
They interpret this finding to mean that shopping frequency is a reflection of be
havioral loyalty. On the other hand, the other causal direction is also plausible; a
high shopping-frequency strategy, induced, e.g., by a lower level of planning, will
provide more occasions to use several stores.

The correlation with the entropy measure indicates that the number of shopping
trips not only is related to a decrease in the share of purchases in the first store, but
also increases the general tendency to spread purchases across a number of stores.
Variation in purchase size is negatively related to store repertoire and positively
related to primary-store share-of-purchase but not to primary-store share-of-visits.
The reason is probably that the share-of-purchase measure is more sensitive to
large purchases. Households that make some very large purchases are more likely
to have a high share of spending in a single store.
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In contrast to the finding presented by Denison and Knox (1994), total purchase
volume is not related to any of the measures of the degree of behavioralloyalty,
although it is somewhat related to store repertoire. Since no strong theoretical ar
gument has been put forth in the literature for a relationship between total pur
chase volume and degree of behavioral loyalty, it is not unlikely that the finding in
Denison and Knox (1994) was limited to the context of that study. An alternative
explanation to this discrepancy could be that these authors use the Enis-Paul index
as the measure of the degree of behavioral loyalty. However, since this measure
has been shown to be highly correlated to the two proportional measures of degree
of behavioral loyalty used here (Desmet and Volle 1996), this explanation seems
less plausible.

As noted in the previous chapter, the number of purchases made can affect the
range of the behavioralloyalty measure - when very few purchases are made there
are few possibilities to distribute purchases across stores, and in the extreme case
of one purchase, proportion measures would indicate 100 percent loyalty. This
would be reflected in the correlation between shopping frequency and degree of
behavioral loyalty. In order to check whether the correlations between shopping
frequency and the measures of behavioral loyalty reported in Table 19 are mainly
due to this phenomenon, these correlations were also estimated for a sub-sample of
298 households having made ten or more purchases during the survey period. For
this sub-sample, the correlations between shopping frequency and the following
dimensions were: .41 (.52) for store repertoire, -.29 (-.32) for first store share-of
purchase, -.20 (-.27) for first store share-of-visits, and .34 (.41) for the entropy
measure (full sample correlations in parenthesis, all correlations significant at the
.01-level). Although these correlations are slightly lower in magnitude, the corre
lation between shopping frequency and behavioral loyalty seems not mainly to be
a method artifact.

4.1.9 A summary of the analyses of patronage behavior

To conclude this section, most households in the study have used several of the
stores available to them. Moreover, both proportional measures of behavioral loy
alty clearly indicate that there is a large variation in degree of behavioral loyalty
towards the primary store. On the basis of these measures it is not possible, with
out a great deal of arbitrariness, to classify consumers into loyal and non-loyal
customers. Complexity is added when the number of stores used is entered into the
equation. A comparison of the entropy measure - which considers not only the
amount spent in the primary store, but also how spending is divided across all
stores used by the household - with the share-of-purchase measure shows that
households with the same degree of behavioral loyalty can differ in terms of the
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shape of the rest of the pattern. The heterogeneity increases as the share-of
purchase in the primary store decreases. However, the correlation between the
share-of-purchase measure and the measure of entropy is high, indicating that the
effect of this increasing heterogeneity is limited.

The correlation between the two proportional measures of behavioral loyalty was
also high. Yet a comparison of the two proportional measures, for which store is
the primary store shows that for almost 25 percent of the sample, different stores
were pointed out as the primary store. The measures derived from the diary-data
were compared to the respondents' assessments of their perceived main store. In
many of the cases where respondents had a perceived main store, this store was the
same as the primary store as observed from the diary data. However, there were
also cases where respondents named a third store as their main store. In general,
the degree of behavioral loyalty was higher in cases where the perceived main
store was the same as the primary store according to both proportional measures of
behavioralloyalty.

The measures of behavioral loyalty were also related to other aspects of patronage
behavior. Store repertoire, a dimension that in some contexts has been used as a
measure of behavioral loyalty, is strongly correlated to all three measures of be
havioral loyalty used here. Purchase frequency is negatively correlated to the two
proportional measures of loyalty. The variation in purchase size is positively re
lated to share-of-purchase, and negatively to the entropy measure. That is, the
more the household combines small and large purchases, the higher the degree of
behavioral loyalty. Store avoidance was somewhat related to store repertoire and
share-of-visits. One reason for a low relationship is that the structure of the overall
pattern is not affected by the avoidance of one store, as there are several others on
the market. Store avoidance is thus probably more important for understanding
what stores are included in the households' store usage pattern, rather than how
many stores are used, and how.

In all, the different patronage dimensions studied here are clearly related. How
ever, the causal nature of these relationships is difficult to determine. It seems rea
sonable to regard them as structurally related dimensions that constitute facets of a
complex behavior. Therefore, although some of the variables are highly correlated
to the degree of behavioral loyalty, they will not be used as explanatory variables
in this study.

In subsequent analyses, the share-of-purchase will be the main dependent variable
of the three measures of behavioral loyalty. As discussed previously, the way in
which shopper and store characteristics determine how households divide their
purchases across stores is a key question in this thesis. Although the entropy
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measure captures more of the complexity of store choice behavior, it does not re
flect the usage of a specific store. Moreover, its complexity makes results more
difficult to interpret. In contrast, the two proportion measures are both indicators
of store loyal behavior as such and of usage of a specific store. The empirical
analysis shows, however, that for a shorter measurement period, as in this study,
the measure based on spending more clearly discriminates between stores, i.e.,
there are few stores with equal shares as is the case for the share-of-visits measure.
Furthermore, previous studies have to a great extent used the share-of-purchase
measure, so the comparability of the results from this study increases if the same
measure is used here. However, where possible, all three measures of behavioral
loyalty will be included in the analyses.

In the remaining part of the thesis, factors that might contribute to our under
standing of why households vary in degree of behavioral loyalty, why some
households avoid some stores, and what determines their choice of primary store
based on purchases will be studied. First, however, a closer look at store evalua
tions, one suggested explanatory factor, will be taken.

4.2 How do shoppers evaluate stores?
How shoppers evaluate available stores, has been shown to have some effect on
their store-choice behavior. Evaluations of stores or the perceived quality of stores
is often included in surveys on store choice and store loyalty. As suggested by
Dick and Basu (1994), it is reasonable that not only what shoppers think about a
specific store, but also the perception of this store in comparison to other available
stores is important for understanding store choice. If a consumer thinks that many
of the available alternatives are good, then the evaluation of a specific store might
be of less interest.

This section will examine the evaluation of stores and the extent to which respon
dents differentiate between the stores in the Ludvika market place. Based on the
evaluations of stores, measures of relative store evaluations will be estimated, as
well as a measure of the strength ofpreference for the store to which the respon
dent gives the highest evaluation score.

4.2.1 Are there any perceived differences between stores?

In the first part of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to indicate whether
they perceived any major differences on a number of dimensions, between stores,
and if so, what store they perceived to be the best. When comparing across
respondents, a first indication of the extent to which they perceive differences
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between stores is to sum up the number of dimensions for which the respondents
have stated that one store performs better than the others (Table 20).

No. of dimensions
no dimension
1 dimension
2 dimensions
3 dimensions
4 dimensions
5 dimensions
6 dimensions
7 dimensions
8 dimensions
Total

Frequency
44
41
52
68
73
38
30
10
12

368

Percent
12.0
11.1
14.1
18.5
19.8
10.3
8.2
2.7
3.3

100.0

Table 20. The number of dimensions on which the respondent has indicated a
better performing store

Only a minor share ofthe respondents, 12 percent, has not mentioned a better store
in at least one aspect. Most respondents perceive some differences between stores
on the included dimensions, but they vary in the number of dimensions in which a
"better" store is perceived and consequently in which dimensions. The next ques
tion asked is whether there are dimensions that are seen to differ between stores
more often than others. In Table 21, the share of respondents indicating that one
store outperforms the others is reported for each dimension.

The overall price level
Quality on fruits and vegetables
Orderliness of the store
The assortment
Price promotions
Quality on fresh produce
The personnel encounter
Opening hours

Share of respondents
indicating a better store

67%
49%
44%
44%
44%
43 %
32%
18 %

Table 21. The share ofrespondents indicating one better performing store

There is a large variation between the dimensions concerned with the number of
respondents who find that one store outperforms others. Few respondents indicate
a perceived difference between stores concerning opening hours whereas two
thirds of the respondents indicate that a store is better than others on overall price
levels. One reason for this divergence is that the objective differences between
stores on these dimensions differ. For example, concerning opening hours, the
stores are all open seven days a week with fairly similar hours, but there are larger
differences in price levels among them. However, it is plausible that these results
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also reflect that the dimensions are not equally important to each other in com
paring stores. The quality of fruits and vegetables could in this way be interpreted
to be more important to customers than the personnel encounter. Also, the low im
portance of opening hours might be due to the fact that for many shoppers, all
stores have satisfactory opening hours.

4.2.2 Evaluations of stores and the development of a measure of strength of
preference

As described in the previous section on study design, respondents were asked to
give a separate evaluation of each store with which they were familiar on a 10
item store evaluation scale. This measure will be used to develop measures of
relative evaluations and a measure of strength of preference.

The first step is to look at the number of stores that respondents have evaluated,
since relative evaluations should only be estimated for respondents who have rated
more than one store. There was some internal non-response for the evaluative
items. Hence, a respondent was considered to have evaluated a specific store if at
least seven of the ten items had been marked. Table 22 reports the number of
stores rated. For the purpose of the study it is encouraging that the majority of re
spondents have rated several stores. Each store was rated by approximately two
thirds of the respondents, or more. For a more detailed description of how the
stores were rated, see Appendix 3, Table 58.

Number of stores rated
no store rated
1 store rated
2 stores rated
3 stores rated
4 stores rated
5 stores rated
6 stores rated
Total

freguency
4

15
41
77
86

122
23

368

percent
1.1
4.1

11.1
20.9
23.3
33.2

6.3
100.0

Table 22. Number ofstores rated

Based on the summated index of the scale, each respondent thus had one evalua
tion score for each store she or he was familiar with. A first step was to examine
the extent to which respondents differentiated between stores on the basis of this
summated measure. To this end, the difference between the highest rating and the
lowest rating was calculated for each respondent. The distribution of this measure
is presented in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. A chart ofthe difference between each respondent's highest and lowest
rating across stores

As is apparent from the chart, the range of this difference score is .01 - 5.4 (mean
1.5), with the maximum score possible being 6 (if the highest-rated store gets a
"7" on all the items and the lowest-rated store gets a "I" on all items). Thus, ac
cording to these results, there are several respondents that perceive clear dif
ferences between stores, but also respondents that perceive no large differences
between stores.

The next step is to determine if the respondent has an attitudinally preferred store,
and if so, what store this is. The most-preferred store was determined by com
paring the ratings between the stores. In all instances when one of the stores had a
relatively higher rating, this store was noted as the most preferred store. Based on
this estimation, 81 percent of the respondents had an attitudinally preferred store
(Table 23, see Table 58 in Appendix 3 for how preferences are distributed across
stores).

Store evaluations
Some store preferred
Perceived difference between stores, no store preferred
Two or more stores evaluated, no difference between stores
One store evaluated
No store evaluated
Total

Table 23. Store preference
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298

42
9

15
4

368

Percent
81.0
11.4
2.4
4.1
1.1

100.0



Thus most respondents have an attitudinally preferred store. However, it should be
noted that the strength of the relative evaluation is not taken into consideration
here. It is not unlikely that respondents would vary in the degree of how much
better the "better" store is perceived to be. Therefore, a measure of strength of
preference was developed. For respondents with an attitudinally preferred store,
this measure was estimated as the difference between the most-preferred and the
second most-preferred store. The reason for this is that if the score for the most
preferred store were compared with the scores for all other evaluated stores, the
measure of strength of preference would be sensitive to whether or not consumers
have a store they really dislike. The strength of preference ranged from .01 to 5.40
(mean .55) The distribution of this score is represented in Figure 24. In com
parison to the measure of overall difference, it is rather less dispersed.
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Figure 24. The distribution ofthe measure ofstrength ofpreference for the attitu
dinally preferred store.

To summarize, the results suggest that shoppers do tend to perceive differences
between stores. However, the aspects in which they perceive stores to be different
vary, as does the size of the perceived differences between stores, and which, if
any, store is the overall "better" store. The data suggests that although most shop
pers think that stores are different, the extent to which one store is considered
"outstanding" in comparison to other stores is limited. The measure of strength of
preference indicates that the difference between the highest-rated and second
highest rated store in many cases is small. Table 24 reports the correlations be-
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tween the different measures of store evaluations used in this section and the
shopping orientation factor indifference, which is conceptually related to how
stores are evaluated.

Difference between
highest and lowest rating
Strength ofpreference
Indifference factor

No. of
differentiated

store dimensions
.34"

.13'
-.28"

Difference
between highest
and lowest rating

.56"
-.31"

Strength of
preference

-.18"

Table 24. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between aspects of respondents'
store evaluations. .. = Correlation is significant at the .OI-level (2
tailed), ' = Correlation is significant at the .OS-level (2-tailed).

Although of moderate strength, the correlations are in the expected direction. The
relatively low correlation between the measure of strength of preference, the num
ber of differentiated store dimensions and the indifference factor support the ar
gument made above; although most respondents perceived stores to be different
from one another, it is not necessarily related to how much better the "best" store
is perceived to be.

4.2.3 Relative evaluations versus evaluations per se

The use of relative evaluation scores is based on the assumption that these would
differ from "normal" evaluations scores, that is, they would give a substantially
different picture of how stores are evaluated. To illustrate this point, the measure
of relative evaluation will be compared to the "normal" score.

In the figures below, the evaluation of Hemkop Mamas is used as an example. In
general, Hemkop Mamas received overall high ratings (Appendix 3, Table 57).
The first figure (Figure 25) shows that among the respondents who have rated
Hemkop as well as ICA Matmaster, the store on the other side of the road, some of
the respondents who gave Hemkop a high score have also given ICA a high score.
This indicates that although they consider Hemkop Mamas to be a good store, they
do not think that it is a comparatively better store, that is, they make a low relative
evaluation of Hemkop Mamas. But by contrast, there are also respondents who
have given Hemkop Mamas a much higher overall rating than ICA Matmaster.
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Figure 25. A comparison between the overall evaluations ofHemkop Mamas and
leA Matmaster.

The above suggests that there is not necessarily a strong relationship between store
evaluations per se and relative store evaluations. Figure 26 compares the evalua
tion of Hemkop Mamas and the relative evaluation of Hemkop Mamas. The rela
tive evaluation measure is estimated for all respondents who have evaluated this
store including those who have a preference for another store. Therefore this
measure also exhibits negative values. Among those who have a positive opinion
of Hemkop Mamas, there is a clear variation in whether or not they perceive the
store to be as good as or much better than the other stores.

The scatter-plots in this figure and the next illustrate that it makes a difference to
use evaluations per se or relative evaluations, as these can be quite divergent.
Table 25 reports correlations between the evaluation of each store, and the relative
evaluation of the same store. There are deviations between these two measures for
all stores, although they are more closely related for the other stores than for
Hemkop Mamas.
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Relative evaluation of Hemkop Mamas
Relative evaluation ofICA Matmaster
Relative evaluation of Hemkop City
Relative evaluation ofKonsum
Relative evaluation ofMatmagasinet

Evaluation of
the respective

store
.48"
.77"
.64"
.76"
.77"

Table 25. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between evaluations and relative
evaluations, " = Correlation is significant at the. Oi-level (2-tailed)
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Figure 26. A comparison between the evaluation ofHemkop Marnas and the rela
tive evaluation ofHemkop Marnas.

4.3 What determines the degree of behavioral loyalty?
Previous analyses have shown that the degree of behavioralloyalty as reflected in
both share-of-purchase and share-of-visits measures varies greatly across house
holds. Then what explains why some households only spend a fourth of their
budget in the store in which they make the largest share of their purchases,
whereas others spend almost their entire budget in the primary store? The ex
planatory factors investigated are shopper characteristics, preference for the pri
mary store, and relative proximity to the primary store. First, bivariate analyses are
presented, and at the end of the section, multivariate analyses are presented.
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Data on membership in customer programs will also be included in the analyses.
As discussed earlier in this thesis cross-sectional data such as this is not well
suited for analyzing the effects of loyalty schemes on patronage behavior, as dif
ferences between card-holders and non-card holders in behavioral loyalty cannot
be directly attributed to the card. However, in a multivariate analysis, where other
influences on behavioral loyalty are accounted for, a possible significant effect of
card-ownership should provide at least circumstantial evidence for the effect of
loyalty cards on behavior.

4.3.1 Household/shopper characteristics

Household and shopper characteristics that have been suggested as determinants of
the degree of behavioral loyalty in previous studies include both socio-economic
variables, demographic variables, and psychographic variables, although the for
mer have been more extensively used. As reported in the theoretical section of this
thesis, these analyses have provided mixed evidence. Correlations between the
loyalty measures used in this study and a set of household/shopper indicators are
provided in Table 26.

Demographics/
socio-economics

Respondent's age (n=368)
Household size (n=368)
Income category (n=352)
Incomelhousehold size
(n=352)

Primary
store share
of-purchase

-.08
.05
.01

-.01

Primary
store share

of-visits
.01

-.08
-.04

.03

Entropy
measure

.08
-.01
.00
.00

Shopping

orientation

factors

Price orientation factor -.29" -.29" .30"
(n=347)
Contact orientation factor .21" .22" -.23"
(n=347)
Indifference factor (n=347) -.03 .01 .04
Planning behavior factor .06 -.04 -.08
(n=347)

Table 26. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between measures of behavioral
loyalty and household/shopper characteristics. ,. = Correlation is sig
nificant at the .DJ-level (2-tailed).

In contrast to findings from some previous studies, neither age, household size, nor
household income, are significantly related to the degree of behavioral loyalty. To
examine the possibility that there are non-linear relationships undetectable by cor
relation analysis, curve estimations based on various non-linear relationships were
run with share-of-purchase as the dependent variable and the socio-demographic
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variables as independent variables. These analyses showed no significant contri
bution of these variables on the degree ofbehavioral loyalty.

Among the shopping-orientation factors, price orientation and contact orientation
are significantly correlated to the degree of behavioral loyalty (note again that the
entropy measure ranges from 0 for a high degree of behavioral loyalty to I for a
low degree of behavioral loyalty). The correlations also have the intuitively ex
pected directions. It is plausible that activities related to price comparisons and the
belief that it is worthwhile to compare prices are negatively correlated with be
havioral loyalty. It is also intuitively appealing that shoppers that are more in
terested in personal contact with store personnel would tend to concentrate
purchases to a particular store.

In the theoretical section of this thesis, it was argued that grocery shopping is most
appropriately analyzed on the household level, therefore the measure of behavioral
loyalty is measured on the household level for this study. As described in section
3.5.5, in some households the spouses share the chore of grocery shopping,
whereas in other households one of the spouses does all, or most, of the grocery
shopping. It is possible that households in which more than one person does the
shopping, would have a lower degree of behavioral loyalty, and such an effect
might distort the relationships of interest in this study. This was investigated with
a one-way ANOVA analysis. This analysis did not indicate significant differences
in the degree of behavioral loyalty between households with one person doing all
the shopping, households in which the spouses shared shopping unequally, and
households that shared the task of shopping equally.

A puzzling aspect of the above results is that the price-orientation factor is signifi
cantly related to the degree of behavioral loyalty, whereas income, as well as in
come per household member, is not. A conceivable assumption is that price search
and comparison-shopping would be more important for low-income households
with more restricted food budgets. Based on that assumption, the correlation be
tween price orientation and the degree of behavioral loyalty would be reflected in
a corresponding, negative, correlation between income and behavioral loyalty - a
theory that is not supported by this study. This suggests that there is no clear rela
tionship between the price-orientation dimension, and socio-demographic vari
ables. To shed light on this issue, Table 27 reports correlations between the
shopping orientation factors and the socio-demographic variables of income, as
well as age.
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Price orientation factor
Contact orientation factor
Indifference factor
Planning behavior factor

Respondent'
sage

(n=347)
.09
.33"
.23"

-.19"

Income
category
(n=335)

-.12'
.06

-.19*'
.ll'

Household
size

(n=347)
.09
.01

-.21*'
.23*'

Income/
household

size (n=335)
-.18*'
-.02

.02
-.13'

Table 27. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between shopping orientations
factors and socio-demographics. *' = correlation is significant at the
.Oi-level (2-tailed). ' =correlation is significant at the .05-level (2
tailed).

As expected, the price-orientation factor is negatively correlated to the income
factor, however, the correlation is relatively low. The correlation is somewhat
stronger when household size is taken into account. Age is related to finding per
sonal contact important, and older people also seem to perceive fewer differences
between stores and want shopping to be expedient. These results indicate that
shopping orientations, especially the price-orientation factor, are to a low degree
explained by socio-demographic background variables. This is especially note
worthy concerning the price-orientation variable. Varying economic situations
would be a reasonable explanation to why some consumers are more price con
scious, with the assumption that the less money one has, the higher the need for
saving and the larger the pay-off for being price conscious. However, as discussed
previously, other factors related to the attitudes towards price-search behavior,
such as smart-shopper feelings and overall attitudes to thrift, perhaps gained in
childhood, could be more important for understanding this behavior.

4.3.2 The relationship between attitudinal preference and degree of behavioral
loyalty

Two questions to be examined are: do households that have an attitudinal prefer
ence for the store in which they make most of their purchases use their primary
store more extensively than others; and does the strength of preference explain the
degree of behavioral loyalty? In Table 28, the degree of behavioral loyalty is com
pared for households for whom the attitudinally preferred store is, and is not, their
primary store. A first observation is that a larger number of households do not
have an attitudinal preference for their primary store, according to the measure
used in this study. This group also has a significantly lower degree of behavioral
loyalty.
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Average share-of-purchase in
primary store
n

No attitudinal
preference for
primary store

59%

205

Attitudinal
preference for
primary store

71%

159

Table 28. Degree ofbehavioralloyalty for households with and without the same
store as primary store and attitudinally preferred store. Independent
sample t-test significant at the .Di-level (2-tailed).

One could, furthermore, assume that for respondents for whom the attitudinally
preferred store and primary store coincide, it would be the case that the stronger
the relative attitude, the higher the degree of behavioral loyalty. For the sub-sam
ple of respondents with an attitudinal preference for their primary store, the corre
lation between strength of preference and degree of behavioral loyalty is .17
(Pearson, p < .05). That is, for respondents shopping in their preferred store, the
strength of preference also affects how much they spend in the store in the store.
However, this relationship is fairly weak. It is plausible that to the extent that atti
tudinal preference explains the variance in degree of behavioral loyalty, the vari
ance is captured by whether or not the primary store is the attitudinally preferred
store, and the strength of the preference is less important. The results could also be
due to the highly skewed distribution of the measure of strength of preference (see
Figure 24). According to the measurement used, most respondents have a fairly
low degree of preference, and consequently there is little variance in the variable
that could contribute to the understanding of the variance in the degree of be
havioralloyalty.

4.3.3 Location and degree of behavioral loyalty

Location has been one of the more prominent explanatory factors used in store
choice research and it has been shown that store location in relation to the house
holds' residence significantly contributes to the explanation of whether or not a
household uses as specific store. However, location is seldom included as an ex
planatory variable for understanding how a store is used, for example, whether lo
cation affects the degree of behavioral loyalty. Iftraveling to the store is regarded
as a disutility by the shopper, it is reasonable to assume that proximity to the store
should affect how much the store is used. If the primary store is very conveniently
located, there would be no disutility involved with making all purchases, including
fill-in purchases, in this store. If the primary store is inconveniently located, the
shopper might to a greater extent use other stores. On the other hand, if a house
hold takes the trouble to travel to a less conveniently located store, they might
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make larger purchases while there, to "make up" for the longer traveling time
(East, Hams, Willson and Lomax 1995).

The studied community is fairly small, and among those living within the city
limits, few households live further away than three kilometers from any of the
stores. There are also some households living in surrounding residential areas who
have to travel a somewhat longer distance to get to any of the stores. Information
about the location of each household's residence was collected in the survey (see
section 3.5.4). Based on this information, the distance from each household's
home to each of the five supermarkets in Ludvika was estimated. As the focus here
is on the usage of the primary store, the distance to the primary store was used in
the analysis. The fourteen households having a store other than one of the five su
permarkets as the primary store were excluded from the analysis, as data on the
location of other stores was not available. Moreover, there were forty-six house
holds for which only the direction in which they lived was obtained and so dis
tance to the stores could not be estimated.

The distance from the household's residence to the store does not, however, take
into consideration the relative accessibility of each store, that is, the store's loca
tion compared to that of other stores. Therefore, a relative distance measure was
computed for each household's primary store. This measure represents the differ
ence between the distance to the primary store and the distance to the closest of the
other four supermarkets. Positive values on this measure indicate that the primary
store is the closest supermarket, whereas negative values indicate that another su
permarket is located closer to the household's residence. This measure was also
computed for the households for which exact location was not known, but for
which the access road into Ludvika was known. One household for which direc
tional data was ambiguous was excluded from the analysis.

Frequency Percent
The primary store is the closest supennarket 143 40.5
The primary store is up to 500 meters 133 37.7
further away than the closest supennarket
The primary store is 501 to 1,500 meters 26 7.4
further away than the closest supennarket
The primary store is more than 1,500 meters 51 14.4
further away than the closest supennarket
Total 353 100.0

Table 29. The share ofhouseholds for which the primary store was the closest, or
not the closest store, respectively

The range of the relative distance measure was 675 to -2,730 meters. For a large
share of households, the primary store was the store closest to the household's
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residence but there are also many households for whom the closest store is not the
primary store (Table 29). Correlations between the distance measures and primary
store share-of-purchase are reported in Table 30.

Primary store Distance to
share-of- primary store
purchase

Distance to primary store (n=308) -.06
Relative distance to primary store (n=353) .22" -.38"

Table 30. Zero-order correlations (Pearson) between the two distance measures
and first store share-oj-purchase. ..= correlation is significant at the
.OJ-Ievel (2-tailed).

Distance to store is not significantly correlated to degree of behavioral loyalty. In
contrast, the relative distance to primary store is significantly correlated to be
havioral loyalty. The correlation is in the expected direction; the degree of be
havioralloyalty is higher the closer the store is relative the location of other stores.
It makes sense that households for whom the primary store is more conveniently
located, in relative terms, would use that store more extensively than households
who make most of their purchases in a less conveniently located store.

4.3.4 Degree of behavioral loyalty and customer membership cards

In Ludvika, the three major retail chains present have all launched customer mem
bership cards with the added possibility to deposit money on an account connected
to the card. At the time of the study, only one of the chains, KF (Konsum), re
warded the amount of purchases through a bonus system. Consequently, two of the
customer membership cards did not, at the time of the study, include direct incen
tives for increased purchasing. However, incentives to visit the stores in terms of,
for example, information on membership promotions, are regularly sent out by all
three retail chains to their member customers.

It is, of course, possible for a household to apply for a card at several chains, as
well as deposit money on several cards. For households that possess severalloy
alty cards, any effects that a membership might have on behavior could therefore
be diminished. The first step is, therefore, to examine the frequency of possession
of loyalty cards.
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No cards
1 card
2 cards
3 cards
Total

Frequency
102
117
93
56

368

Percent
27.7
31.8
25.3
15.2

100.0

Table 31. The number ofretail cards held by the households

Table 31 reports the number of households possessing none, one, two or three loy
alty cards. More than two-thirds of the households in the sample have at least one
card. The relatively large share ofhouseholds claiming to have more than one card
is unexpected. A substantial number of households even have all three of the cards
available in the Ludvika market.

Depositing money on accounts connected to the cards is voluntary; about a third of
the households with cards have done so (Table 32). Again, there are households
who have deposited money on more than one card.

No money deposited
Money deposited on one card
Money deposited on two cards
Money deposited on three cards
Total

Freguency
164
73
22

7
266

Percent
61.7
27.4

8.3
2.6

100.0

Table 32. The frequency ofdepositing money on accounts connected to the cards

The question of whether membership cards influence the degree of behavioralloy
alty cannot be assessed with bivariate analysis of cross-sectional data, but an
analysis of whether there are differences between card-holders and non-card
holders can at least signal if it is worthwhile to pursue the issue. However, as the
loyalty schemes differ in content, and, as households differ concerning the number
of cards they have, such comparisons are not straightforward. Below, some com
parisons between different groups of respondents are presented.

The analyses presented in Table 33 show that the number of cards held by the
household is significantly related to the degree ofbehavioral loyalty. However, the
difference seems to be between, on the one hand households that have none, or
one card, and on the other, households with more than one card. Households with
more than one card have a lower average level of behavioral loyalty, both in terms
of purchase amounts, number of visits, and general dispersion tendency. In Table
34 households with and without money deposited on their cards are likewise com
pared. As expected, households that have deposited money on one card have a
higher level ofbehavioral loyalty.
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Number of cards in household
No cards One card More than

one card
Primary store share-of-purchase
Primary store share-of-visits
Entropy measure

66% 70% 59%
60% 61% 53%
.38 .35 .45

Table 33. A comparison ofthe degree ofbehavioralloyalty for non-card holders,
and card-holders. Significant differences between the groups for all
three variables (One-way ANOVA, significant at the .Oi-level).
Scheffe 's post hoc test indicates that the third category (more than one
card) is significantly different from the two other groups at the .05
level for all three variables.

Number of cards with deposits

Primary store share-of-purchase
Primary store share-of-visits
Entropy measure

No cards One card Two or more
with with deposit cards with

deposits deposits
62% 71% 57%
55% 61% 52%
.43 .34 .46

Table 34. A comparison ofdegree ofbehavioralloyalty for card-holders with and
without deposits on the accounts, n=266. Significant differences be
tween the groups for share-oj-purchase and the entropy measure (One
way ANOVA, significant at the .Oi-level). Scheffe's post hoc test
indicates that the second category (deposit on one card) is significantly
differentfram the two other groups at the .05-level.

In the theoretical part of the thesis, it was discussed that both causal directions
between behavior and card-ownership is possible, that is, households might decide
whether or not to enroll in programs on the basis of their established patronage
patterns. In that case, one would expect card ownership to be related to the same
variables as the degree of behavioralloyalty. Above, two of the shopping orienta
tion variables were significantly related to degree of behavioralloyalty. Table 35
presents a comparison between card, and non-card-holders which lends some sup
port to the interpretation that shopper-level variables also affect the enrollment in
loyalty programs.
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Number of cards in household

Price orientation"
Contact orientationb

Indifference factor
Planning behavior factor

No cards
(n=94)
-.30
-.27

.01
-.09

One card
(n=lll)

-.16
.18
.01
.06

More than one
card (n=142)

.34

.06
-.03

.04

Table 35. A comparison between card-holders and non-card-holders on the
shopping orientation dimensions, n=347, Significant differences be
tween the groups on the price orientation and contact orientation di
mensions (One-way ANOVA, significant at the .DJ-level). aScheffe's
post hoc test indicates that the third category (more than one card) is
significantly different from the two other groups at the .05-level, bthe
first category (no cards) is significantly different from the other groups
at the. 05-level.

To summarize this section, there are relationships between both card ownership
and the degree of behavioralloyalty as well as between depositing money and the
degree of behavioral loyalty, but since the analysis is based on cross-sectional
data, the results should be interpreted with care. The results that some shopper
characteristics contribute, although modestly, to the explanation of enroIlment in
programs suggest that the causal nature of the relationship could be reciprocal I I •

4.3.5 Multivariate analyses of factors potentially explaining degree of behavioral
loyalty

The above bivariate analyses have shown that several factors are related to the de
gree of behavioral loyalty. These are price orientation, contact orientation, prefer
ence for primary store, relative distance to primary store, and ownership of
customer cards. In this section, regression analysis will be used to explain the
variation in the degree of behavioral loyalty. Although purchase frequency and
variation in purchase size are positively related to degree of behavioral loyalty,
they are omitted from the present analyses as the causal nature of the relationships
between these variables and degree of behavioralloyalty is unclear.

11 A discriminant analysis was performed with number of cards as the dependent variable
("no cards," "one card" and "more than one card") and price orientation and contact
orientation as independent variables. Both discriminant functions were statistically
significant, but an assessment of group membership prediction accuracy shows that the
functions had a limited ability to discriminate between groups. The classification rate was
51 percent overall, and for the three groups 40 percent, 32 percent and 75 percent,
respectively.
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In the first stage of the analysis, all independent variables examined in the bi
variate analyses, including those with insignificant correlations, were entered in a
hierarchical model. For reasons of clarity, variables that did not have a significant
contribution to the model are excluded from the results presented here. The excep
tion is insignificant dummy variables that together with significant dummy vari
ables, represent a theoretical dimension.

In the first set of regression analyses, five models are estimated by means of hier
archical regression analysis. The models are presented in steps to display the in
crease in explanatory power obtained by adding different types of variables12

• In
the last model, possible effects of stores are taken into account; that is, that the de
gree of behavioral loyalty among primary customers might differ between stores
when other explanatory factors are accounted for. For the store dummy variables,
effects coding was used, as indicator-coded dummy variables are sensitive to the
group that is the omitted reference group, and in this case there was no logical
reference groupl3.

A dummy variable was chosen for indicating differences in evaluations of the pri
mary store (0 = no preference for primary store, I = preference for primary store).
This choice was mainly due to a larger number of valid observations for this vari
able than for the measure of strength of preference. Analyses on sub-samples indi
cated that a dummy variable provided much the same results as the continuous
variable. Ownership of a card in the primary store was modeled with two dummy
variables to take into consideration that households with one card only and house
holds possessing several cards might behave differently.

The final model was examined for multicollinearity and for violations of the as
sumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of the error term. These analyses in-

12 It should be noted that the increase in R2 between the models is to some extent
dependent on the order in which the sets of variables are introduced. In order to examine
such effects, the analyses were remade with the reversed order of entry for the variables.
This procedure showed that the rank order of the effects is similar but the effects of the
shopper characteristics decreased somewhat (from a change in R2 of .15 to a change in R2
of .10) whereas the contribution of all others increased.

13 Effects coding is an alternative way of coding dummy variables. The difference from
the normal procedure of indicator coding is that the omitted group is assigned the value -I
in the dummy variables. With this procedure, the coefficients represent the difference
from the mean of all groups instead of the mean of the omitted group. The choice of
coding method does, however, not affect predictive results, the coefficient of
determination, or the coefficients for the continuous variables (Hair, Anderson, Tatham
and Black 1998).
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dicated a slight problem of heteroscedasticity attributed to the relative distance
variable. Examining the residual plot with this variable on the X-axis indicated a
decrease in the variance of the error term for high negative values. The Spearman
rank correlation between the absolute value of the residual and the relative dis
tance variable showed a small but significant correlation (r = .16, p< .0 l). This ef
fect can be attributed to the skewed nature of this variable with most values
clustered around 0 and a tail of relatively large negative values that represent
households for whom the primary store seems to be the least conveniently located
store. Heteroscedasticity does not affect the estimation of the coefficients, but
entails that tests of significance become unreliable. Therefore, t-tests were per
formed based on heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors estimated with
White's procedure (Gujarati 1995). All coefficients were significant at the same
level of significance as in the regular t-test procedure, indicating that the effects of
heteroscedasticity are negligible in this case.

Results

The regression models (with standardized beta coefficients) are presented in Table
36.

Variable in equation model 1 mode12 model 3 model 4 modelS
Shopper characteristics

Price orientation -.29" -.2S" -.24" -.23" -.27"
Contact orientation .26" .25" .21" .19" .21"
Age -.15" -.14" -.14" -.15" -.14"

Relative distance to primary store .17" .17" .17" .IS"

Store evaluations
Preference for primary store (D) .24" .22" .26"

Card in primary store
Card in primary store only (D') .19" .16"
Card in primary + other store (D') .01 .01

Primary store
ICA Matmaster (D) -.07
Hemkop Mamas (D)

I

-.12'
Konsum (D) -.11
Matmagasinet (D) .13'

R2 (adjusted R2) .15 (.14) .IS (.17) .24 (.22) .27 (.25) .29 (.27)

Model significance F=19.S F=IS.1 F=22.0 F=16.S F=12.1
0<.01 0<.01 0<.01 p<.OI 0<.01

Table 36. Beta (standardized) coefficients from hierarchical regression analyses.
Dependent variable: first store share-oJ-purchase. n=332. ** beta co
efficient is significant at the .OJ-Ievel. *beta coefficient is significant at
the .05-level.
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The two shopping orientation variables both contribute significantly to the expla
nation of the degree of behavioral loyalty. The coefficients have also the expected
signs. Price orientation affects the degree of behavioral loyalty negatively, that is,
the more shoppers find it worthwhile to comparison-shop, and the more they use
price-oriented marketing activities, the lower the degree of behavioral loyalty to
the primary store. As expected, contact orientation has a positive effect on be
havioral loyalty; the more the shopper values personal contact with store per
sonnel, the higher the degree of behavioral loyalty. In contrast to the indications of
the bivariate analyses, age does have a (negative) effect on the degree of be
havioral loyalty. One explanation to why this relationship did not appear in the
bivariate analysis is the positive correlation between age and contact orientation
(r=.33, see Table 27) which could cancel out the negative effect of age on be
havioral loyalty in a bivariate analysis. That age has a negative association with
the degree of behavioral loyalty is in line with findings presented by East et al.
(1997).

The sign of the beta coefficient for relative distance is somewhat less straight
forward to interpret. Recall that this variable indicates the distance between the
primary store and the store that is the (second) closest store from the household's
residence. Positive values indicate that the primary store is the closest store, as
well as how much longer the household must travel to reach the next closest store.
Negative values indicate that the primary store is not the closest store, and also in
dicate how much further away than the closest store the primary store is located.
The positive beta coefficient thus indicates that the closer the primary store is lo
cated as compared to other stores, the higher the degree of behavioral loyalty.

As expected, the store-preference dummy variable also has a significant positive
effect on degree of behavioral loyalty. An important implication of the results
from the regression analyses is, however, that store preference, although im
portant, only contributes to a part of the explanation of the variation in degree of
behavioralloyalty.

Ownership of a card in the primary store only, contributes significantly to ex
plaining the degree of behavioral loyalty, whereas ownership of a card in the pri
mary store in combination with ownership of at least one other card does not affect
the degree of behavioral loyalty. The finding suggests that membership cards do
have some effect on the degree ofbehavioral loyalty, and the bivariate relationship
between these variables is thus not only an effect of customers with high degree of
behavioral loyalty acquiring cards. Again, caution should, however, be taken with
the interpretation since the analysis is based on cross-sectional data. That there
only is a significant effect for households with just one card underscores the need
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to investigate shoppers' or households' "card-portfolios" when analyzing the ef
fect of card ownership.

The inclusion of store-dummy variables contribute somewhat to the explanation of
variation, suggesting that there is a variance in the degree of behavioral loyalty
depending on what store is the primary store. For Matmagasinet, there is a signifi
cant positive effect, that is, when the other independent variables are taken into
account, households that have Matmagasinet as their primary store have a signifi
cantly higher level of degree of behavioral loyalty. In contrast, households that
have Hemkop Mamas as their primary store, have, when other factors are taken
into account, a lower degree ofbehavioral loyalty.

The amount of explained variance by the model, with an adjusted R2 of .27 (model
5), might seem modest. However, in comparison with previous comparable analy
ses, the contribution could be regarded as a considerable improvement. East et al.
(1995) model share-of-purchase with an adjusted R2 of .07 for their full sample,
and an adjusted R2. of 15 for a sub-sample of out-of-town supermarket shoppers.
In comparison to their study, several additional variables have been included, no
tably the shopping orientation dimensions and store preference, which could be the
reason for the increase in the share of explained variance in the degree of be
havioralloyalty.

4.3.6 Explaining the share-of-purchase on the store level

The above analyses have shown that both shopper characteristics and store char
acteristics affect the general level of the degree of behavioralloyalty. Stated dif
ferently, they suggest that it is not sufficient to take into consideration customers'
evaluations of a store when attempting to explain the extent to which the store is
used. On a store level, this would imply that the share-of-purchase a specific cus
tomer devotes to the store is not only contingent upon how the store is evaluated
and its location, but also on shopper characteristics.

To examine this proposition, store-level regression analyses were run. In these
analyses, all households having used the store during the period were included,
and the dependent variable is the share-of-purchase made in respective store. Thus
the dependent variable deviates somewhat from that in the previous analyses in
that it represent the households' behavior towards a specific store, whether or not
it is the primary store.

In the analyses, the effects of store evaluations and relative store evaluations are
also compared. The assumption is that the relative store evaluations will contribute
more to the explanation of the shares-of-purchase made in each store. Recall that
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the relative store evaluation is estimated for all respondents who have rated the
store and at least one other store. The variable can take both positive and negative
values; negative values indicate that another store is preferred over the store for
which the value is estimated. For each store, two regression models are estimated;
one model in which store evaluation is one of the independent variables, and one
model in which relative store evaluation is included instead.

The results from the analyses are presented in Table 37 (HM = Hemkop Mamas,
MM = Matmagasinet, and HC = Hemkop City) and Table 38 (KON = Konsum,
and lCA = lCA Matmaster)14.

Results

A first observation is that shopper characteristics have an effect on share-of-pur
chase throughout most of the models, although what characteristics and the mag
nitude of the effects differs between stores. Taking into consideration the
differences between these stores, these differences are reasonable. For example, it
is reasonable that the share-of-purchase made in Matmagasinet, the store with a
low-price profile, is not affected by the price-orientation factor, whereas the price
orientation factor is significant for the models for Hemkop Mamas, Konsum, and
one of the Hemkop City models.

The effect of membership cards also differs between stores. For the variation in
the share-of-purchase made in Konsum, card membership has a large effect, which
is reasonable since there only is one store of the Konsum chain in Ludvika, and
Konsum's membership program at the time of the data collection was the only one
in which members received purchases received rewards for their purchases.

The second observation is that, as expected, the relative store evaluation does have
a larger effect on share-of-purchase than store evaluation per se. With this, too,
there is a difference between stores. For Hemkop Mamas and Matmagasinet, the
difference in the size of the coefficients, as well as the explanatory power of the

14 All regression models were examined for multicollinearity and for violations of the
assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of the error term. Similarly to the
previous analysis, Spearman rank correlation tests revealed significant heterscedasticity.
Therefore, tests of significance of the beta-coefficients were based on White's procedure
in all models. The results of these tests did, however, not deviate from the I-tests based on
standard errors estimated with the normal procedure. Moreover, the analyses revealed that
the error term deviated from the normal distribution in models 3, 5 and 6 (that is the first
model for Matmagasinet and both models for Hemkop City). In all cases, the distribution
of the residual was skewed towards negative values. The consequence of non-normality in
the error term is that tests of significance are less reliable.
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respective model is large, whereas for leA Matmaster there hardly is any differ
ence. The findings are in line with Dick and Basu's (1994) reasoning that an indi
vidual's evaluation of a choice object in comparison to alternative choice objects
should predict choice behavior better than non-comparative evaluations.

The third observation is that the explanatory power of the store-level models for
three of the stores (Hemkop Mamas, Matmagasinet and Konsum) are higher than
for the model of overall degree of behavioral loyalty. That is, the data collected
perform better when predicting the usage of specific stores rather than the overall
degree ofbehavioral loyalty, that is, a facet of the household's patronage pattern.

Variable in equation model 1 model 2 mode13 model 4 model S model 6
HMI HM2 MM1 MM2 HC1 HC2

Shopper characteristics
Price orientation -.34" -.19" .03 .07 -.19' -.13
Contact orientation .20' .21" -.03 .06 -.02 .Q7
Indifference -.17' -.10 -.12 -.12 .04 .OS
Planning behavior .08 .OS .24" .21" -.19" -.19"
Age -.16' -.11 -.13 -.14' -.09 -.10

Store evaluations
Store evaluation .2S" - .31" - .24" -
Relative store evaluation - .42" - .46" - .32"

Relative distance to store .23" .20" .20" .16' .29" .28"
Card in store

Card in store only (D') .08 -.00 .16' .09 .10 .12
Card in store + other -.01 -.06 .14 .09 .06 .03
store (D2)

I

R2 (adjusted R2J n,s (.31) .44 (040) .28 (.24) .39 (.36) .2S (.21) .30 (.26)
Afodelsignij7cance I F= 8.6 F= 12.6 F=7.8 F= 12.8 F=6.S F=8.3

p<.OI p<.OI p<.OI p<.Ol p<.OI p<.OI
n IS8 IS8 191 191 187 187

Table 37. Beta (standardized) coefficient from hierarchical regression analyses.
Dependent variables: share ofpurchase in respective store. * beta co
efficient is significant at the .05-level. ** beta coefficient is significant
at the .OJ-level.
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Variable in equation model 7 model 8 model 9 model 10
KONI KON2 ICAI ICA2

Shopper characteristics
Price orientation -.25·· -.22·· .03 .05
Contact orientation -.08 -.01 .03 .07
Indifference -.08 -.04 .09 .10
Planning behavior -.03 -.05 -.11 -.12
Age .13 .11 .08 .08

Store evaluations
Store evaluation .37·· - .16 -
Relative store evaluation - .44·· - .18·

Relative distance to store .25·· .22·· .22·· .22··
Card in primary store

Card in store only (DJ) .43·· .32·· .34·· .32··
Card in store + other store (D2) .06 .04 .06 .06

R2 (adjusted R2) .47 (.43) .51 (.48) .24 (.19) .25(.19)
Afodelsignij7cance F= 12.5 F= 14.9 F=4.4 F=4.6

p<.OI p<.OI p<.OI p<.OI
n 137 137 133 133

Table 38. Beta (standardized) coefficient from hierarchical regression analyses.
Dependent variables: share ofpurchase in respective store. * beta co
efficient is significant at the .05-level. ** beta coefficient is significant
at the. 0I-level.

4.4 What affects the choice of primary store?
The purpose ofthe above analyses was to explain the degree of behavioral loyalty,
that is, how the primary store was used. But what determines why a specific store
is the store the household uses the most? In this section, the effect of store evalua
tions and store location on choice ofprimary store is examined.

The approach chosen here for examining the effect of store evaluations on choice
of primary store is to compare in how many cases the preferred store also is the
primary store according to behavioral measures. This analysis is performed for the
287 households who have a preferred store and in which the respondent makes
half or more of the households' purchases (see Table 58 in appendix 3 for the ex
tent to which the stores were preferred).

A cross-comparison between the attitudinally preferred store and the primary store
is reported in Table 39. For each cell, the column percent is shown indicating the
share of consumers, among the total group of consumers who prefer a specific
store, that have a particular store as primary store. As an example, among the
twenty-seven shoppers for whom leA Matmaster is the attitudinally preferred
store, 48 percent also make most of their purchases in this store, whereas about 4
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percent make most of their purchases in Hemkop Mamas, and 26 percent make
most of their purchases in Matmagasinet. On the diagonal, the total percentage is
presented (in bold) indicating how many of the total number of shoppers have the
same store as both attitudinally preferred store and primary store.

The attitudinally preferred store

16 3 4 1
11% 9% 11% 2%

Hemkop Hemkop Konsum Mat-
Mamas City magasinet

Primary
store

lCA
Matmaster

Hemkop
Mamas

Hemkop
City

Konsum

Mat
magasinet

Other
store

lCA
Matmaster

13
48%
5%

1
4%

3
11%

2
7%

7
26%

1
4%

62
43%
22%

16
11%

8
6%

36
25%

5
3%

3
9%

16
48%
6%

3
9%

7
21%

1
3%

1
3%

27
71%
9%

5
13%

1
3%

1
2%

3
7%

33
80%
11%

3
7%

Other
store

1
20%

2
40%

1
20%

1
20%

Table 39. The extent to which the attitudinally preferred store is the same store as
the primary store. n=287. Households without an attitudinally
preferred store, as well as households in which the respondent was re
sponsible for a minor share of purchases are excluded. Column
percents - when columns do not add up, this is due to rounding. Total
percents in the diagonal cells indicated with bold.

About half of the households, 53 percent, have the same preferred store and pri
mary store (that is, the sum of the percentages on the diagonal). When comparing
across stores, the share of shoppers who prefer the store and also use it for the
largest share of their purchase volume varies. For leA Matmaster this share repre
sents 48 percent whereas for Konsum, this share represents 71 percent and for
Matmagasinet, this share represents 80 percent. For the latter store, a much larger
share of respondents has the store as primary store than the number who have it as
attitudinally preferred store. This is in stark contrast with the results for Hemkop
Mamas; almost half of the respondents prefer this store whereas only one fourth
use it for the largest part of their purchases.

These results indicate that attitudinal store preference in terms of the summated
evaluation only to some extent explains the choice of store in which the household
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makes the largest share of purchases. One possible reason for this finding is that
some households have positive attitudes toward several stores, in which case the
most preferred store is only marginally better. In such a case, other choice criteria
such as a store location, or as in the case of Matmagasinet, competitive pricing,
affect which store will be used the most.

A similar analysis was made for store location. In Table 40 a cross comparison
between the closest located store to respondents' homes and the primary store is
presented.

The store located closest to the household's residence
ICA Hemkop Hemkop Konsum Mat-

Matmaster Mamas City magasinet
ICA 20 5 4 9
Matmaster 33% 16% 5% 9%

Primary 6%
store Hemkop 19 20 18 8 6

Mamas 32% 65% 24% 8% 13%
6%

Hemkop City 3 1 22 12 3
5% 3% 29% 12% 6%

7%
Konsum 5 5 31 10

8% 7% 31% 21%
10%

Mat-magasinet 9 5 23 36 27
15% 16% 30% 36% 57%

9%
Other 4 4 4 1
store 7% 5% 4% 2%

Table 40. The extent to which the nearest store is the same store as the primary
store. n=314. Households for which data on location is not available
are excluded. Column percents - when columns do not add up, this is
due to rounding. Total percents in the diagonal cells indicated with
bold.

The closest store is the primary store for 38 percent of these households. Thus,
households to a limited extent use the store closest to their residence as their pri
mary store. To some degree, the results could be attributed to the geographical size
of the market and that the stores are relatively closely located to each other.
Moreover, the analysis only takes into consideration the location of each store in
relationship to the respondent's residence, and it is likely that some of the respon
dents for which the store closest to home is not the primary store, use the store
closest to, e.g., the work-place as the primary store. However, again, there are ap
parent differences between the stores. Of the households having Hemkop Mamas
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as the closest store, 65 percent also have it as their primary store, whereas the cor
responding figure for Konsum is 31 percent.

One reason as to why households would not use the closest store as their primary
store is that they find another store to be so much better that it merits a longer
journey to the store. A cross-classification of the two aspects examine above 
whether or not the primary store is the attitudinally preferred store, and whether or
not the primary store is the store closest to the respondent's residence is presented
below (Table 41).

A comparison of closest store and
primary store

Not the same store The same store
A comparison of
attitudinally
preferred store and
primary store

Not the same
store

The same
store

73 41
48% 45%
80 51

53% 55%

Table 41. A. cross-classification ofwhether or not the primary store is the attitu
dinally preferred store, and whether or not the primary store is the
store closest to the respondent's residence. Column percents.

The cross-classification does not indicate that households that have another store
than their closest store as their primary store, to a greater extent have their attitudi
nally preferred store as their primary store. Hence, there does not seem to be a
trade-off between the utility of a close location and the utility of an overall highly
evaluated store for these households. However, there is a group of households that
shop in the most conveniently located store, although it is not the attitudinally pre
ferred store, which suggests that location, for these households, perhaps is the
most important determinant ofwhere to shop.

Comparing the shopper orientation factors across groups provides more informa
tion on these four different groups (Table 42). Although the differences between
groups are small, they are in agreement with what could be expected. For example,
households for whom the primary store is neither the closest store nor the ''best''
store, are more price orientated than others, and not unexpectedly, Matmagasinet
is the primary store for 50 percent of these households.
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Price orientation a

Contact orientation a

Indifference factor
Planning behavior factor

Primary store
both the

"best" and
the closest

(n=49)
-.24

.28
-.04
-.07

Primary store
the closest
but not the

"best"
(n=41)

.06
-.16

.21
-.13

Primary store
the "best" but

not the
closest
(n=80)
-.12

.17
-.09
-.07

Primary store
neither the

closest nor the
"best"
(n=71)

.24
-.21
-.19

.08

Table 42. A comparison between the four groups on the shopping orientation di
mensions, n=24J, a=Significant differences between groups (One-way
ANOVA, significant at the .OJ-level). Scheffe's post hoc test indicates
no differences between groups.

4.5 What determines store avoidance?
Previously, it was shown that about a third of the sample said that they would
avoid certain stores. Furthennore, store avoidance was somewhat related to other
dimensions of patronage behavior, specifically store repertoire. As discussed ear
lier, store avoidance is probably not a major reason for why some households have
a smaller store repertoire, although it might have a marginal effect. Nevertheless,
store avoidance is in itself a phenomenon worth investigating. This section begins
with a comparison of "avoiders" and "non-avoiders" with the purpose of exam
ining the extent to which shopper characteristics detennine store avoidance. The
respondents' stated reasons for avoiding specific stores are then discussed. Table
43 present comparisons between avoiders and non-avoiders and results from a lo
gistic regression with avoidance as the dependent variable.

These analyses show that shopper characteristics, specifically the shopping orien
tation dimensions, are related to store avoidance as well. Those who would avoid
stores are less deal-prone, find personal contact more important, and have a lower
score on the indifference factor, indicating that they perceive stores to be different.
Age is also related to store avoidance; those who stated that they would avoid
stores tend to be somewhat younger than those who would not. Household size
was significantly different between the two groups, but this difference was not
significant in the multivariate analysis. It should, however, be noted that predictive
validity of the logistic model is fairly low. Thus, although the shopper
characteristics measured in this study significantly contribute to the understanding
of store avoidance, clearly other factors appear to be more important.
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Mean comparisons

I

Coefficients
, logistic

regression
Avoiders Non- B

avoiders
Shopper orientations

Price orientation -.16 .09' -.30'
Contact orientation .15 -.07' 040"
Indifference factor -.31 .15" -.43"
Planning behavior factor -.02 .05 -.04

Other shopper/househ. characteristics
Age 42.7 48.0" -.02'
Sex (share of women) 82% 78% .10
Household size 2.3 2.5' .17
Income 23900 24100 .00

(constant) .39

Table 43. Mean comparisons between avoiders and non avoiders. Coefficients
from logistic regression with avoidance as dependent variable. n=335.
-2LL=396.4, Nagelkerke R2=.J5, classification rate: 71 percent overall
(9J percent for non-avoiders and 36 percent for avoiders, respectively).
"mean comparison/coefficient significant at the .OJ-level, 'mean
comparison/coefficient significant at the. 05-level.

Additional infonnation on why stores are avoided is gained by looking at the an
swer to the open-ended question: "why would you avoid these stores?" This ques
tion was answered by almost all of the respondents having indicated one or several
stores they would avoid. Altogether 172 negative comments about a specific store
were provided by this question. These comments ranged from being very specific
(two respondents commented on the type of floor in ICA Matmaster) to general
statements of dislike of, or uneasiness with, a store. The large variation in types or
reasons for store avoidance might also explain why shopper characteristics were of
low predictive value for store avoidance. The comments were organized in seven
categories, which are presented below together with sample comments (Table 44).

The first two categories concern utility-based unemotional evaluations of two store
attributes, price and assortment, which do not match the preferences of the respon
dents. The following three categories also concern store attributes but are more
negatively phrased. Such single complaints as a basis for avoidance were, how
ever, quite uncommon. Much more common was that the respondent had identi
fied several different flaws with a specific store. This was, in fact, the dominant
category. There were also a group of respondents that avoided stores out of gen
eral dislike, or, uneasiness with shopping in the store. Finally, in the "other" cate
gory there were statements concerning reputation, a lack of knowledge about
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specific stores, and, as exemplified with the sample statement, five respondents
avoiding Konsum, the co-op store, from ideological reasons.

Type of
complaint
Price

Assortment

Store layout and
orderliness

Product quality

Personnel
encounter

Several
complaints

General dislike

Other

No. Sample statements

31 "Too high prices" woman, 62, about lCA Matmlister, Hemkop city

16 "Their assortment does not match our preferences, e.g., for bread and
delicatessen brands" woman, 33, about Konsum

18 "Disorganized, cannot find my way aroundfrom one time to another"
women, 58, about lCA Matmaster

3 "Have at several occasions gotten moldy bread, moldy cheese. Have
not shopped there during the past years" woman, 43, about lCA
Matmaster

4 "Unfriendly personnel. In one instance there was a discussion on the
amount ofchange. Clear evidence. I was proven right at the cash
audit after closing hours. Very unfriendly treatment by two cashiers
and a manager. No apology!!! "man, 55, about Konsum

53 "It is crowded and there are often long lines, moreover, do not trust
meat and delicatessen from the store" woman, 54, about
Matmagasinet

"Bad assortment, bad quality fruits and vegetables, disorganized,
cramped stores" woman 40 about lCA Matmaster, Konsum and
Matmagasinet

24 "I do not like the atmosphere. Difficult to pin-point what makes me
not like the store" woman, 30, about Hemkop Mamas

"I do not like these stores" man, 20, about lCA Matmaster and
Konsum

23 "I want to promote private business interests, have never shopped at
Konsum, " woman, 67, about Konsum

Table 44. Reasons for store avoidance

The negative evaluations of stores give additional information on the determinants
of households' store choice patterns. From a managerial perspective, comments
such as these should be useful for evaluating store performance. This is particu
larly interesting since the stores, on an aggregate level, tend to be avoided each to
a different extent (Appendix 3, Table 56). For stores with higher avoidance rates, a
thorough analysis of avoidance reasons should point to areas that are the store's
"cold buttons."
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4.6 Loyalty categorization based on behavioral and attitudinal
data
To conclude the analyses presented so far, households vary, as expected, in their
degree of behavioral loyalty to their primary store. Several variables contributed to
the explanation of this variance, among them whether or not the primary store was
also the attitudinally preferred store. It has also been shown that for a fairly large
number of households, the attitudinally preferred store according to the measure
used in this study, is not the same as the primary store. That is, for some house
holds an overall attitudinal preference to a store does not seem to be the most im
portant determinant for the choice of primary store. In an attempt to explore why
there is a close correspondence between attitudinal and behavioral preference for
some, but not for other, households, a comparative analysis between groups with
and without such a correspondence will be performed. This analysis will be based
on the modified Dick and Basu (1994) categorization.

The classification described in section 2.9.3 is based on the variables degree ofbe
havioral loyalty and relative store evaluation. As discussed in the theoretical sec
tion and also shown in the previous analyses, these variables are most
appropriately viewed as continuous variables. However, for classification purposes
a dichotomization of the variables is necessary. Evidently, this will entail that the
value on the new variable is dependent on the dichotomization rule rather than on
observed differences between two distinct groups. However, the shortcomings as
sociated with the dichotomization were considered to be outweighed by possible
insights gained from the analyses. It should, however, be underscored that the
classification is performed for analytical reasons, not for uncovering distinct
groups among the surveyed households.

As shown in previous analyses, degree of behavioral loyalty exhibits a uni-modal
distribution, with no distinct groups. The cut-off point chosen to connote a high
degree of behavioral loyalty is 65 percent. This is based on the average share-of
purchase (64.6, the closest even percentage was chosen) as this would split the
sample into two groups of fairly equal size. For relative attitudes, the categoriza
tion was based on whether or not the household had an attitudinal preference for a
store, and, for households with a high degree of behavioral loyalty, whether this
preference was for the primary store.

The categorization was thus made as follows: For households having a share-of
purchase of 65 percent or higher, the primary store according to share-of-purchase
was checked against the most preferred store according to the attitudinal measure.
Households that have the same store according to both the attitudinal and the be
havioral measure were categorized as intentional loyals. Households with no, or
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another, attitudinally preferred store were categorized as spurious loyals. It should
be noted that this group does include some households with preference for one
store, that is, for the group with high behavioralloyalty the cut-off point is not ab
sence or presence of relative attitudinal preference, but whether or not this prefer
ence concern the primary store. Households with a share-of-purchase of less than
65 percent and an attitudinally preferred store, were categorized as latent loyals,
whereas those with no store preferences were classified as no loyals. The results
from the categorization are presented in Figure 27.

Degree of behavioral
loyalty

Relative
Store
Evaluation

Low - less than 65 % in High - 65% or more in
any single store one store

The individual 148 99
has a preference (41.9%) (28.0%)
for a store "Latent loyals" "Intentionalloyals"

(Preference for anyone (Preference for the same
store). store as the one most

frequently patronized).

The individual 38 68
has no specific (10.8%) (19.3%)
preferences (or "Non-loyals" "Spurious loyals"
preference for (No preference for any (No preference or
another store store). preference for other than
than the the mostfrequently
primary store) patronized store).

Figure 27. The loyalty categories, n=353.

Although the cut-off point for the degree of behavioral loyalty is set at a moderate
level, intentionalloyals represent a relatively small share of the sample. Approxi
mately every fourth household belongs to this group. This group would, of course,
decrease with a higher cut-off value for behavioralloyalty. With a cut-off level of
81 percent, as in East et al.'s studies (East, Hams, Willson and Lomax 1995, East,
Hams, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins 1997), this group would consist of 58 house
holds.

Among those having a high degree of behavioralloyalty, i.e., the right column of
the matrix, the intentionalloyals constitutes the larger group. In the sample, every
fifth household is categorized into the spurious loyal group, i.e., their primary
store is not their attitudinally most preferred store. This does not necessarily mean
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that they do not have a preferred store; as noted above, some of the spurious loyals
have a preference for an store other than the one in which they make their largest
share of purchases. However, the categorization indicates that high behavioralloy
alty is more often than not coupled with attitudinal preference for the focal object.

As indicated above, the categorization is not based on empirically derived clusters
of cases but on cut-off rules imposed on the material. Therefore, some cases in
each matrix-cell will be located near the cut-off lines. Figure 28 provides a closer
look at the cell in the upper right corner, i.e. the intentionalloyals, to illustrate this
point.

5r-----------------------,

•

4

• •

••••
• • •

•• • • •••
• •• •• • • •

,55 ,75 ,85 ,95 1.05

Share-af-purchase in primary store

Figure 28. A closer look at the upper right corner ofthe 4 by 4 matrix above. First
store preference = the score for the most preferred store minus score
for the second most preferred store.

The graph illustrates that there are several observations located near the cut-off
lines. Specifically, the degree of attitudinal preference for the first store is low in
general, many observations are close to the cut-off line between intentional and
spurious loyals. This indicates that there is no clear-cut difference between these
two groups. The purpose here, however, is to explore whether there are major dif
ferences between the groups, and therefore, the categorization, although somewhat
crude, serves an analytical purpose. However, the implication for the comparative
analyses is that any differences between groups will likely be less distinct.
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Significant differences can be seen when comparing the frequency of the loyalty
categories across stores. As an example, a comparatively large share of the house
holds that have Hemk6p Mamas or Konsum as their primary store are classified as
intentionalloyals (Appendix 3, Table 59).

4.6.1 A comparison of respondents in the loyalty categories

The next step is to compare the groups derived from the categorization procedure.
More specifically, the groups will be compared in terms of household/shopper
characteristics to explore whether group membership is related to such character
istics. In addition, the relative distance measure to the primary store, which could
be interpreted as an indicator of distance sensitivity, is included. Table 45 presents
summary statistics on these shopper characteristics for the groups. To give a de
scription of the aggregate behavior in these groups, means for patronage
dimension variables are also included. Data on the second type of variable implicit
in the categorization, strength of preference, is also included in the table.
ANOVA-analyses are performed for the shopper/household characteristics.

Category
Intentional Spurious Latent Non-

loyals loyals loyals loyals
Patronage Store repertoire 3.0 3.0 4.8 4.4
dimensions and Primary store share-of-p. .83 .83 .47 .50
relative attitude Primary store share-of-v. .70 .69 .45 .48

Entropy measure .24 .24 .55 .51
Share of store avoiders .42 .34 .33 26
Strength of preference (for .87 .29 .55 .00
attitudinally preferred
store)

Shopper! Age 45.2 44.5 46.0 49.1
household Share ofwomen .78 .78 .81 .79
characteristics respondents

Household size 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.2
Incomelhousehold size 12,000 10,300 12,200 10,900
Price orientation a -.32 -.15 .29 -.03
Contact orientation a .22 .11 -.13 -.29
Indifference factor -.13 .15 -.06 .22
Planning behavior factor" -.ll .28 -.07 .06
Relative distance to -1.94 -.83 -3.24 -3.72
primary store b

Table 45. Comparisons of loyalty categories, a=Significant differences between
groups at the .0I-level, b=Significant differences between groups at the
.05-level, c=Significant differences between groups at the .IO-level
(One-way ANOVAj. Scheffe's post hoc test indicates no differences
between groups at the .05-level.
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The shopping orientation factors exhibit an intuitively appealing pattern across the
categories, but the differences between groups are small and significant in only
few of the cases. Price orientation is highest for the latent loyals, and lowest for
the intentional loyals. For the contact orientation factor, there is also a significant
difference between groups. Here, the intentional loyals have the highest score,
whereas the non-Ioyals have the lowest score. There is also a difference between
groups for the planning behavior factor. Specifically, there is a notable difference
on this factor between the intentional and spurious loyals.

Above, the extent to which the households in the four groups had enrolled in
loyalty programs was not included in the comparison. These figures are reported in
Table 46. The cross-tabulation indicates that there is an association between the
loyalty groups and the number of cards in the household. The results are, further
more, in line with the observation that consumers who tend to be more price
oriented, and thereby use several stores, i.e., the latent loyals, also to a greater
extent enrol! in more than one loyalty program.

No cards

One card

Two or more cards

Total

Intentional
loyals

29
29.3%

43
43.4%

27
27.3%

99
100.0%

Spurious
loyals

17
25.0%

24
35.3%

27
39.7%

68
100.0%

Latent
loyals

39
26.4%

35
23.6%

74
50.0%

148
100.0%

Non
loyals

11
28.9%

11
28.9%

16
42.1%

38
100.0%

Table 46. Ownership of loyalty cards in the four loyalty-categories. Chi2= 15.5,
significant at the .05-level

In this study, the comparison of intentional and spurious loyals is of specific
interest. As evident from Table 45, the latter have lower scores on the personal
contact factor, but higher scores on the other shopping orientation factors. Apart
from the difference on the planning behavior factor, these differences are intuitive.
However, the differences are small and not significant according to Scheffe's post
hoc testIS, Another way to probe the issue of what differentiates spurious versus
intention loyals is to use logistic regression with the two categories as dependent
variable.

IS It should be noted that Scheffe' s post hoc test is of fairly low statistical power and thus a
conservative test of significance between groups (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black
1998).
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Shopper orientations
Price orientation
Contact orientation
Indifference factor
Planning behavior factor

(constant)

Coefficients,
logistic

regression
B

.19
- .13

.24

.37'
-.39'

Table 47. Coefficients from logistic regression with a categorical variable for
intentional (0)/ spurious loyals (1) as the dependent variable. n=161. 
2LL=206.5, Nagelkerke R2=.08, classification rate: 67 percent overall
(89 percent for intentional loyals and 34 percent for spurious loyalso

respectively). 'coefficient significant at the .OS-level.

As evident from Table 47 only one of the shopping orientation dimensions, the
planning behavior factor, contributes significantly to explaining whether house
holds are intentional or spurious loyals. A higher degree of planning behavior is
related to the spurious-Ioyals group. However, the overall explanatory power of
the model is low.

The results presented in this section indicate that the variables measured in this
study to a low degree contribute to the understanding of whether shoppers are in
tentionalloyals, spurious loyals, latent loyals or non-Ioyals. Although the observed
differences between groups concerning the shopping orientation characteristics are
in an intuitively expected direction, the differences are generally too small to be
significant. One reason for this result could be that the groups in themselves are
heterogeneous, as the classification is not based on observed distinct differences
between groups. In an attempt to circumvent this problem, comparisons were also
made with sub-samples of extreme cases, but due to a limited number of observa
tions, these analyses did not provide any interpretable results.

4.7 A close-up on households' shopping behavior
This section will take a more in-depth look at households' grocery shopping be
havior. Eight cases are presented that give a more detailed picture of how house
holds shop for groceries. The interviews will be analyzed for samples of
provisioning strategies used. Provisioning strategies constitute, in a sense, the in
tegrating element in the theoretical framework presented in section 2.8 in that they
represent the overall approach to shopping used by the households which is ex
pressed in their observable behavior. The interviews will also be used to illustrate
and discuss some interesting findings from the survey. The views of the house-
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holds on the stores available and the marketing activities used by the stores will be
discussed in particular.

To attain a large variation in the shopping approaches, the households were se
lected on the basis of the results from the diary/survey. Two households were se
lected from each loyalty category, derived from the analyses presented in the
previous section (Figure 29). In the selection of households from within each cell,
care was taken to find "extreme" households.

Latent loyals Intentionalloyals

Household C Household B

Household D Household G

No loyalty Spurious loyals

Household E Household A

HouseholdH HouseholdF

Figure 29. How the households were selected.

The first part will provide thumbnail sketches of each household. In the following
part, the "provisioning strategies" used by the households are discussed, and there
after the households' different views on the available stores and their marketing
activities are examined. The section ends with a comment on how the observations
from the interviews relate to the findings from the diary/survey.

4.7.1 The households

Household A

"Anna", her husband, four children, and dog live in the southern part of the town
in a house in which they have lived for the past ten years. Both she and her hus
band work outside the home, and the children are between six and fifteen years
old. When it comes to grocery shopping, the household makes one planned, large
scale stock-up shopping trip every two weeks, and several smaller fill-in purchase
trips in between the larger purchase trips. The big purchase trip is usually made on
Thursdays by Anna and her husband together, whereas she makes the fill-in shop
ping trips. Thursday is a convenient day since they sometimes leave for the
countryside on Fridays.
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Anna and her family make almost all their grocery purchases at Matmagasinet,
which is fairly conveniently located for them, although it is not their closest store.
Konsum is somewhat closer to their home, but the difference in distance is small.
The only thing Anna does not find at Matmagasinet is fresh fish, which she buys at
Konsum. Konsum is the only store which regularly sells fresh fish; Anna knows
that she can find fresh fish at Konsum every Tuesday. Anna sees herself as a per
son interested in food, therefore she keeps track of these things. She has heard that
Hemki:ip sometimes also sells fresh fish, but she is not sure on the regularity.
About once every two months she goes to Hemki:ip if she needs a special product
such as Gorgonzola by weight or Mozzarella.

To the question of why Matmagasinet has been chosen as the family's primary
store, Anna answers that it is very convenient to shop there with the leA-card 
she deposits money on her card every month - and the store also has compara
tively low prices. For their family of six, Anna has discovered that they save 1500
SEKlmonthl6 by shopping at Matmagasinet instead of shopping at Konsum. Apart
from the price difference, she sees no real differences between these stores.
Konsum might have a somewhat wider assortment, but the brands and products
favored by the family are all found at Matmagasinet.

Overall, Anna sees no particular differences between the stores in the town, apart
from the low prices at Matmagasinet. She says that she would not shop at Mat
magasinet if she had found the products to be of inferior quality, but "if you can
get the same products at a lower price in one store, there is no reason to go to
another store." She likes that by using mostly one store, she knows where to find
everything. She does not have a special relationship to store personnel, but finds
that Matmagasinet is a store where you can go to buy large quantities of groceries
without needing assistance. Sometimes she would like more contact with store
personnel, but then again, she knows that she can find this type of personal service
at Hemki:ip if she wants to.

Although she is price conscious, Anna does not look at the advertising that the
other stores send out apart from looking for recipes. However, she uses the leaflets
with price-specials from Matmagasinet when she plans what to buy.

16 Approximately US$ 200.
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Household B

"Barbara", her husband and her two teenage sons live in the same residential area
as Anna and her family. Barbara works part-time on fairly irregular hours, and her
husband works full-time.

Barbara, who is responsible for the grocery shopping, makes one major shopping
trip each week. Apart from that, she makes some fill-in purchases if she runs out
of something, such as milk or bread, or if she decides to make a special dish and
does not have all necessary ingredients at home. She shops on Fridays unless
something extraordinary happens. Usually she shops alone, but sometimes her
sons come along if it fits with their schedules. On the Sundays when she finds that
she needs to buy some special ingredients for a Sunday dinner, her husband often
joins her to the store. On these occasions, grocery shopping is more like a small
excursion and they go browsing in the store. Barbara views regular shopping as
work, although it is work she enjoys doing. The enjoyment comes from the crea
tive part of shopping - her shopping list only contains the basic items the house
hold has run out of, and she has to invent her weekly menus in the store, which
demands her creativity. Purchase decisions are made on, for example, what she
finds in the meat counter. Some cuts of meat she only buys on special. Moreover,
the shopping trip is an occasion to socialize with people she meets in the store.

Barbara's primary store is Hemkop Mamas. This was the store she opted for after
trying out one store after another and comparing them, when she moved to the
town some ten years ago. This store is superior in every aspect in her opinion. She
likes the personnel, the quality of fresh produce such as fruit, meat, etc. The store
personnel have always been very helpful when Barbara asks them to bring special
products into the store. She knows all the persons responsible for the departments
in the store, and specifically with the fruit and vegetables department, she feels
that she has a mutual exchange of ideas and help with them. Some of the products
she originally asked for have now become standard ingredients in the store's as
sortment. The store is more or less on the other side of town from Barbara's home,
but as she would shop by car anyway, she is not concerned with the extra distance.
About two years ago, Barbara got a Hemkop-card on which she deposits money
every month. The prime reason for getting the card had been the favorable interest
rate and the convenience. However, since she had used a credit-card for shopping
before that, the card was not a big change for her.

All the weekly purchases and fill-in purchases for special items are made at Hem
kop, but when she only needs some milk, bread or other kind of staple, she will go
to the store which happens to be the most conveniently located. In this way, she
gets occasions to reappraise the other stores. So far, however, none of them has
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met her approval. Konsum, which is her closest store, has, according to her,
checkouts that are too slow, unknowledgeable staff, and the store is always very
disorganized. Although she knows that she can get lower prices at Matmagasinet,
she finds it a boring place to shop. It is always crowded and half of the stock the
store carries she would not want to buy anyway. Moreover, by shopping in one
store, she will on average get reasonable prices on the products she buys.

By using Hemkop for such a long time, Barbara believes that she has established a
valuable contact with the staff in the store - she says that she is known by all
staff- and she agrees that one could say that she has a relationship to the store.
This is important since then she knows that if she has any complaints on any prod
ucts she has bought in the store, she will not be questioned, although the instances
where she has had reasons to complain about a product have been few. She knows
that she is a customer that the store manager and his personnel listen to and value.

Household C

"Cecilia", her husband, and their two children aged five and eight live in an old
wooden house a couple of kilometers north of town. On some holidays, the family
is enlarged with two more children. Her husband works full-time and Cecilia, who
previously has alternated between working and being at home, has now gone back
to school for further education.

To the question on how they usually do their grocery shopping, Cecilia's immedi
ate answer is that it varies a lot. She is responsible for most of the shopping and
going back to school has brought with it some changes. Before, she used to try to
do more of her shopping in daytime as the stores usually are quieter then, but now
she usually shops in the evenings. She goes shopping about twice a week. At the
end of the week, on Thursday or Friday, she does her major shopping trip, buying
components for meals such as meat, fish, potatoes, etc. On Monday or Tuesday
she makes another shopping trip mainly buying milk (which they always buy a lot
of), bread and fruit. On the days she knows she will be going to the store, she takes
the car to school. Occasionally it happens that she might go to the store to buy in
gredients for the same night's dinner if they decide they want a specific dish.

Cecilia starts compiling the shopping list a couple of days before going to the
store. She says she needs a written shopping list as she otherwise would bring
home only half of the things they need. A bit regretfully, she admits that usually
some other products find their way into her shopping cart as well, for example,
meat that is on promotion. During some periods, she has also made a weekly menu
so she would know that she would get everything needed for each meal when
shopping. She is not doing it at the time of the interview, but she feels that they
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need to start doing it again as both of them are away from home during the day
and due to increased time constraints shopping and cooking should go more
smoothly.

Cecilia favors Hemkop Mamas, the store where she does most of her purchases.
She simply likes Hemkop Mamas, it is a "nice store" and she finds her way around
in the store. They also have very low prices on milk, which is important since they
consume large quantities of milk, and good deals such as "buy three pay lower
price." Hemkop also has good quality products, such as Swedish meat. Moreover,
the store is on the right side of town from their home; had it been located on the
other side of town, she thinks she would use it less. Besides Hemkop Mamas, she
also shops in Matmagasinet, two to three times a month, ICA Matrnaster a couple
of times a month, and occasionally in Hemkop City.

Matrnagasinet often has good prices on many items. However, she finds that they
sometimes have poor quality fruits and vegetables. Moreover, it is very crowded
and the personnel are running around in the store, too busy to be of much help to
single customers. For a specific shopping trip, she decides to go to either Hemkop
Mamas or Matrnagasinet by looking at the ad leaflets from the store. If several of
the items she has planned to purchase are promoted at Matrnagasinet, she will go
there. Cecilia likes looking through the leaflets, the products she mentions looking
for the most are meat, bread and detergents.

Cecilia goes to ICA Matmaster when they have some special offer she is interested
in; for example, the week before the interview she was passing by the store any
how, and she went there to buy pork knuckle for a very good price. When she goes
to ICA Matrnaster she mostly buys the specific products that are promoted - she
does not make her regular purchases there. However, she thinks that ICA Mat
master is a pretty good store, but it does not have as large a selection of products
as the other stores. ICA Matrnaster used to be the family's main store until 5-6
years ago, when they started to renovate the store. During the rebuilding, it be
came difficult to find things in the store and therefore she started shopping more
and more at Hemkop Mamas, which has been her main store ever since.

Cecilia has both a Hemkop-card and an ICA-card. She got both cards because her
mother-in-law persuaded her that it was beneficial to have these cards for the spe
cial offers given to card members. She has not deposited any money on either of
these cards, although she says that she thinks about doing it every month, since it
seems convenient not to have to think about going to an ATM for cash before
shopping. The reason for not depositing money on an account is, however, that she
uses several stores not belonging to the same chain.
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HouseholdD

"Doris" lives with her youngest son, aged seventeen, in a house not far from where
Anna and Barbara live with their families, i.e., in the southern parts of the town.
She works full-time.

Doris makes a weekly major shopping trip on Fridays or early Saturday mornings
to avoid the crowds, and usually she makes an additional fill-in shopping trip in
the beginning of the week when she has run out of milk and fruit. For the major
shopping trip, she goes to Matmagasinet, but she also shops at Konsum a couple of
times a month, and at ICA Matmaster perhaps once a month. She used to shop a
bit more often at ICA Matmaster, especially when she worked in that part of town,
but during the past year she has been going there less and less.

Matmagasinet has become her primary store since it has, overall, much lower
prices than the other stores. Before Matmagasinet opened, she shopped at Konsum
and a now closed-down discount store belonging to the KF chain, but when Mat
magasinet was established and she discovered the price differences, she shifted
over an increasing share of her purchases to Matmagasinet. At the time of the in
terview, she estimates that she makes approximately 90 percent ofher purchases at
Matmagasinet (during the diary period, she made approximately 35 percent of her
purchases at Matmagasinet and about 50 percent at ICA Matmaster).

When comparing Matmagasinet and the other stores, she does not perceive large
differences apart from the price levels. However, Matmagasinet has a somewhat
limited assortment and she can find more variety at Konsum and ICA Matmaster.
For example, at Konsum she finds a greater variety of Abba's pickled herring. She
also goes to Konsum for fresh or frozen salmon, and she prefers their quality of
minced meat. Products on good deal at Konsum or ICA Matmaster are bought on
minor shopping trips, but she never does her major shopping there. Sometimes,
however, it happens that she goes to more than one store on the same purchase
trip. She has been to Hemkop Mamas a few times and says that it seems to be a
very nice store with a good quality assortment. Through published price compari
sons she knows that the Hemkop stores are more expensive, but if Hemkop
Mamas had been a bit more conveniently located for her she might go there for
some high-quality special items.

Doris always brings a written shopping list for her major shopping trips. She em
phasizes that she is very careful about planning her purchases. She notes products
as she runs of out them, but before going to the store she sits down with leaflets
and coupons she has received from the stores and looks though the special offers.
She has an ICA-card and a KF-card, and thus receives information on membership
specials from Matmagasinet, ICA Matmaster and Konsum. If products that she
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usually buys are on promotion, she buys large quantities and stores them. For ex
ample, if she finds pork chops at 29.90 SEK it kilo, she would buy 6-7 kilos, pack
age them in meal sizes and put them in the freezer. Using the freezer in this way
and buying products on promotion are part of what she calls her long-term
strategy. By always having a filled freezer and pantry, she avoids running out of
products and having to make impromptu visits to the store. She is never tempted
by promotions on products she does not normally buy, and only when she has for
gotten to write down a needed item on the shopping list does she make purchase
decisions in the store.

Doris says that it is important to plan purchases in order to save money. As a sin
gle parent of a teenage son, she needs to be careful with money. She says that
many people she knows cannot understand how she can get away with such low
food expenditures. She also says, however, that most people she knows spend a lot
more money on food than she does without getting better food for it, because the
buy haphazardly, without planning.

Household E

"Eva", her husband, and their two children, aged five and seven, live in a house in
the same residential area as Anna and Barbara. Eva is working full time but has
great freedom over her working hours. Her husband is currently setting up a busi
ness ofhis own.

Concerning their shopping habits, Eva says that she makes smaller purchases on
her way home from work, and a major purchase when "it is starting to look
empty" in the pantry. She estimates that this occurs every two weeks, and although
she does not have a special day for shopping, it often turns out to be on a Friday,
Saturday, or Sunday evening. Although she brings a shopping list on which she
has listed items that they have run out of, she always makes a full tour of the store
looking through all the shelves. If she finds attractive offers, she buys the product
even if it is not on her list. On her smaller purchase trips, she mostly buys milk and
bread, and sometimes something for an evening meal. Currently, the household is
experiencing financial restrictions, so she usually tries to make something out of
the products she has bought on her major trip.

Eva's main store, where she does her major purchases, is Konsum, and she is
happy with it and sees no reason to switch. Although there might be stores with
lower prices, it is difficult to learn to find one's way around in a new store. She
also shops in Hemkop City, on her way home from work. Comparing these two
stores, she finds them equally good, both stores having a large assortment of en
vironmentally friendly products and produce, which is important to her. However,
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Hemkop City closes earlier on weekends, at 4 p.m., compared to 8 p.m. when
Konsum closes. Moreover, at Hemkop it is not possible to buy batches of ten liters
of ecologically produced milk at the reduced price; at Konsum they have both
normal and "eco-friendly" milk on this offer. Occasionally she goes to Mat
magasinet, where she buys large quantities of some products, such as a brand of
frozen vegetables that she likes. However, she does not particularly like shopping
at Matmagasinet; it looks like a warehouse and it is always too crowded. She
rarely shops in the stores in Mamas, they are a bit out of the way, and moreover,
she does not particularly like ICA Matmaster and its assortment.

The household has membership cards to ICA, Hemkop and Konsum. However, the
Konsum card is the only one that she uses. Usually she deposits money on the ac
count, which she finds convenient. The main reason for getting the cards was the
attractive interest rates and the membership special offers. She recalls that she did
deposit some money on the Hemkop card as well in the beginning. She is not
really fond of coupons and would prefer an easier way to receive membership
benefits. To deal with the household's current financial restrictions, Eva has made
some changes in the type of food she purchases and prepares. Pancakes, fish-balls,
and sausage have become more common on their menu. She also sometimes for
sakes her concern for buying environmentally friendly products, which still are
somewhat more expensive than other products. However, she would not consider
shopping more often at Matmagasinet although they have lower prices, since she
does not like their warehouse style.

Household F

"Flora", her husband, and their two small children live in a small village about
twenty kilometers south of Ludvika. Flora is currently unemployed and stays
home with the children.

Flora shops for groceries about once a week. For her, it is a nice occasion to get
out of the house. Usually, she shops on Thursdays; on Fridays, the stores are too
crowded and as she tends to keep putting it off during the week, she usually ends
up going on a Thursday. She brings a written shopping list to the store, but some
times buys additional items found on promotion in the store as well. About every
other shopping trip, she buys ingredients for meals based on a two-week meal
plan. On the other trips, she buys things they have run out of. However, she says
that she usually spends about the same amount every shopping trip.

The stores Flora uses are mainly Matmagasinet and Hemkop Mamas. Hemkop
Mamas is her preferred store, they have good quality produce and it is pleasant to
walk around in the store. Matmagasinet does not have as good quality produce, nor
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is it a very pleasant store to shop in, but the have good prices, e.g., SEK 19.90 for
diapers, which usually costs about SEK 80, and it is possible to buy in bulk, for
example, 5 kilos of flour. She estimates that she goes to Hemkop Mamas three out
of four times (during the surveyed period she did, however, mostly shop at Mat
magasinet). For a particular shopping trip, she bases her store decision on the mar
keting leaflets she receives; if Matmagasinet has many special offers on products
she is interested in, she usually shops there. She usually looks at the promotions
from Matmagasinet, ICA in general and Konsum. She says, however, that she
would do all her shopping at Hemkop Mamas if the prices were better.

Flora has a membership card to all three chains, i.e., Hemkop, ICA and Konsum.
However, she does not deposit any money on any of the cards, although she had
intended to do so on the ICA card. Although she is a Konsum member, she rarely
shops in the Konsum store, only if they have some very good special offers or if
she has forgotten to buy some staple. She thinks the store has somewhat of a
sterile atmosphere, and she has also had some bad experiences with foodstuffs she
has bought there, like moldy cheese or ham gone bad.

As she currently is unemployed, she feels that she has to keep track of expenses,
but she thinks it would be different if she had a job. She says that in general, she
does not think that the price differences between stores on most products are sig
nificant. Moreover, she prefers to pay a little more to get products she likes, like
Swedish apples or Swedish meat. Although one needs to pay more for good
quality products, she thinks it is worth the price.

Household G

"Gabriella", her husband, their two small children, and dog live in a house not far
from the area in which Anna and Barbara live. During the diary study, Gabriella
was on maternity leave, but now both she and her husband work full time.

Household G makes one major shopping trip per week, usually on Thursdays.
They take turns with the shopping; the person who leaves earlier from work to
pick up the children from the daycare center goes grocery shopping with the chil
dren. Apart from the list of things they have run out of during the week, for in
stance cereal or plastic bags, they do not bring a shopping list to the store. Most of
the purchasing decisions are made in the store, in part based on the in-store pro
motional activities. Gabriella says that she has a specific path around the store, and
on her way through the store she finds combinations for meals. Sometimes she
brings recipes, and she sees that she gets the items needed for these particular
dishes. Apart from the major shopping trips, they make a couple of fill-in trips per
week. These trips are made when they have run out of things like milk, or if the
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person responsible for making the evening meal realizes that they are out of a
needed ingredient.

The major shopping is always done at Hemkop Mamas, although it is more or less
on the other side of town from their home. This store has been their main store
ever since they moved back to Ludvika after taking their academic degrees some
ten years ago. Gabriella says that she thinks that the store has good quality fruits
and vegetables, and a good deli counter. Moreover, it has a wider assortment than
Hemkop City. Also, she used to work in the store before starting her education, so
she knows her way around the store which she says makes shopping go that much
faster. In addition, she still knows many of the persons working in the store, which
she finds nice. The fill-in purchases are usually made at Hemkop City or at a small
convenience store on the way home from work. About once a month they go to
Matmagasinet to buy dog food. While they are there, usually a small number of
other items find their way into the cart as well.

In general, she does not nonnally shop at Matmagasinet since she does not like
their big-sized packages. She does not like buying food in large quantities, since
she thinks it is a lot of work to take care of it all; to divide and pack it into usable
sizes. As for the other stores in Ludvika, she strongly disapproves of Konsum. She
finds the personnel unfriendly and that it takes "ages" at the checkouts, or if you
ask for anything. She has not been to ICA Matmaster for quite awhile, so she
really does not know what the store is like now, but before, she found the store to
be awkwardly organized and difficult to shop in.

The household has a Hemkop card on which they make monthly deposits. They
got the card as it made payments easier to handle, and also because of the rela
tively high interest rates. They sometimes use the special offers sent home to them
and also look at the special membership offers that are obtained by inserting the
card in a machine in the store. As to the other stores' marketing activities, they do
not look at the leaflets that are sent home, apart from those from ICA in which
Gabriella looks for recipes. She does not consider herself to be particularly price
sensitive, and although she knows through the price surveys published in the local
paper that Hemkop is not the store with the lowest prices, the price differences are
not large enough for her to switch stores. When she and her husband were stu
dents, they were more on the look-out for stores with good prices due to their re
stricted incomes, but their general philosophy has always been that if one needs to
prioritize, they will prioritize the food they eat.
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HouseholdH

Since the diary study, "Helena's" two grownup children have left home, and she
has moved to a smaller apartment in the same area, where she lives with her dog.
Currently, she works part-time.

Helena estimates that she shops for groceries about once a week, but she does not
have a regular day for shopping. Usually, she shops on her way to work - as she
works in the evenings, the shops are closed when she leaves work. Although she
usually writes a shopping list, she often forgets to bring it to the store. Therefore,
she often ends up buying more items than she had planned. It sometimes happens
that she will make another purchase during the week if she gets a craving for
something special. Apart from the weekly purchases, she makes a larger shopping
trip about once a month. On this shopping trip, she stocks up on staples such as
potatoes and pasta. On these shopping trips she also buys dog food.

The weekly purchase is usually made at ICA Matmaster. This is the most con
veniently located store on her way to work. Helena has no car and always walks to
work. Although Hemkop Mamas is not far from ICA Matmaster, it is located on
"the wrong side of the road," so she usually does not shop there. The larger
monthly purchase is made at Matmagasinet. When she goes there, she borrows her
daughter's car. She shops at Matmagasinet because it carries the brand of dog food
she favors. Moreover, she finds it convenient to buy the larger packages of, for ex
ample, pork chops they have there. Having bought larger packages, she does not
have to shop for food as often.

Helena thinks that all the stores in Ludvika are good and have pleasant personnel.
She does not believe that the price differences between stores are large, either.
However, she does not usually compare prices, so she says that she does not really
know what the price differences are. Helena's store choice for the weekly purchase
is purely based on convenience; if she were to move she would also change stores.
She would, however, probably continue to shop at Matmagasinet. Helena has a
membership card in Konsum which she has had for a long time, however, she sel
dom shops there as it is located on the opposite end of town. She does not go there
on the monthly shopping trips when she uses a car, since Konsum does not carry
the right brand of dog food.

In general, Helena does not look much at prices; she buys the food she has decided
on, whether or not it is on special. Although she thinks that she probably would
benefit from comparing prices more, she does not think it is worth the time and
effort. Still, she looks at the leaflets that she receives in the mail, and at the inter
view she mentions that Hemkop has her favorite brand of coffee on special. She
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was not sure, however, whether she would go to Hemkop to get the coffee. One
reason for looking in the leaflets, specifically those from ICA, are the recipes.

4.7.2 Provisioning strategies used by the households

From the short descriptions provided above it is clear that provisioning strategies
can be very different. Table 48 below contains a summary of the strategies used by
the households.

Three aspects of these provisioning strategies are considered to be of particular
interest. These are the degree of regularity in the pattern, how advertising and the
in-store environment are used in the purchase decision process for products, and,
how specific stores are incorporated into these strategies.

The first observation is that the households vary in the regularity of their grocery
shopping patterns. That is, the timing of store trips varies from being an intrinsic
part of the pattern - Barbara always making her major purchase on a Friday - or
something dependent on other aspects of the household's activities - Eva shops
when she realizes that she needs to refill the pantry. The regularity is, not unex
pectedly, more related to the major shopping trip; fill-in purchases are more usu
ally made in response to upcoming needs. The regularity of the shopping patterns
indicates the degree to which grocery shopping is routinized. For households
without a specific shopping day, the decision concerning the timing of purchases
needs to be taken for every purchase trip: "should I go to the store today or not?"

The second aspect on which the households differ is how, on the one hand, adver
tising and, on the other hand, the store, and more specifically the in-store envi
ronment, is used in the purchase-decision process, i.e., deciding what products to
buy. At one extreme are Anna and Doris who make all, or almost all, their pur
chase decisions by the kitchen table, before coming to the store. In this process,
they both rely to a great extent on the retailer's leaflets they receive in the mail.
The leaflets thus function as support tools for the process of deciding what to buy.
Cecilia and Flora also make many of the purchase decisions before shopping and
also use leaflets in the process, although they also regularly look for and buy pro
moted items they find in the store. Eva too makes a list of what to buy. However,
in contrast to the other planners, she does not mention using leaflets in the process
ofwriting the list, but mainly seem to base it on what the household has run out of.
Eva also routinely scans the whole store for interesting buys. Like Eva, Helena
writes a list of what she has run out of.
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Household
A-Anna

B -Barbara

C - Cecilia

D - Doris

E - Eva

F - Flora

G - Gabriella

H -Helena

Table 48.

Description ofprovisioning strategy
Major shopping trip once every two weeks (usually Thursdays) at
Matmagasinet. Purchases planned beforehand, marketing information used in
planning. Fill-in trips in between, at various stores, e.g., fresh fish at Konsum.

Major shopping trip every Friday at Hemkop Mamas. No planning before,
purchase decisions taken in store based on current supply, "mood," and to
some extent promotions. Some fill-in trips during the week; at the most
conveniently located store for the occasion, or, if a special item needed, at
Hemkop Mamas.

About two shopping trips a week - meal components on Thursday/ Friday 
milk, bread, fruit on Monday, Tuesday. Brings a written shopping list to the
store. Hemkop Mamas is her favorite store, but she also shops at
Matmagasinet. Decisions on what store to go to on a particular trip are based
on promotions in the leaflets. Occasionally she shops at ICA Matmaster when
they have particularly interesting promotions. In general, a fairly irregular
pattern.

Major shopping trip every week (Friday or Saturday), in general at
Matmagasinet. All purchases are planned beforehand, marketing information
used in planning. Other stores visited occasionally for purchases of promoted
items of good value or brands or products not found at Matmagasinet.

A major shopping trip "when the pantry starts looking empty," about every
two weeks, and fill-in trips in between. Major purchases made at Konsum, fill
in trips at Hemkop City on her way home from work. Brings a shopping list on
her major shopping trip, but scans the whole store for interesting special
offers. Occasional purchases at Matmagasinet, for selected items.

Usually one shopping trip per week. Mainly food items every other week to
cover a two-week meal plan. Brings a written shopping list to the store.
Hemkop Mamas is her favorite store, but she also shops at Matmagasinet and
occasionally at Konsum. Decides what store to go to based on advertising on
promotions.

One major shopping trip per week, usually on Thursdays, to Hemkop Mamas.
Little planning beforehand, purchase decisions taken in store, often based on
in-store promotions. Fill-in purchases made at the most conveniently located
store. A trip to Matmagasinet about once a month, mainly for buying dog food.

One regular shopping trip per week at the most conveniently located store,
which right now happens to be ICA Matmaster. Some planning before
shopping trips. Another shopping trip about once a week for smaller items.
Once a month she goes to Matmagasinet to buy staples, large packages of, e.g.,
meat, and dog food.

Descriptions ofthe households' provisioning strategies
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On the other extreme, one finds Barbara and Gabriella. Both of them make all or
almost all the decisions on food items in the store. As they walk around in the
store, they compose meals for the upcoming week. In this process, Gabriella often
looks at the in-store promotions. Barbara, however, is more concerned with the
quality of, e.g., meat and vegetables and what she is in the mood for, but some
times also looks for special offers on certain items, such as specific cuts of meat.
The in-store environment thus functions as a decision support tool for these
shoppers.

Concerning the leaflets that the stores send out to households, only some of the
shoppers thus use them for deciding what to buy and in some cases, where to buy.
However, most of them do look at the leaflets. Interestingly, several of the inter
viewees, including Barbara and Gabriella who did not use leaflets for price infor
mation, mention that they look through the leaflets for recipes.

Of specific interest in this study is, of course, how the households decide where to
shop. One noteworthy difference between the provisioning strategies used by the
shoppers interviewed is whether a particular store is linked to a type of purchase
trip or not. For some of the households, the store choice is given by the strategy
e.g., both Barbara and Gabriella always go to Hemk6p Mamas for the major pur
chase, and Anna always goes to Matmagasinet for the major purchase. In some of
the other households, the strategy includes a decision rule for the choice of store
for a particular trip: both Flora and Cecilia decide on the store for her shopping
trip based on the extent to which the stores have the products she wants on promo
tion. If a specific store is included in the store-choice script, it is more often related
to major shopping trips than to fill-in trips.

The different approaches used by these shoppers for choosing where to shop can
be related to the four types of store-choice tactics that are presented by Laaksonen
(1993, see page 66). The different choice tactics are, in turn, combined into provi
sioning strategies repeated over a weekly, bi-weekly or monthly period. Both
Barbara and Gabriella have a similar pattern of choice tactics with a I/O-type
choice (use of a store because of its comprehensive internal approval) for the ma
jor shopping trip and an E/O-type choice (the use of a store or a trait because of
their functional suitability within a broader daily behavioral system, i.e., con
venience) for fill-in trips. It is noteworthy that they have both used the same store
for major purchases for several years (coincidentally they both use Hemk6p
Mamas for their major purchases).

In contrast, Cecilia and Flora use a E/A-type choice (the use of a trait because of a
specific reason given by the retail environment, e.g., specific prices) for their main
purchases. Thus, even though they make the same type ofchoice for every major
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shopping trip, they use different stores based on what products are promoted by
the stores. Anna's store choice is also based on the price competition between
stores. However, in her case, this results in always using the same store. Although
she is price oriented, she does not comparison shop as she is confident that she al
ready shops in the store with the best prices. The by far most price and value con
scious person of the respondents, Doris, seem to have reached the same conclusion
as Anna, for she has shifted an increasing share of her purchases to Matmagasinet.
However, she still makes price comparisons between stores and is ready to go to
another store for promoted products that she finds especially interesting. Finally,
Helena's choice of store for her weekly purchases is based only on spatial con
venience, that is, an E/O-type choice.

A relevant question is how these aspects can be related to store loyalty, in terms of
how spending is allocated to specific stores and in terms of the correspondence
between attitudinal and behavioral preference. Starting with the issue of behavioral
preference, a reason for not concentrating purchases to a specific store is, as also
indicated by the quantitative analyses, a high degree of price comparisons across
stores. The interviews furthermore illustrate the link between comparison
shopping and how, on a more general level, decisions for purchases of grocery
items are made. Price comparisons between stores are not made on an abstract
store level, rather, they are related to the planning process for what to buy and to
specific products. This indicates that price-comparisons are only meaningful for
shoppers who make most decisions on what to buy before going shopping. If the
decision process is mainly based on the in-store environment of a specific store,
price comparisons between stores are not relevant. This reasoning fits with the ob
servation that the two shoppers who rely mainly on in-store decision-making also
mainly use the same store for their purchases. However, this is not to suggest that
those individuals who plan their purchases in detail before shopping necessarily
use many stores. Anna, for example, almost exclusively uses Matmagasinet, but
still plans her purchases beforehand in detail, whereby she can be more efficient
when in the store.

Concerning the second issue, it can be observed that both Barbara and Gabriella,
who were selected from the "intentional loyals" group, both have a provisioning
strategy in which a specific store is inherently connected to the major shopping
trip. Moreover, they base this choice on overall liking. Incidentally they both forgo
a more conveniently located store to go to their store of choice. In Engstr0ll1 and
Hartvig Larsen's terminology (1990) they have a "store map" of one store for the
major purchase trip. For Anna, who was selected from the "spurious loyals" group,
Matmagasinet also has a stable position within her household's provisioning
strategy. However, for her this decision is not based on a strong attitudinal prefer-
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ence as she thinks all stores in Ludvika are good. Rather, this choice is made on
her knowledge that she makes substantial savings by shopping there, and also on
the perceived added value of using the leA-card for payments. Flora, the second
"spurious loyal" does, however, have an attitudinal preference for a specific store,
even if during the survey period she did shop mostly in Matmagasinet. In contrast
to Barbara and Gabriella, although she has an overall preferred store, she uses a
price-related choice tactic so it is not unlikely that she could use a store other than
the one she thinks is the best for the majority ofher purchases.

A general conclusion from the interviews is that provisioning strategies are a rele
vant level of analysis for store choices. The interviews show that store choices are
not independent but related in a pattern that as a whole serve to cover the house
hold's need for groceries and related items. It is also shown that the shape of these
strategies varies, and that the roles of specific stores within the patterns vary.

4.7.3 Perceptions of the stores

The interviews also covered what the households thought about the stores that
were available to them. There were large differences in how elaborated the inter
viewees were on this issue: the answers ranged from "well they are all pretty
good" (e.g., Anna, Doris, Helena) to a detailed answer concerning what stores are
good and why, what stores are acceptable and what stores should be avoided (e.g.,
Barbara). There were also differences in how specific stores were perceived: Eva
is happy with Konsum whereas Barbara and Gabriella do not like Konsum at all.
The large variation in whether or not the stores are perceived to be different is in
line with the results from the quantitative analysis.

A specific element of the store evaluations that merits highlighting is how the
price levels of stores are perceived. Undeniably, one of the stores on the Ludvika
market, Matmagasinet, has markedly lower prices than the other stores. Although
all of the interviewed shoppers seem to be aware of this, they vary in how large
they perceive this price difference to be and in if they think the related savings are
a sufficient reason for shopping at Matmagasinet. Clearly, Anna and Doris con
sider it worthwhile to shop at Matmagasinet. On the other hand, they did not per
ceive the stores to be much different in any other way. In contrast, although Eva
thinks that she would save some money by shopping at Matmagasinet, she does
not go there often as she does not like shopping there. In general, food prices were
regarded and discussed very differently. On the one hand, Doris, who answered to
the description of a "smart-shopper," mentioned the issue of prices at several occa
sions during the interview. She also seemed to be very knowledgeable about the
prices on a large range of items. Eva, on the other hand, who also had a limited
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budget, did not seem to be able to muster the energy needed for extensive price
search activities.

These interviews only give limited ability to make inferences about why stores are
perceived so differently. Ofcourse, it can be assumed that these shoppers have dif
ferent frames of reference due to their experiences with grocery stores in general.
These differences could also be related to how they shop and how the stores are
used. For price-oriented shoppers such as Anna and Doris, prices are the main at
tribute on which stores are compared, and therefore attributes such as the layout of
the store, or the behavior of personnel, is not included in the evaluation of stores.
For example, Anna has concluded that she can find the same products in all stores
and therefore chooses the one in which she finds the best prices. Another factor
that might be interesting to relate to store perceptions is the shopper's level of in
volvement in shopping as an activity. Barbara, for instance, gave the impression of
being very involved in both shopping for food and preparing food, and therefore
the quality of the store seemed to be a much more important issue for her than it
was for the other interviewees.

4.7.4 A final comment about the interviews

There were two main purposes with the interviews: to explore the provisioning
strategies used by households and to provide in-depth descriptions relating to the
findings from the quantitative analysis. The interviews corroborate the findings
from the first part of the study, and add some further insights into how households
use grocery stores.

In line with the findings from the quantitative analyses, price orientation is an im
portant dimension in which shoppers vary and which effects their spending pat
terns. The interviews do, however, also show that price-conscious shoppers need
not exhibit a low degree of behavioralloyalty. In a market with a low-price store
such as Ludvika, they can opt to concentrate their purchases to such a store and
still feel confident that they get the best value for the money. Moreover, the inter
views also illustrate the variation found in the quantitative data material in how
households evaluate the available stores and the consequences this has for their
store-choice behavior.

An interesting tentative finding not covered by the quantitative analyses, is that
there might be a relationship between how grocery stores are used and how the
stores are chosen. Shoppers that make most purchase decisions in the store seem to
rely more heavily on the in-store environment. It is plausible that they would be
less inclined to regularly use several stores as they thereby would have to adapt
shopping and decision-making styles for each store. In contrast, for households
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making most of the purchase planning before going to the store, the store in itself
might be of lesser importance as it is only the place where a pre-specified purchase
plan is carried out. If the qualities of the store itself are less important, it is reason
able that the shopper is less likely to develop strong preferences for specific stores.
This could be an explanation to why the spurious loyals exhibited a greater degree
of planning than the intentional loyals in the analysis presented previously. For
these households, specific stores are also more likely to be exchangeable. Fur
thermore, whether or not households employ detailed planning before going to the
store is also related to the relevance of price comparisons as a basis for store
choice decisions.
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5. Conclusions
This final chapter of the thesis begins with a summary of the findings organized
along the four research objectives set up for the study. In the following sections,
the findings are discussed from a wider perspective, and some managerial impli
cations are developed. Thereafter, the limitations of the study are discussed.
Finally, suggestions for future research are presented. These suggestions pertain to
retail patronage research as well as research on customer loyalty in general.

5.1 A summary of findings
The overall purpose of this study was to explore store loyalty from a store patron
age perspective, and to examine the effects of store evaluations and shopper char
acteristics on store loyalty. Following a theoretical review, this purpose was
reformulated into four research objectives. A theoretical framework was also de
veloped for the study (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. The theoreticalframework for the study
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5.1.1 Patronage behavior

The first research objective was to investigate aspects of households' patronage
behavior and, specifically, their degree of behavioral loyalty - that is, the set of
dependent variables in the theoretical framework. The findings in this study re
vealed patterns similar to those found in many other studies: most households do
not confine their grocery shopping to one store only. However, they vary in how
many stores they use and in how these stores are used.

The degree of behavioral loyalty has been of particular interest, and in this study
this factor is seen as the share-of-purchase devoted to the primary store. As also
shown in previous studies, the households vary greatly in this respect. The average
share-of-purchase in the primary store was 64 percent, but this figure ranged from
23 percent to 100 percent. Similar findings concerning the degree of behavioral
loyalty has been found in other studies (Cunningham 1961, Desmet and Volle
1996, East, Harris, Lomax, Wilson and Perkins 1997, Olsen, Stenvinkel Nilsson
and Lind 1998). The average size of the store portfolio was four stores. Moreover,
about a third of the respondents stated that they would avoid one or more of the
stores in the market.

Although the share-of-purchase was the main measure of degree of behavioral
loyalty used in this study, the diary data allowed for the estimation of related
measures. Two such measures, share-of-visits, and Carman's measure of entropy
(Carman 1970), were estimated and compared with the share-of-purchase measure.
The three measures were highly correlated. They also behaved in much the same
way in the subsequent bivariate correlation analyses with determinants of degree
ofbehavioral loyalty. However, when comparing the two proportional measures of
behavioralloyalty, for about 25 percent of the sample, the primary store according
to the respective measure was not the same store. Thus the measures are relatively
comparable when it comes to describing the households' overall behavioral ten
dency, whereas they give a slightly different picture of the role of different stores
within the purchase pattern.

The degree of behavioral loyalty was, furthermore, related to other aspects of
patronage behavior. Store repertoire was, as could be expected, negatively corre
lated to the degree of behavioral loyalty. The degree ofbehavioral loyalty was also
negatively correlated to shopping frequency and positively correlated to variation
in shopping size. Store avoidance was somewhat related to store repertoire - store
avoiders tended to have a slightly smaller repertoire - and positively related to the
share-of-visits in the main store.
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5.1.2 Explaining behavioralloyalty, choice of primary store and store avoidance

The second research objective of this study was to explain the variance found pri
marily in degree of behavioral loyalty, but also in choice of primary store and store
avoidance. As illustrated in Figure 30, two types of variables were suggested as
explanatory variables: shopperlhousehold characteristics and evaluations of stores.

Before making these analyses, the respondents' store evaluations were examined
in more detail. One interesting finding is the significant differences between shop
pers in how they evaluate the same set of stores. As all shoppers have been evalu
ating the same stores, one could assume that their evaluations of these stores
would be fairly similar. On an aggregate level, there are also clear differences in
how the stores are evaluated, indicating a certain consistency in store evaluations.
However, both the survey and the interviews illustrate that shoppers vary greatly
over how they perceive differentiation between stores, and how individual stores
are perceived. The shoppers also vary in their preference, strong or weak, for par
ticular stores. As indicated by the theoretical framework, the manner in which
stores are perceived and evaluated is not only dependent on the stores' objective
characteristics, but also on the shoppers' expectations, their ways of evaluating
stores and in their approach to shopping. These relationships were not explicitly
investigated in this study. However, the interviews suggested that how the store
was used was linked to the way in which it was evaluated. Moreover, the level of
involvement in the food procurement process did seem to be related to the way
stores were evaluated.

Regarding degree of behavioral loyalty, both shopperlhousehold characteristics
and store characteristics contributed significantly to its explanation. Among the
shopper characteristics, two of the shopping orientation variables developed in this
study - price orientation and contact orientation - contributed significantly to the
model. The relationships are in the expected direction, since it is reasonable to ex
pect that shoppers who are more price oriented also comparison shop to a greater
extent, thereby using more stores, spreading purchases more evenly across stores
and devoting a lower share-of-purchase to the primary store. It is also reasonable
that the more the shopper values a personal contact with store personnel, the more
he or she would tend to concentrate purchases to a specific store in which he or
she has developed a relationship to the people that work there. Apart from these
two shopping orientation variables, age had a significant negative effect on degree
of loyalty. There are no straightforward explanations to this finding, but as sug
gested by East et al. (1995) younger households with higher family commitments
would tend to concentrate their grocery spending to one store as a means to simpli
fying the task of grocery shopping.
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Whether or not the respondent had an attitudinal preference for the primary store,
as derived from the store evaluation measures, had a significant impact on degree
of behavioral loyalty. Location of the primary store - in relationship to the house
hold's "residence and the nearest store (apart from the primary store) - had a sig
nificant impact on degree of behavioral loyalty as well. The closer the primary
store, the larger the share of purchases in this store. Whether or not the household
had a card in the chain to which the store belonged was related to degree of be
havioral loyalty, but only if that was the only card in the household. There was no
relationship for households that had several membership cards. In all, a relatively
modest share of variance in degree of behavioral loyalty was explained by the
variables included in the study: adjusted R2 for the complete model was .27. Yet,
in comparison to findings from previous studies (East, Hams, Willson and Lomax
1995), this constitutes an improvement in the share of explained variance.

When relating these findings to the three suggested theories of loyalty (East 1997)
presented earlier, the "resource constraints" view on behavioral loyalty was not
supported by the findings presented here. In contrast, the findings are in line with
the "non-shopping lifestyle"-theory, in that the price orientation factor has a sig
nificant negative effect on the degree of behavioral loyalty. A question that arises,
however, is whether this should be interpreted as "absence of price orientation
leads to a higher degree of behavioral loyalty," or "presence of price orientation
leads to a lower degree of behavioral loyalty" which does not necessarily mean the
same thing. It can be argued that it seems more appropriate to see the "shopping
lifestyle" as the determinant with a negative effect on degree of behavioral loyalty,
rather than to view the absence of such an approach to shopping as the determinant
of a high degree of behavioral loyalty.

Concerning the discretionary view ofloyalty, the idea that households with appro
priate resources prefer one-stop shopping and thus concentrate purchases to a
larger out-of-town store, was not reflected in this study. However, this might be
due to the market structure, with no out-of-town hypermarkets or superstores in
the studied area. On the other hand, the findings from the study imply that house
holds with a high degree of behavioral loyalty behave in this way out of choice, in
that they are in general more contact-prone, and thus are more interested in visit
ing the same store, and seeing the same personnel, more frequently. Moreover, if
the shopper has a relative preference for the store in which most purchases are
made, this has a significant positive impact on the degree ofbehavioral loyalty.

In addition to the first set of regression analyses in which the households' general
tendency to be behaviorally loyal was the dependent variable, store-level analyses
were also run. In these analyses, the share-of-purchase of all customers having
used the specific store during the period was the dependent variable. These ana
lyses revealed that shopper characteristics did have an effect on the share-of-
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purchase in four of the store models. However, the pattern of what shopping
orientation dimensions were important, and the direction of the effect varied. The
price-orientation factor had a significant negative effect for three of the stores. For
Matmagasinet, the store with the low-price profile, price orientation did not have
an effect on the share-of-purchase households devoted in the store, which is rea
sonable taking into consideration that price-oriented consumers making store
comparisons would find it to be the cheapest store. Whether or not customers at
Matmagasinet spend a small or large share in this store is thus not contingent on
whether they are more or less price-oriented. One of the interviewees is an exam
ple of an extremely price-oriented consumer who has shifted a large percent of
purchases to this particular store. Instead, a high share of purchase at Mat
magasinet was associated with a high degree of planning.

In the store-level analyses, it was also shown that relative evaluations had a mark
edly higher effect on the degree of behavioral loyalty than evaluations per se, sup
porting Dick and Basu's (1994) contention that relative attitudes are more
appropriate for explaining choice behavior. Finally, whether or not the household
had a card only for the chain related to the specific store was related to share-of
purchase for two stores, Konsum and ICA Matmaster. One likely explanation as to
why card ownership had a marked effect on the Konsum customers is that the
Konsum program was the only one with a bonus scheme connected to the card.
But the effect might also be attributed to the fact that there was only one store be
longing to the Konsum chain in the Ludvika market and membership offers could
thus only be obtained at this particular store. However, the effect of cards for the
ICA Matmiister, which is one of two stores in which the ICA card can be used,
suggests that the latter explanation could be ofminor importance.

In the next section of the analyses, the question of what explains the choice of
primary store was investigated. More specifically, two factors were studied, the
evaluation of store, and the location of the store. The analyses showed that there
were a large number of households for which the primary store was not the same
as the store to which they gave the highest rating. This suggested that there is, for
some households, a certain mismatch between attitudes and behavior. For about a
third of the households the primary store was the store located closest to the
household residence. For some households, there seemed to be a trade-off between
location and overall store preference, but there were also households for whom the
primary store was neither the attitudinally most preferred nor the most con
veniently located store. These shoppers were slightly more price-oriented than
other shoppers, and halfof them had Matmagasinet as their primary store.

Finally, determinants of store avoidance were investigated. Again, the shopping
orientation dimensions were found to contribute to the explanation of whether or
not the respondent would avoid stores. Store "avoiders" had a lower degree of
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price orientation, a higher degree of contact orientation, and a lower score on the
indifference factor, indicating that they to a larger extent perceived differences
between stores. Moreover, store "avoiders" tended to be somewhat younger. How
ever, the explanatory power of these shopper characteristics in a logistic regression
model was low. When analyzing the open-ended questions concerning store
avoidance, it was shown that there were several categories of reasons for avoiding
stores. This could be one explanation for the difficulties in explaining a general
"store-avoidance tendency."

5.1.3 Comparing "intentional" vs. "spurious" loyals

The third research objective was to compare the characteristics of "intentional"
and "spurious" loyals. As previous analyses on choice of primary store had indi
cated a mismatch between attitudinal and behavioral preference for a relatively
large group of shoppers, it was considered relevant to carry out such a comparison.
For this purpose, the households were categorized into four loyalty categories
based on Dick and Basu's (1994) classification matrix.

A comparison of the four categories on shopper/household characteristics indi
cated differences concerning their shopping orientations that were intuitively ap
pealing. The "intentional" loyals were the least price oriented, whereas the "latent"
loyals were the most price oriented. The "intentional" loyals were also the most
contact oriented whereas the non-Ioyals were the least contact oriented. Moreover,
the "intentional" loyals had a low average score on the indifference factor,
whereas the "spurious" loyals had a relatively high average score on this factor.

However, although being in the expected directions, the differences between
"intentional" and "spurious" loyals on the shopping orientation variables were
fairly small, and not statistically significant. In a logistic regression, the planning
behavior factor was the only variable that significantly contributed to the explana
tion of whether or not households were intentional or spurious loyals. Shoppers
with a high degree of planning behavior were more likely to be "spurious" loyals.
The lack of significant differences could be due to that the groups were not dis
tinctly separated; the categorization was, in a manner of speaking, forced on the
data set. Another reason could be that factors that would explain the difference
between the categories, and specifically, factors that would explain why some
shoppers have a high preference for a particular store, were not included in the
study.

5.1.4 Exploring provisioning strategies

The fourth research objective was to explore households' provisioning strategies
for groceries. Eight households were selected from the first data collection and in
terviewed about their shopping habits and store choices. To obtain a large
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variation in the behavior of the households, they were chosen on the basis of the
loyalty categorization in the previous stage of the analyses. The interviews illus
trated the rich variation in how households organize the task of provisioning.
Three aspects of these strategies were specifically highlighted. First of all, the
households varied in the regularity of timing of shopping trips, which could be
seen as an indicator of the extent to which their shopping patterns were routinized.
Secondly, the households varied in how advertising vs. the in-store environment
were used in the decision making process for what to buy. Some households made
most of their purchase planning before going shopping, in many cases based on
the promotional material from the stores. In contrast, there were also households
that took almost all purchase decisions in the store, using the store itself as a de
cision support tool.

The third, and most important, issue from a store-choice perspective concerns how
specific stores were incorporated into the provisioning strategies. Basically, the
difference between the households was over whether a specific store was prede
termined for a particular type of shopping trip or whether the strategy included a
decision rule for how to choose, at each shopping occasion, between two or more
alternatives. This might seem as a trivial observation, but it is really an essential
aspect of store choice behavior, not often focused upon. If a particular store is pre
determined by the strategy, the household is not likely to respond to any marketing
activities, whereas if a decision, albeit based on a choice heuristic, is made at each
shopping occasion, retailers stand a much larger chance of influencing consumers'
store-choice behavior.

The more intriguing question is how these different patterns arise. The interviews
suggest that this in part could be related to how the store was used in the provi
sioning process. For the households that to a great extent took their purchase deci
sions in the store, and also used it a support tool for meal planning, specific stores
had more central positions within the provisioning strategies. In contrast, for the
households that made most of the purchase planning by the kitchen table, the store
itself seemed to be of somewhat less importance. As a consequence these shop
pers' involvement in the store as such might be lower and this could also explain
why they perceive small or no differences between stores. A large extent of plan
ning also allows for more meaningful price comparisons across stores, since the
shopper compiles a list of products for which price comparisons are relevant. For
households that make most purchase decisions in the store, there are perhaps no
particular products to which specific price comparisons before the shopping trip
can be related.
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5.2 Discussion
There is currently a strong emphasis within marketing theory and practice on cus
tomer loyalty and the idea that firms should gain the loyalty of their customers, or
more specifically, the loyalty of "the right" customers. The focus within this line
of thought is on companies' abilities to increase their customers' loyalty and how
they should go about achieving this goal. But to what extent is it possible to make
customers more loyal, and what are the assumptions about consumer behavior on
which this view of customer loyalty is built?

One assumption implicit in much of the current literature on customer loyalty is
that most customers have, or can be induced to form, strong preferences for spe
cific products, stores, airlines, restaurants, etc., and that these preferences will lead
to a high degree of behavioral loyalty. This assumption presupposes that buyers of
these products or services are likely to be very involved in the product or service
category and very concerned about the particular outcome of using the product or
service in question. It also presupposes that consumers perceive large differences
between service providers or brands, and base their purchasing decisions mainly
on these differences. This would mean that there are clear variations between of
fers in their possibility to satisfy customers, and most consumers will find that a
particular store or brand satisfies his or her needs distinctly better than alternative
stores or brands and will consequently use this store or brand only.

Studies on store usage behavior and brand usage behavior for many categories of
branded goods have, however, repeatedly shown that undivided behavioralloyalty
to a store or a brand is the exception rather than the rule (Dowling and Uncles
1997). In a previous study, even highly satisfied grocery store customers were not
undividedly loyal to the focal store (Magi 1995). This indicates that no matter
what the firm does, most customers will not become wholly behaviorally loyal as
there are other factors that drive their store or brand choice behavior. Most cus
tomers have store usage patterns that include two or more stores; if the attractive
ness of the store was the only determinant of this usage pattern, why do not
consumers simply exclusively use the one they like best? It is likely that for many
products or services a large share of customers find that many providers perform
on the same, satisfying, level, and choices between different providers might be
due to situational factors, convenience, or variety-seeking behavior.

An issue related to the question on assumptions behind the current view of loyalty
is that despite considerable research efforts which date back several decades, there
is still confusion surrounding the concept of "loyalty" itself. There is no general
definition, and to an even lesser degree, a generally accepted measurement of the
concept. After a thorough examination of the literature, it can be argued that it is
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better to acknowledge that "loyalty" as used in marketing is a notion with several
referents, and that a search for the definition of "customer loyalty" is not fruitful.
Rather than trying to reconcile all the different views on what dimensions should
be included in "loyalty," and to develop a definition and measure matching such
an attempted synthesis, a more fertile approach is to select dimensions that reflect
the empirical issue to be studied.

Taking households' tendencies to use several stores as a starting point, the focus of
interest in this study has been on how households spread their purchases across
stores, and in what way evaluations of specific stores as well as shopper charac
teristics affect this behavior. Therefore, the degree ofbehavioralloyalty was found
to be a relevant phenomenon to study. This dimension is not frequently accounted
for in current studies of how customer satisfaction and/or perceived quality affects
customer loyalty, because most studies use a measure of behavioral intentions as
measurement of "loyalty." As a rule, such measures are of a more indistinct na
ture, and do not, in most cases, reflect variation in actual consumer behavior, such
as breadth of the consumer's usage portfolio within the category.

The most important finding of this study is that when it comes to how households
divide their purchases across stores, it is not only the store itself and its qualifica
tions that determine the extent to which the store will be used. Instead, the degree
of behavioralloyalty, both regarding a household's overall behavioral pattern and
regarding usage of a specific store within the pattern, is also affected by specific
shopper characteristics. This means that a firm's possibilities to increase the be
havioral loyalty of its customers are limited by whether a high degree of be
havioralloyalty is in line with general approach to grocery shopping preferred by
the specific customer. For example, for customers who regard price comparisons
and the use of several competitors as an important part of the purchasing process,
there is no reason to stick to one competitor.

The findings from the study do, however, suggest that the type of customer evoked
by the literature on customer loyalty exists. Even for grocery stores, which some
times are thought to be a rather homogeneous service with no important dif
ferences between stores (apart from location), there are consumers who find the
choice of a particular store an important aspect of their store patronage behavior,
and cannot consider using any alternatives. But how common are these customers?
Although it is difficult to pin-down exactly what customers match the description
of the "intentional" loyal, a difficulty evidenced by the attempt to categorize cus
tomers made in this study, the findings suggest that a minority of shoppers fit this
description.
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In short, the argument put forth here is that the assumptions about consumer be
havior on which the customer loyalty literature is based need to be made explicit
and evaluated. The findings in this study suggest that being "loyal," defined as a
strong commitment to use a particular store, is not a typical way for grocery shop
pers to relate to the stores they use. One cannot assume that consumers in general
form such strong preferences for particular stores that these preferences become
the only determinant of patronage behavior. On the contrary: findings from the
study indicate that factors other than the store itself and how it is evaluated also
determine overall patronage behavior. However, differences between consumers
need to be taken into account; for one segment of consumers, the assumptions
about a high level of involvement in grocery shopping, and strong preferences for
specific stores, seem to be valid.

Finally, the managerial perspective taken on loyalty in this study deserves com
ment. In the introduction of this text, several benefits of customer loyalty as seen
from the company perspective were presented (Reichheld and Sasser 1990). But is
it necessarily beneficial for consumers to be loyal to a firm, both in terms of stay
ing with a company over time, and in concentrating purchases to a specific store?
One suggested benefit for consumers is that a high degree of loyalty ensures a
more personalized service. But little is known about the extent to which consumers
value such a benefit. A downside of loyalty from a consumer perspective is that a
high degree ofloyalty limits the possibilities for making price comparisons and for
taking advantage of competitive activities of stores. Would the relatively large
number of consumers that currently use several stores be better off if using only
one store? Since these consumers use several stores out of choice, the answer to
this is probably no. It is likely that many consumers see benefits in regularly using
several suppliers, rather than confining their purchases to one store.

5.3 Managerial implications

"Buying repurchase is possible, but you have to earn loyalty" 
Idealistic Approach

"If someone has taught penguins how to play table tennis, it cannot be
impossible to teach your customers to behave in the way you want" 
Business Approach

"Ifyou want loyalty, get a dog" - Pessimistic Approach

Sopanen begins her report on loyalty schemes in retailing with the above quota
tions that capture the different views on customer loyalty reflected in marketing
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literature and marketing practice (Sopanen 1996). In the rhetoric of customer loy
alty, and in much of the theoretical work in the area, the idealistic approach seems
prevalent in that it is believed that customers can become, and often are, "truly"
loyal according to the semantic meaning of the word. At the same time, retailers'
(and other firms') extensive use ofloyalty programs is more in line with the busi
ness approach, in that different types of reward systems are assumed to be both
necessary and sufficient for inducing customer behavioral loyalty. In a sense, this
indicates that business people do not trust the possibility that customers might
actually develop deep-felt loyalty for a store, brand, or service provider. Finally,
the "pessimistic" approach has to some extent been the point of departure for this
study. For many products and services, many consumers are not likely to be truly
loyal to one specific provider, and obtaining such loyalty from the majority of
customers is an unrealistic goal for companies. The results from the empirical
study supports this contention: many consumers prefer to use several stores, and
only a minor share of customers answer to the description of "truly" loyal cus
tomers proposed by marketing theory and popular management literature.

If the "pessimistic" approach is the most realistic, this view should be taken into
account by companies for which increasing customer loyalty is a top priority. If
previous marketing activities were largely based on the assumption that all con
sumers are fickle and easily swayed by for example promotions, now there is a
shift to the assumption that consumers in general are "loyalty" prone. It seems to
be believed that it is just a matter of "doing the right thing" to earn the loyalty of
one's customers. However, much like how the effects of promotions on con
sumers' store choices have often been overestimated by retailers (Urbany, Dickon
and Kalapurakal 1996), it is possible that the effects of measures taken for in
creasing customer loyalty on both customer behavior and financial gains will be
overestimated as well. This is not to say that efforts such as customer satisfaction
programs should be advised against, but caution should be taken in setting too
high expectations for them. It is important to set realistic goals for the level of be
havioralloyalty that can be reached.

Taking into consideration that differences exist among customers also suggests
that the somewhat dated assumption that customers are price sensitive and respond
to price-related marketing activities should not be altogether dismissed. In line
with the increasing emphasis on relationship marketing, the usefulness of mass
communicated promotions is sometimes questioned. The effectiveness of these
measures on consumers' store choice has also been rather difficult to estimate, as
the sales increases for promoted items can be explained by in-store decision mak
ing as well as by increased store traffic. However, this study suggests that there is
a segment of customers who use leaflets extensively, and also use promotions in
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their store-choice process. Although a decrease in mass-marketing activities might
be warranted, it should be kept in mind that they do affect the behavior of a sub
stantial segment of grocery shoppers.

A narrow-minded focus on customer loyalty and relationship marketing also
threatens to conceal the fact that retailing to a large extent is a volume-based busi
ness. As many of the costs of running a store are fixed, not only profitability per
customer, but also the gross margin in absolute figures, affect the overall profit
ability of the store. If a store focused on the patronage of customers that exhibit, or
are likely to develop, a high degree of behavioral loyalty, and if this customer
group is relatively small, the total sales volume might end up being too small to
cover the fixed costs of operating the store. Dowling and Uncles (1997) note that
100 percent loyal buyers tend to be light buyers. Moreover, whether or not a cus
tomer contributes to the profitability of a store, is not only dependent on how
much he or she spends, but also on the margins on the products that this customer
buys.

How effective are loyalty programs? Can consumers really be taught to behave
loyally? As emphasized earlier, due to the cross-sectional design of this study, the
findings concerning the effects of program memberships on degree of behavioral
loyalty should be interpreted with care. However, one noteworthy observation is
that identified differences between card-holders and non-card holders concerning
the degree of behavioral loyalty only concern households with one card. For
households with more than one card, there is no relationship between the owner
ship of cards and the degree of behavioral loyalty. This is important as it cannot be
assumed that most customers enroll in one program only: among the households in
this study having enrolled in a customer membership program, there were more
households that had two or more cards than households with one card. These
findings underscore the importance of being aware of and investigating house
holds' "membership portfolios." This factor should also be taken into account
when retailers assess their customer portfolios.

Although the findings suggest that only a minority of customers are "truly" loyal
in the sense that they devote a high share-of-spending to a store for which they
have strong preferences, they do exist, and their attitudes and behaviors should be
of particular interest for retailers. These customers seem to be more involved in
grocery stores in general and they are therefore more prone to come up with sug
gestions and comments for the store. Moreover, as these customers seem more
sensitive in how they evaluate different offers, their more pronounced attitudes
might to some extent reflect more subtle differences in store evaluations for the
greater majority of consumers.
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Finally, an aspect included in this study, seldom focused upon in patronage re
search, is store avoidance. Although a limited share of respondents, about a third,
indicated that there were stores they would avoid, the fact that stores are avoided,
some stores more than others, makes it an important aspect of study. For example,
for stores that are claimed to be avoided by more than 10 percent of the house
holds in the catchment area, it is worthwhile to examine whether systematic rea
sons exist for them to do so. Thus, data on store-avoidance reasons could be
helpful in a troubleshooting process. Since such data is collected from consumers
who are not customers of the particular store and thus usually do not participate in
regular customer surveys, it would also constitute a valuable complement to more
traditional market research data.

5.4 Limitations of the study
As with most studies, there are certain limitations associated with this study that
affect the generalizability of the findings or could constitute threats to the validity
of the findings. In this section, some limitations that are due to how the study was
implemented are discussed, as well as limitations that are related to aspects that
were not taken into account by the study.

In the beginning of chapter 3, it was argued that for the purpose of this study, an
important aspect was to have a design in which all respondents were facing the
same choice objects. The choice of a single market does, however, also entail a
certain limitation on the study in that the sample strictly speaking is only repre
sentative for a specific market. Store choice patterns are contingent on what stores,
or store formats, are available to the households. Therefore, households that meet
another supply structure, e.g., only the choice between two competing stores,
would behave differently.

Nevertheless, the choices open to the Ludvika households were judged to be simi
lar to those found in many other places, in that there was several stores with simi
lar offers to choose from. There is no reason to believe that households with a
similar range of stores to choose from would behave much differently than the
Ludvika panel. This contention is supported through comparisons with similar
studies (Desmet and Volle 1996, Olsen, Stenvinkel Nilsson and Lind 1998). The
close correspondence of the findings from this study with findings from other
studies, concerning patronage behavior and degree of behavioral loyalty, suggests
that the behavior observed here is fairly typical.

A single market design also means that the types of store encountered by the re
spondents in this study may not be representative for the market conditions en
countered in other areas, and consequently the effect of store perceptions on
behavior could vary. The extent to which stores are perceived to be different
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would reasonably vary when the factual differences between stores would be
larger or smaller. As no comparable studies with a different set of store formats are
available, the findings on the effects of store characteristics on behavior should be
interpreted carefully.

Another restriction caused by the diary data collection approach was the relatively
limited time frame, four weeks, during which store-choice data was recorded. Al
though this time frame was considered to be necessary for limiting the amount of
respondent effort required for participating in the study, it is acknowledged that
the limited time frame affects the reliability of the measures of patronage dimen
sions used. With a limited time frame, irregular behavior has a greater impact on
the measures used in the study.

Concerning the store evaluation measures used in this study, it should be noted
that only a measure of overall evaluation was used. This approach does not ac
knowledge any variation in how different dimensions of the stores' offers might be
evaluated. Although the dimensions were highly correlated, as indicated by the
high alpha values for the summated variables, a more detailed analysis on the ef
fects of the evaluations of specific components such as the store's price profile
should improve the validity of the results. However, since reliable measures of
each store attribute for each store would necessitate a substantial increase in the
length of the questionnaire, it was decided to only take overall evaluations into ac
count.

Another aspect of the measures of store evaluation that should be considered is the
use of difference scores for estimating the measure of relative attitudes. This ap
proach assumes a specific arithmetic for how relative attitudes are formed that
might deviate from how consumers actually compare stores and develop relative
attitudes. However, the derived measure of relative attitudes did perform in the
expected way, which supports the chosen approach.

A final aspect that should be considered is that the questionnaire is restricted to
measuring the opinions and attitudes of one respondent within the household,
whereas behavior was measured on the household level as it was argued that gro
cery shopping behavior is most appropriately viewed on the household level. Here,
the opinions of the main shopper are seen as a proxy for the household's opinions,
and their shared view on how to shop and what stores are appropriate for the
households' needs. If individuals within the same household have fairly different
views on these issues, and also share the task of grocery shopping equally, such
differences would imply that the household-level behavior cannot be adequately
explained by the answers of one person. However, as the respondents to the ques
tionnaire made all, or a dominant share of purchases in about 80 percent of the
surveyed households, this objection was not considered crucial. Moreover, house-
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holds in which the respondent made less than half of the purchases were excluded
from the analyses in which shopper characteristics were used.

5.5 Future research

5.5.1 Research issues related to store loyalty and store patronage

On the basis of the findings in this study, three areas that would be fruitful avenues
for future research endeavors within retail patronage research will be offered.

The first issue is the topic of shopping orientations. Although the notion of shop
ping orientations has been a part of the patronage and consumer behavior literature
since Stone (1954), it has not been extensively used in research and theory de
velopment. The findings from this study suggest that "shopping orientation" is a
useful concept that encapsulates consumers' motivations on how to shop and how
to use the stores available to them. Therefore, a continued look at shopping orien
tations and how they relate to store choice patterns is encouraged. For this pur
pose, a key undertaking would be to examine in a more in-depth manner the
content of these dimensions and to develop more refined measurement scales than
those used in this study. Specifically, the planning behavior factor is, judging by
the interview material, a more complex dimension.

The theoretical framework indicated that evaluations of stores are affected by
household and shopper characteristics, that is, how stores are perceived is a func
tion of the perceivers. Although there are, on the aggregate level, similarities con
cerning how the households in Ludvika regard the stores available to them, there
are differences in how the stores are ranked and in just how different the stores are
perceived to be. An important research undertaking is to examine why stores are
perceived so differently and how consumers develop their frames of reference.

Finally, a suggested area for future research is on households' provisioning strate
gies. The exploratory analyses in this study suggest that it is fruitful to analyze
patronage behavior on a higher level than store choices, per se. Thereby, the
interrelatedness between different choices is taken into account. An interesting
question is how store-choice tactics are developed. For example, why do some
households select one specific store for major purchases, whereas others use a
larger portfolio of stores? One approach for studying the development of store
choice tactics is through in-depth studies ofhouseholds that have relocated and are
in the process of applying their way of shopping to a new set of stores. Another
aspect of provisioning strategies is in the planning process, specifically how
households that employ a high degree of planning use marketing material from the
stores in this process. The interviews indicate that some households do use tools
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such as leaflets when making their purchase lists, as well as in deciding what
store/s to visit.

5.5.2 Research issues related to research on loyalty in general

Although this study has focused on loyalty to grocery stores, the literature review
and the findings from the study have evoked research questions concerning cus
tomer loyalty in general. Specifically, there are three areas suggested for further
research.

The first issue concerns consumers' usage portfolios. As shown in this study, con
sumers vary greatly in how many stores they use. Similar patterns have been found
for branded consumer goods as well, and it is likely that the same pattern would be
found for some categories of service providers. A research question that would
need further scrutiny is why consumers' brand or service portfolios differ.

Developing knowledge of consumers' brand, store, or service provider portfolios,
would be obtained by investigating the relative evaluations of objects included in
the choice set, as well as evaluations of the objects excluded from the choice set.
Current research on perceived service quality and customer satisfaction is usually
based on the evaluation of, or satisfaction with, the focal object. Such an approach
does not take into account that some customers are equally satisfied with a number
of stores or brands, whereas others have strong preferences for certain brands.
Looking at all the brands a consumer is familiar with is in line with earlier work
on brand loyalty, e.g., the ideas put forward by Jacoby (1971).

Finally, as argued above, general research on customer loyalty would benefit from
taking shopper characteristics explicitly into account. An important area for further
investigation is to examine why some customers are more likely to develop bonds
with different types of service and product providers. There might be consumers
that are more "relationship-prone" than others, and thus more likely to respond
more positively to relationship-marketing practices.
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Appendix 1 - the questionnaire (translated version)

In the first part of this questionnaire we would like to ask some questions about what you
think about the stores in Ludvika. It is important that you try to answer all questions. There
are no right or wrong answers, it is your opinion that matters!

1. Is there any store in Ludvika that is better than the other stores on any of the
following parts?

Concerning opening hours ...
Concerning the quality of fruits
and vegetables...
Concerning the orderliness of the
store ...
Concerning the quality of fresh
produce ...
Concerning the variety of
goods ...

Concerning the price level '"
Concerning how personnel treat
customers ...

Concerning special price offers ...

...there are no
real differences
between the
stores in
Ludvika

... is better than other stores 0 (1)

... is better than other stores 0 (2)

•.. is better than other stores 0 (3)

... is better than other stores 0 (4)

. .. is better than other stores 0 (5)

... is better than other stores 0 (6)

...is better than other stores 0 (7)

... is better than other stores 0 (8)

In this section we ask you to evaluate the stores you are familiar with. The following pages will

feature a number of statements about the major stores in Ludvika. Mark the number that

corresponds to your opinion. Answer the questions for all the stores you are familiar with,

including the stores that you currently do not shop in. If you are not familiar with a particular

store, please indicate that and continue to the questions about the next store.

2. ICA Matmiister... o I am not familiar with this store (continue to question 3) (9)

strongly strongly
disagree agree

· .. is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (10)

·.. carries high-quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (11 )

...carries high-quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (12)

...gives value for the money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (13)

·..is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (14)

·..has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (15)

· .. is clean and neat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (16)

·..has a spacious layout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (17)

·..has a good variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (18)

· ..has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (19)
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3. Hemkop city... o I am not familiar with this store (continue to question 4) (20)

strongly strongly
disagree agree

· . .is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (21)

· .. carries high-quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (22)

...carries high-quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (23)

... gives value for the money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (24)

· . .is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (25)

...has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (26)

· . .is clean and neat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (27)

· ..has a spacious layout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (28)

...has a good variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (29)

...has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (30)

4. Hemkop Marnas... D I am not familiar with this store (continue to question 5) (31)

strongly strongly
disagree agree

· . .is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (32)

· .. carries high-quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (33)

... carries high-quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (34)

...gives value for the money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (35)

· . .is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (36)

· ..has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (37)

·. .is clean and neat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (38)

...has a spacious layout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (39)

...has a good variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (40)

...has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (41)

5. Konsum extra ... D I am not familiar with this store (continue to question 6) (42)

strongly strongly
disagree agree

... is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (43)

· .. carries high-quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (44)

... carries high-quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (45)

...gives value for the money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (46)

· . .is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (47)

...has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (48)

· . .is clean and neat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (49)

...has a spacious layout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (50)

...has a good variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (51)

· ..has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (52)
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6. Matmagasinet... o I am not familiar with this store (continue to question 7) (53)

strongly strongly
disagree agree

· .. is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (54)

... carries high-quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (55)

... carries high-quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (56)

· .. gives value for the money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (57)

· . .is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (58)

...has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (59)

· .. is clean and neat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (60)

...has a spacious layout I 2 3 4 5 6 7 (61)

...has a good variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (62)

· ..has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (63)

7. Do you regularly shop in any store other than the stores listed above? Ifso, we would
like you to evaluate that store as well. Ifnot, please continue to question 8.

Store

strongly strongly
disagree agree

· .. is overall a very good store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (64)

· .. carries high quality fresh produce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (65)

...carries high quality fruits and vegetables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (66)

...gives value for money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (67)

.. .is well organized 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (68)

...has nice personnel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (69)

· .. is clean and proper 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (70)

...has a spacious layout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (71)

...has a good assortment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (72)

...has high availability of staff for handling queries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (73)

8. Is there any store which you consider to be your "main store," that is, a store in
which you know your way around and make a major share ofyour purchases?

Yes 0 is my main store

No 0 -7 (continue to question 11)
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9. Ifyou answered yes to the previous question, is the main store the closest store to your home?

Yes Q

No Q -7 (continue to question 11) (75)

10. Imagine that you moved and that your current main store would no longer be the store

closest to your home. Would you still shop in this store, even if...

Yes, very Yes, Doubt· No, not No, not
likely likely fully likely at all

likely

it takes you 5 more minutes to get to this Q Q Q Q Q (76)

store as compared to getting to the store
which is now closest?

it takes you 10 more minutes to get to this Q Q 0 0 0 (n)

store as compared to getting to the store
which is now closest?

it takes you 15 more minutes to get to this Q 0 0 0 (78)

store as compared to getting to the store
which is now closest?

it takes you 20 more minutes to get to this 0 Q 0 0 0 (79)

store as compared to getting to the store
which is now closest?

11. Imagine a situation in which all stores in Ludvika are the same as they are
now, but are all located in the same place. It would thus be as easy for you to get
to all stores. Everything else - personnel, price level, and assortment - would be
exactly as it is today. Are there any stores you would absolutely not shop in even if
they had the same location as the other stores?

Yes, I would not shop in ...

ICA Matmaster 0 (80)
Hemkop City 0 (81)
Hemkop Mamas Q (82)
No, there are no stores I would avoid

Konsum Extra
Matmagasinet

0(85)

o
o

(83)
(84)

Ifyou answered yes to the above question, why would you avoid this store/these stores?
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12. Following are some general questions about your household's shopping behavior.
We ask you to indicate the extent to which you agree/ disagree to the following
statements.

strongly strongly
disagree agree

The stores in Ludvika have the same variety of goods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (86)

We do a major purchase about once a month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (87)

I shop in the store which has the best offers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (88)

I think it is important to have personal contact with the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (89)

store's staff
I think all grocery stores in Ludvika are the same 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (90)

I think it is important that shopping takes little time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (91)

One profits from comparing prices between stores 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (92)

We plan our purchases for a week at a time or a longer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (93)

period
I think it is important that the store personnel recognizes 2 3 4 5 6 7 (94)

me

13. How often or seldom do you do any ofthe following?

never always

I use coupons when possible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (95)

I bring a written shopping list to the store 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (96)

I read the stores' advertisements in the newspaper 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (97)

I read the ad leaflets sent to my home I 2 3 4 5 6 7 (98)

14. How large share ofthe household's grocery purchase do you make?

I do all of the household's grocery shopping

I do the largest part of the household's grocery shopping

I do about half of the household's grocery shopping
I do a minor share of the household's grocery shopping

o
o
o
o (99)

In the final part ofthe questionnaire, we would like to ask some questions about
yourselfandyour household.

15. How many persons are in the household?

We are __ person/s, ofwhich __ are children under the age of 18.
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16. How large is your household's total monthly income before taxes (incl. housing
allowance, unemployment benefits, parents' allowance, child benefits, etc.)?

less than 10 000 SEK
10000 - 14900 SEK
15000 - 19900 SEK
20 000 - 24 900 SEK
25 000 - 29 900 SEK

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

30 000 - 34 900 SEK
35 000 - 39 900 SEK
40 000 - 44 900 SEK
45 000 - 49 900 SEK
50 000 SEK or more

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q (102)

17. Do you/your household have any membership cards for any grocery chains? Ifso, do
you deposit money on that card/any ofthose cards?

Hemkop-card 0 (103) Yes, we deposit money on that card
leA-card 0 (105) Yes, we deposit money on that card
Konsum-card 0 (107) Yes, we deposit money on that card
Vivo-card 0 (109) Yes, we deposit money on that card
Other card: Yes, we deposit money on that card

0 (111)

o (104)

o (106)

o (108)

o (110)

o (112)

18. Do you go grocery shopping by car?

Yes, always Q

Yes, sometimes Q

No, never Q

We do not have a car at the moment Q (113)

19. How old are you?

___ years old (114)

20. Are you ... ?

female
male

Q

Q (115)

21. Next pagefeatures a map ofLudvika. We ask you to indicate with an X on the map your place of
residence. Ifyou live outside the map, please indicate the direction in which you live with an arrow
on that side ofthe map

That was the last question.
Thankyouforyourcooperanon!
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Appendix 2 - Additional tables

n mean std. dev.
The stores in Ludvika have the same variety of goods 351 4.41 1.58
We do a major purchase about once a month 354 3.27 2.30
I shop in the store which has the best offers 355 3.16 2.12
I think it is important to have personal contact with the 360 5.04 1.73
store's staff
I think all grocery stores in Ludvika are the same 356 2.96 1.78
I think it is important that shopping takes little time 357 5.25 1.72
One profits from comparing prices between stores 355 5.15 1.89
We plan our purchases for a week at a time or a longer 359 3.33 2.33
period
I think it is important that the store personnel recognizes 361 4.24 2.12
me
I use coupons when possible 365 4.98 1.89
I bring a written shopping list 364 5.38 1.90
I read the stores' advertisements in the newspaper 364 4.78 2.06
I read the ad leaflets sent to my home 365 5.29 1.95

Table 49. Descriptive data - items on shopping attitudes and behaviors.

1.One profits from comparing prices
between stores
2.1 shop in the store which has the best
offers
3.1 read the ad leaflets sent to my
home
4.1 read the stores' advertisements in
the newspaper
5.1 use coupons when possible

6.1 think it is important to have
personal contact with the store's staff
7.1 think it is important that the store
personnel recognizes me
8.The stores in Ludvika have the same
variety of goods
9.1 think all grocery stores in Ludvika
are the same
10.1 think it is important that shopping
takes little time
l1.We do a major purchase about
once a month
12.We plan our purchases for a week
at a time or a longer period

Price
.76

.70

.78

.72

.66

Component
Contact Indifference Planning

-.26

.25

.29

.38 .20

.85

.87

.73

.81

.56

.79

.83

Table 50. Factor solution for the full sample. Missing values (in cases with no
more than 2 missing values) are replaced with means, n=358.
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Primary store according to "share-of-visits"
rCA Hemkop Hemkop Konsum Mat- Other

Matrnlister Mamas City rnagasinet store
Primary store rCA 35 1 3 4
according to Matmaster 10.4% .3% .9% 1.2%
"share-of- Hemkop 4 61 2 1 2 5
purchase" Mamas 1.2% 18.0% .6% .3% .6% 1.5%

Hemkiip 1 36 1 5
City .3% 10.7% .3% 1.5%
Konsum 1 52% 1 2

.3% 15.4% .3% .6%
Mat- 6 5 10 7 72 7
magasinet 1.8% 1.5% 3.0% 2.1% 21.3% 2.1%
Other 1 1 3 9
store .3% .3% .9% 2.7%

Table 51. Cross-tabulation for primary store, according to the share-oJ-visits,
and share-oJ-purchase measure, respectively. n=338. Total
percentages, cells that represent cases where the primary store is the
same according to both measures are marked in bold. Households with
a tie for primary store according to the share-oJ-visits measure, are not
included.

Primary store according to "share-of-purchase"
ICA Hemkiip Hemkiip Konsum Mat-

Matrnlister Mamas City rnagasinet
Perceived rCA 30 1 1 1 4
main store Matrnlister 9.9% .3% .3% .3% 1.3%

Hemkop 4 66 2 2 6
Mamas 1.3% 21.7% .7% .7% 2.0%
Hemkop 1 31 1
City .3% 10.2% .3%
Konsum 2 1 47 2

.7% .3% 15.5% .7%
Mat- 3 2 2 81
magasinet 1.0% .7% .7% 26.6%
Other 1 2 1
store .3% .7% .3%

Other
store

1
.3%

1
.3%

4
1.3%

4
1.3%

Table 52. A comparison ofthe store mentioned as the main store and the primary
store according to the share-oJ-purchase measure. Total percentages,
cells that represent cases where the perceived main store is the same
store as the primary store according to the share-oJ-purchase measure
are marked in bold. These stores are the same in 85.2 percent of the
cases. n=304.
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Primary store according to "share-of-visits"
ICA Hemkiip Hemkiip Konsum Mat- Other

Matmlister Mamas City magasinet store
Perceived ICA 28 1 2 2 2
main store Matmlister 10.0% .4% .7% .7% .7%

Hemkiip 5 56 3 2 3 3
Mamas 1.8% 19.9% 1.1% .7% 1.1% 1.1%
Hemkiip 30 2
City 10.7% .7%
Konsum 1 1 45 3 2

.4% .4% 16.0% 1.1% .7%
Mat- 5 2 6 4 58 7
magasinet 1.8% .7% 2.1% 1.4% 20.6% 2.5%
Other 2 1 5
store .7% .4% 1.8%

Table 53. A comparison ofthe store mentioned as the main store and the primary
store according to the share-ofvisits measure. Total percentages, cells
that represent cases where the perceived main store is the same store
as the primary store according to the share-ofpurchase measure are
marked in bold. These stores are the same in 79 percent ofthe cases.
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Appendix 3 - Comparisons across stores
In the main section of this thesis, the variation in household behavior is the focus
of the analysis. In this appendix, the store perspective will be taken, that is, some
comparisons across stores will be reported. Do household-level differences
"cancel out" on the store level, or are there also differences between stores? First,
store choice behavior aggregated on the store level is reported, and thereafter the
respondents' evaluations are compared across stores.

Comparing purchase behavior across stores

First, the market shares of each store as reflected in the panel, are reported (Table
54).

lCA Matmaster
Hemkop Mamas
Hemkop City
Konsum
Matmagasinet
All other stores
Total

Total sum of
purchases made in

the store (SEK)
123,322
207,525
146,721
158,458
259,663
93,635

989,324

Market share in the
panel

12.5%
21.0%
14.8%
16.0%
26.2%
9.5%

100.0%

Table 54. The stores' markets shares in the panel

How does it look when comparing patronage across stores? An interesting
question is how many customers each store has and how many customers have
each store as their main provider in terms share-of-purchase. Moreover, do some
stores cater to a larger share of their customers' needs or are there no apparent
differences across stores? Table 55 reports usage data across stores.

No. of households Average No. ofhouseholds for Average share-
that used the store share-of- which the store is the of-purchase for

during the surveyed purchase for primary store. Absolute "primary store"
period all users no. and % of users users

lCA 178 28.1% 47 (26.4%) 60.5%
Matmaster
Hemkop 208 36.0% 85 (40.9%) 65.6%
Mamas
Hemkop City 250 21.7% 46 (18.4%) 63.1%
Konsum 181 33.2% 58 (32.0%) 72.3%
Matmagasinet 239 39.8% 118 (49.4%) 63.5%

Table 55. Usage data across stores
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The data in Table 55 shows that the stores are used differently and to a different
extent. To begin with, the stores have a varying number of customers. However,
this would be expected considering that the stores vary somewhat in capacity and
also are located in different parts of town. The next column shows that the stores
differ in how large share they receive of the total spending of the customers they
cater to. Customers of Matmagasinet spend on average 40 percent of their monthly
budget in this store, whereas customers of ICA Matmaster only spend on average
28 percent of their monthly budget.

The third column reports the number of customers that use the store as their main
provider in terms of money spent during the period. This shows that the stores on
average play somewhat different roles in the store repertoires of their customers.
Only 25 percent of Hemkop City's customers use it as a main store, whereas
almost half of Matmagasinet's customers use this store as a main store. This could
mean that the former store, to a larger extent, is used for smaller purchases.
Considering that the store is located in the city center, with comparatively fewer
parking opportunities, this result seems reasonable. There is also, however, a
difference between stores with more similar facilities and locations, most notably
between the neighboring stores ICA Matmaster and Hemkop Mamas.

In the fourth column, the average share-of-purchase for those who use the store as
the main store is reported. If the behaviorally loyal customers of respective store
belong to the same category of "behaviorally loyal" customers, one would assume
that the variation in share-of-purchase for this sub-group of customers would be
equal across stores. However, there is also an interesting difference here. The
Konsum "loyals" make a significantly larger share of their purchases in this store
as compared to, Matmagasinet's "loyals," for instance.

Finally, the number of store avoiders per store, is compared (Table 56). Again,
there are substantial differences, 17 percent of the respondents have indicated that
they would avoid the Konsum store, whereas in contrast 4 percent have indicated
that they would avoid Hemkop Mamas.

Share of store
avoiders

lCA Matmaster
Hemkop Mamas
HemkopCity
Konsum
Matmagasinet

12.6%
3.8%

10.1%
17.0%
14.3%

Table 56. The share ofstore avoiders per store
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Comparing evaluations across stores

In Table 57, the ratings on the evaluation items for the different stores are reported
on an aggregate level. As indicated by the table, approximately two-thirds of the
respondents, or more, rated each store.

Hemkop Mamas has overall the highest rating on all items except "value for the
money," where Matmagasinet has the highest rating. The largest differences
between stores seem to be those concerning assortment-related dimensions,
whereas there are smaller differences on personnel-related dimensions.

ICA Hemkop Hemkop Konsum Mat- others
Matmaster Mamas City magasinet

Overall good store 5.07 6.21 5.60 5.30 5.22 4.81

237 286 286 236 294 74
Good fresh 5.17 6.22 5.95 5.26 5.01 4.24
produce 235 287 284 232 294 71
Good quality 5.10 6.23 5.83 5.14 4.98 4.18
fruits & 240 283 284 232 296 72
vegetables
Value for the 4.47 4.84 4.53 4.70 6.17 3.85
money 233 283 281 230 298 75
The store is well 4.68 6.03 5.56 5.25 4.32 5.07
organized 241 284 285 235 297 75
Friendly 5.46 5.57 5.05 5.03 5.05 5.88
personnel 239 284 285 237 292 75
Nice and clean 5.46 6.14 5.72 5.53 4.70 5.57

239 284 284 234 295 76
Spacious layout 5.04 6.01 4.91 5.45 4.42 3.05

241 285 284 234 296 75
Good assortment 5.29 6.20 5.65 5.43 4.88 3.65
variety 240 286 282 236 298 75
Staff availability 4.54 5.08 4.53 4.50 4.28 5.26

240 282 284 234 292 76

Table 57. The ratings ofstores, means and n.

The above Table shows the mean ratings for each store, but there could also be
significant variation on the individual level. Thus, although Hemkop Mamas has
the highest overall ratings indicating that in general it is perceived to be the best
store, on the individual shopper level, other stores could be preferred (i.e., receive
the highest rating). 81 percent of the respondents had a preferred store according
to the summated measures (Table 21, p. 110). Table 58 reports how these
preferences are divided across stores. As expected, Hemkop Mamas has a high
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share of households that prefer this store based on the evaluations, but half of the
shoppers have a preference for one of the other stores.

Store evaluations
lCA Matrnaster preferred store
Hemkop M preferred store
Hemkop C preferred store
Konsum preferred store
MM preferred store
Other store preferred store
Total

Frequency

28
148
34
41
41

6
298

Percent

9%
50%
11%
14%
14%
2%

100%

Table 58. The attitudinally preferred store.

In looking at the different loyalty categories derived in section 4.6, the store that is
the primary store differs between these categories (Table 59). Among the
households that have ICA Matmaster as their primary store, 15 percent were
categorized as intentionalloyals, whereas this figure is 45 percent for the Konsum
store. Matmagasinet has the largest share, 27 percent, of spurious loyals.

Primary store
ICA Hemkop Hemkop Konsum Mat- Other

Matrnaster Mamas City magasinet store
Loyalty Intentional 7 36 10 25 21
categories loyals 15.2% 43.9% 22.7% 45.5% 18.6%

Spurious 8 5 10 12 30 3
loyals 17.4% 6.1% 22.7% 21.8% 26.5% 23.1%
Latent 27 33 19 12 49 8
loyals 58.7% 40.2% 43.2% 21.8% 43.4% 61.5%
Non- 4 8 5 6 13 2
loyals 8.7% 9.8% 11.4% 10.9% 11.5% 15.4%
Total 46 82 44 55 113 13

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0

Table 59. Primary stores within in the four loyalty categories. Frequencies and
column percents. n=353, Chi2-test significant at the .OI-level
(Chi2=45.I, df 15). An expected count of less than 5 observations in
five of the cells. The Che-test was performed on a sample in which
"other store" loyals were excluded and in this analysis there was an
expected count of less than 5 in two cells; this test was also significant
at the. OI-Ievel.
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